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Abstract
Emerging smart user terminals and diverse multimedia applications that have driven recent explo-
sive growth in mobile data traffic are increasing energy consumption in cellular networks at an
incredible rate. Constituting a significant portion of network operating expenditure and in a con-
text of global warming, rising energy utilization has become a key concern from both economic
and environmental perspectives. Consequently, in recent time, the issue of designing energy ef-
ficient cellular networks has drawn significant attention, which is also the foremost motivation
behind this research. This thesis presents various novel operation mechanisms for single-tier cel-
lular networks designed to enhance the energy efficiency.
In a cellular system, base stations (BSs) in the radio access network (RAN) are the most dominant
energy consuming equipment estimated between 60%-80%. Therefore, most recently, the idea
of attaining a “green cellular network” by reducing energy consumption in BSs has become the
spotlight of many researchers. Contemporary BSs consume a considerable amount of energy even
at no traffic load. Correspondingly, conventional cellular networks, which are provisioned based
on peak-traffic load without accounting for inherent high-degree temporal-spatial traffic diversity,
are wasting a significant amount of electrical energy, especially during low-traffic periods.
Considering these facts, the proposed research is focused on the design of traffic-sensitive dynamic
network reconfiguring mechanisms for energy efficiency in cellular systems. Under the proposed
techniques, RANs are adaptively reconfigured using less equipment leading to reduced energy
utilization. At the same time, quality of service (QoS) is guaranteed within the target limits. The
proposed mechanisms work in a self-organizing fashion requiring no operator assistance. The
main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as below:
• An energy efficient cellular network framework by employing distributed inter-BS cooperation
in a RAN is proposed. Under this framework, based on the instantaneous traffic demand, BSs
mutually cooperate for dynamically switching between active and sleep modes by redistribut-
ing traffic among themselves and thus, energy savings is achieved. The focus is then extended
to exploiting the availability of multiple cellular networks for extracting energy savings through
inter-RAN cooperation. Two alternative mutual cooperation mechanisms among BSs belonging
iii
to different RANs are developed for dynamically sharing each other’s traffic and switching their
operating modes. Mathematical models for analytically evaluating the switching dynamics of BSs
under both of these single-RAN and multi-RAN cooperation mechanisms are also formulated.
•A centralized dynamic BS switching mechanism for energy efficiency in cellular networks is also
proposed. Various user association techniques as well as BS selection policies are also explored
for redistributing traffic load. For avoiding the high computational complexities of the optimal
exhaustive search based energy saving optimization techniques, a heuristically guided greedy style
low complexity algorithm is presented.
•An alternative energy saving technique using dynamic sectorization under which some of the sec-
tors in the underutilized BSs are turned into sleep mode is also proposed. Heuristic algorithms for
both the distributed and the centralized implementations are developed. Finally, a two-dimensional
network provisioning mechanism is proposed by jointly applying both the dynamic sectorization
and the dynamic BS switching.
• Utilization of the instantaneous traffic load for switching BSs and sectors under the proposed
mechanisms may impose a lot of signaling and computational load. Focusing to minimize this
overhead, an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)-based novel technique is proposed
for forecasting the traffic load envelope of an entire day in advance from the past traffic data, which
is then integrated into the proposed energy saving mechanisms.
• In this thesis, a novel eco-inspired network design approach is also introduced by developing
the aforementioned distributed inter-BS cooperation based on the principle of ecological self-
organization. For demonstrating the applicability of ecological principles in cellular systems,
an ecological multi-species multi-resource competition based resource management scheme is
proposed, which shows its capability in allocating resources in a sustainable way.
Extensive simulations are carried out for evaluating the system performance, which demonstrate
the capability of all the proposed mechanisms in substantially enhancing the energy efficiency of
cellular networks. Effectiveness of the proposed EWMA-based predictor in reducing the system
overhead without sacrificing any energy saving performance is also identified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter describes the background and motivation for this research work by briefly
introducing the field and explaining the principal research problem. A brief summary of
the contributions of this thesis is also presented. Finally, a concise outline of the thesis is
provided at the end of the chapter.
1.1 Energy Efficiency in Cellular Networks
The steady rise in popularity of emerging new generation user terminals (e.g., smart
phones), the ubiquitous availability of Internet access and the diverse multimedia appli-
cations are currently driving an explosive growth in cellular network data traffic. Corre-
spondingly, energy consumption as well as CO2 footprint of cellular networks is increas-
ing at an incredible rate leading to a higher network operating cost and a not inconsid-
erable contribution to the worsening global warming phenomenon respectively. Cellular
network operators and vendors as well are immensely concerned about the ever increas-
ing cost of energy [1], [2]. For instance, it has been estimated that the information and
communication technology (ICT) industry emitted approximately 2% of the worldwide
CO2 emissions in 2007 [3], [4], [5]. This amount is equivalent to the world-wide CO2
emissions by airplanes or one quarter of the world-wide CO2 emissions by cars [6], [7].
Recent studies have predicted that although the overall carbon footprint of ICT is expected
to less than double from 2007 to 2020, it can triple for cellular networks within the same
1.2 Self-Organizing Networks
time frame [8], [9]. However, existing cellular architectures are designed for optimizing
network coverage and throughput with virtually no real emphasis on the energy efficiency
aspect. Therefore, it has now become essential to include energy efficiency as a major
performance indicator in both the planning and the operation stages of cellular networks.
In a cellular system, the base stations (BSs) in its radio access network (RAN) are the
most dominant energy consuming equipment adding up to 60% - 80% of the total utiliza-
tion [10], [11], [12], [13], whereas the accumulated energy requirement for user equip-
ments (UEs) lies in the range of 1% - 10% [12], [14], [15]. Therefore, reduction of
energy consumption in BSs may considerably enhance the energy efficiency of cellular
networks. Remarkably, contemporary BSs have a high-degree non-load-proportional en-
ergy consumption characteristic and thus draw a significant amount of energy even at
no-load condition [16], [17], [18], [19].
On the other hand, modern day cellular network traffic generation exhibits a high-degree
temporal-spatial diversity, i.e., traffic demand varies both in time and space [12], [20],
[21]. This variation is directly related to the population density of the neighborhood,
and the random call making behaviour and mobility pattern of the users. From recently
released traffic data by various network operators, it has been clearly identified that for a
large portion over a day, traffic intensity is much lower than that of the peak-traffic periods
and many BSs remain significantly under-utilized.
However, under the conventional static-type network operation approach, all BSs are kept
powered irrespective of traffic load. This traditional network operation and the aforemen-
tioned non-load-proportional energy utilization in BSs are the major causes behind the
substantial amount of energy wastage in existing cellular networks, especially in the low-
traffic periods. Thus, there is a genuine prospect for exploiting these aspects in devising
operation techniques for managing cellular networks in a much more energy efficient way
than the existing ones.
1.2 Self-Organizing Networks
Despite the unprecedented increase in cellular data, operators revenue has failed to grow
in the same proportion [22]. Therefore, self-organizing networks (SONs) with autonomous
operation, control and maintenance have been identified as the key way to run networks
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with minimal human intervention leading to reduced cost and complexity [23], [24], [25],
[26]. Such automation in networks has great potential for attaining lower energy re-
quirements, improved mobility management, better load balancing, efficient resource uti-
lization and so on. Correspondingly, the demand for SONs is increasingly becoming
stronger, especially among service providers. In light of this, 3rd generation partnership
project (3GPP) long term evolution - advanced (LTE-A), worldwide interoperability for
microwave access (WiMAX) and next generation mobile network (NGMN) alliance have
adopted SON architectures in their respective standards [27], [28], [29]. Therefore, most
recently, researchers are putting significant emphasis on the self-organizing feature of any
new mechanism designed for cellular networks.
1.3 Research Objectives
Given the nature of energy wastage, natural traffic diversity and the predicted traffic
growth trends, it is crucial to bring fundamental changes in network operation for enhanc-
ing the energy efficiency in cellular networks. The objective of this thesis is to develop
dynamic operation mechanisms for cellular access networks, which can reduce the en-
ergy wastage resulting in lower energy requirement and higher load-proportional energy
consumption.
The main focus is to leverage the inherent temporal-spatial traffic diversity for managing
cellular networks in an energy efficient way. Thus, the proposed mechanisms adaptively
reconfigure cellular RANs by dynamically switching the access network equipment be-
tween a high power active mode and a low power sleep mode, while satisfying the in-
stantaneous traffic demand. More precisely, under the proposed schemes, BSs and the
sectors in each BS are the RAN equipment subject to the dynamic switching. Through
this dynamic switching, RANs are provisioned to utilize a reduced the number of active
equipment and thus, energy savings is achieved.
It is also aimed to develop frameworks for both the distributed and the centralized imple-
mentations of the proposed mechanisms. An additional target is to exploit single-RAN
as well as multi-RAN scenarios for capitalizing any potential energy savings. Moreover,
from the motivation gained by the expected benefits of SONs, all the proposed mecha-
nisms are aimed to operate in a self-organizing fashion requiring no human assistance.
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As the concern on the energy efficiency of cellular networks intensifies among the op-
erators as well as the environmentalists, various proposals have emerged in recent years
for minimizing the energy consumption at RAN level by switching network equipment
on/off [5], [10], [30]. For instance, LTE proposed turning off under loaded BSs at low-
traffic times for saving energy [31], while refrained to specify any particular BS switching
scheme and thus, the issue is left open for thorough investigations [31].
Several early works, such as [32], [33], [34] and [35] introduced the concept of manual
switching of BSs, which are not suitable for SONs. In contrast, [9], [11], [12], [36], [37],
[38], [39] and other recent works proposed dynamic BS switching for energy savings.
However, most of these works are based on simple system models or failed to present
complete framework and necessary algorithms for implementations. For example, the
proposals in [9], [36], [37] and [38] are developed on the unrealistic assumption of con-
stant power consumption in BSs. In addition, the algorithms presented [9], [37] and [38]
completely ignored the data rate demand and the actual locations of users. Furthermore,
none of these systems are designed under the guidelines of next generation OFDMA-
based LTE and WiMAX systems.
An alternative approach of reducing energy utilization in cellular RANs by turning off the
redundant sectors of the under-utilized BSs is investigated in few works, such as [40], [41]
and [42]. The works in [40] and [41] investigated switching off sectors, while ignored the
impact of change in antenna patterns on energy savings. On the other hand, although the
impact of antenna pattern is included in the scheme presented in [42], this work as well
as [40] and [41] have not accounted other crucial factors, namely, the change in antenna
gain with the beamwidth and the load-dependent power consumption in BSs.
Although many schemes have been proposed for energy efficiency of RANs, research
in this field is still in its infancy. Existing schemes have their own limitations, such as
the use of simplified system models, inadequate analysis, incompatibility with the future
SONs and unsuitability with the OFDMA-based cellular systems. This field thus deserves
a lot more attention from the leading research community for developing effective energy
saving techniques, which has worked as the foremost motivation to carry out this proposed
research.
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Although the notion of energy efficient green cellular networks has gained much atten-
tion from the telecommunication industries as well as from the academics, investigation
in this field is still in the early stage requiring extensive efforts from the research commu-
nities. The contribution of this thesis can be considered as a significant move toward the
realization of the so called green cellular networks. This thesis proposes and investigates
several traffic-dependent energy efficient dynamic operation mechanisms for single-tier
cellular networks. System performance is evaluated using extensive simulations as well
as the formulated analytical models. A brief summary of the contributions of this thesis
is presented below.
• Switching off some of the BSs during low-traffic times is currently considered the
most prospective approach in substantially reducing energy utilization in cellular net-
works [5], [10]. Similarly, switched off BSs have to be switched on during high-traffic
times for reducing the traffic load on the other BSs. Therefore, it is essential to develop
autonomous mechanisms, which can achieve this dynamic switching of BSs with traf-
fic changes without involving any operator assistance. In light of this, distributed inter-
BS cooperation assisted various frameworks are proposed in this thesis for realizing this
traffic-aware energy saving dynamic BS switching. Frameworks are developed for both
the single-network and the multi-network scenarios.
Under a single-network scenario, intra-network intelligent mutual cooperation among the
neighboring BSs belonging to the same RAN is employed for sharing each other’s traffic
and thus, some of these BSs are switched to sleep mode for saving energy. Various se-
lection schemes are explored for deciding on the best neighbors for offloading the traffic
of a BS. Implemented distributed cooperation is developed based on the ecological prin-
ciple of self-organization, where each BS directly cooperates only with its neighboring
BSs without being aware of the overall network behavior. This kind of local cooperation
among BSs ultimately generates the global dynamic network behavior. On the other hand,
for multi-network scenarios, two alternative distributed-type cooperation mechanisms for
dynamic traffic sharing among the geographically colocated RANs for saving energy are
proposed. The first mechanism, named inter-network cooperation, implements coopera-
tion among the co-located BSs belonging to different RANs. Under the second technique,
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named joint cooperation, both the intra-network cooperation and the inter-network coop-
eration are applied together. Analytical models for estimating the switching dynamics
under all three of these cooperative mechanisms are also formulated. Extensive simula-
tions are carried out for demonstrating the capability of these techniques in achieving a
substantial amount of energy savings, while the joint cooperation offers the maximum.
Energy saving performance under various traffic scenarios, selection schemes, design pa-
rameters, user data rates, user distributions, BS power profiles and number of cooperating
networks is thoroughly investigated. Impact of this dynamic switching on the other sys-
tem parameters, such as resource utilization, switching in BSs and sleeping period of BSs
is also analyzed.
• For a single-RAN scenario, a centralized dynamic BS switching mechanism involving
no direct interaction among BSs is also proposed. In this case, based on the instantaneous
network traffic demand, a central network controller selects an optimal subset of BSs,
which are left in active mode switching the remaining into sleep mode. A generalized
energy saving optimization problem is formulated, which is extremely challenging for
a solution using optimal exhaustive search technique due to its exponential complexity,
especially under a large number of BSs. Therefore, a greedy style heuristically guided al-
gorithm with much lower complexity is developed. Furthermore, various user association
techniques are explored. In addition to the standard signal-to-interference-plus-noise-
ratio (SINR)-based UE association policy, predefined BS sequence-based and BS energy
efficiency level-based (assuming that a network can have BSs of various degrees of energy
efficiency) policies are proposed and investigated. Along with the energy saving perfor-
mance, the impact on the achievable spectral efficiency (SE) and the resource requirement
per UE is also analyzed.
• Although developing BS switching based schemes is the main focus for most of the
green cellular network researchers, many challenging issues have to be overcome before
its actual practical implementation [5], [36], [43]. Some of the greatest obstacles are fre-
quent switching in BSs requiring extremely fast hardware, managing potential coverage
holes created from on/off BSs, reduced battery life of UEs for increased uplink transmit
power and highly dynamic interference from coverage adjustments and so on. In light
of this, this thesis also proposes a much simpler dynamic sectorization scheme under
which instead of switching an entire BS to sleep mode, each BS is dynamically recon-
figured with a smaller number of sectors. Once again, considering the high complexity
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of the optimal exhaustive search method, heuristically guided greedy style algorithms for
both the centralized and the distributed implementations are developed. Various sector
switching patterns including the regular configurations (e.g., single-sector, three-sector
and six-sector cells) are thoroughly investigated. Impacts of various network parameters
on the system performance, such as single-cell and multi-cell scenarios, user data rates,
uniform and non-uniform user distributions and the number of original sectors in each
BS are evaluated. Energy saving performance is also compared with that of the semi-
dynamic sector switching schemes, optimal exhaustive search technique and the popular
BS switching-based schemes. Remarkably, due to better granularity, the proposed dy-
namic sectorization is found to achieve higher energy savings than that achieved by a BS
switching-based scheme.
• The last energy saving mechanism proposed in this thesis reconfigures cellular access
networks in two different dimensions by switching some selected BSs as well as some of
the sectors in the active BSs into sleep mode. For reducing the complexity in implementa-
tions, dynamic sectorization and BS switching problems are decoupled into time domain
and sequentially applied. Two variants of this joint mechanism are investigated demon-
strating a large volume of energy savings. It is also found that the two variants outperform
each other in low-traffic and high-traffic regions respectively. Furthermore, the proposed
joint mechanism is identified to have a superior energy saving performance than that of
individual applications of dynamic sectorization and BS switching-based schemes.
• In all of the proposed schemes, a dynamic switching operation is carried out period-
ically, which is triggered by the central controller based on the aggregate network load
factor (LF). Triggering by instantaneous LF requires the controller to have accessibility to
all the network parameters resulting in highly signaling intensive systems. Therefore, for
reducing the network reconfiguring instances, an exponentially weighted moving average
(EWMA)-based technique for predicting the LF envelope of an entire day in advance from
the historical data is proposed. From the predicted LF, a subset of instances is selected
at which network reconfiguring operations are carried out leading to a reduced signaling
and computational burden. Performance of the proposed dynamic network reconfiguring
mechanisms by integrating this EWMA-based estimator is also evaluated, which demon-
strates its capability in substantially reducing equipment switching operations without
trading off any energy saving performance.
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• As stated above, the distributed cooperation among neighboring BSs is developed based
on the ecological self-organization principle. For establishing the rationality of applying
ecological principles in the cellular network domain, at first, a comprehensive analogy
between a heterogeneous wireless network (HWN) and the ecosystem on Earth is es-
tablished. Thereafter, an ecological multi-species multi-resource competition (MSMRC)-
based model is developed for characterizing the unfairness in resource distribution and the
potential competitive exclusion of certain classes of services in the absence of any radio
resource management (RRM) scheme. A RRM technique is then proposed for eliminating
any chance of competitive exclusion even under extremely intense competition scenarios.
Results demonstrate the capability of the proposed eco-inspired RRM scheme for ensur-
ing the coexistence of all service classes having widely varying quality of service (QoS)
requirements. More importantly, this opens up a new design paradigm of integrating
ecological principles when developing and analyzing future generation cellular network
operation mechanisms.
In summary, the proposed research explores various alternative energy efficient dynamic
network equipment switching mechanisms. Thorough investigations carried out in this
thesis provide us with the essential understandings of the network characteristics, degree
of energy savings and the impact on the other system parameters under dynamic equip-
ment switching mechanisms. The presented system performance can be used by cellular
network operators as a design guideline for achieving the envisioned real green cellular
networks. Furthermore, these results can also be used by other researchers as a perfor-
mance guideline and a benchmark for evaluating similar scenarios.
1.6 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis consists of eight chapters presenting the background material, reviews of the
relevant literature, proposed energy saving mechanisms with thorough investigations and
insightful analysis, summary of the key findings and potential future research opportuni-
ties.
Chapter 1 establishes the motivation behind the proposed research by briefly pointing out
the energy efficiency aspect in today’s cellular networks as well as the prospects of future
SONs. The research goal and the outcome of the thesis, as well as the organization of the
thesis are also briefly summarized in this chapter.
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Chapter 2 provides an essential background to a basic cellular system including a detailed
discussion of energy consumption in the existing as well as the future cellular networks.
A comprehensive study of the fundamental approaches and the related publications by
classifying them into different approaches is also presented. Finally, this chapter iden-
tifies the key enabling technologies for implementing the dynamic equipment switching
schemes.
Chapter 3 aims to establish the rationality of integrating ecological principles in cellu-
lar network operations. Therefore, by briefly reviewing the analogy between HWNs
and the ecosystem on Earth, this chapter introduces a novel eco-inspired network de-
sign approach for integrating ecological principles in network operations. An ecological
MSMRC-based RRM scheme is then proposed for demonstrating the prospect of this new
design paradigm.
Chapter 4 proposes an ecological self-organization inspired distributed inter-BS cooper-
ation assisted traffic-aware load-balancing framework for energy efficient dynamic BS
switching under a single-RAN scenario. An estimated aggregated LF of the network is
used for triggering the network reconfiguring events. Therefore, an EWMA-based tech-
nique for estimating the LF of an entire day in advance from past LF data is also proposed
in this chapter.
Chapter 5 then extends the focus for developing distributed energy efficient BS switching
techniques for a multi-RAN scenario. In light of this, two alternative cooperation mech-
anisms among the co-located networks, named as inter-network cooperation and joint
cooperation, are proposed and investigated.
Chapter 6 presents dynamic sectorization techniques, both centralized and distributed
types, for achieving energy efficiency in cellular networks. In addition, a centralized
scheme for dynamic BS switching is also proposed in this chapter.
Chapter 7 proposes a two-dimensional dynamic network reconfiguring mechanism by
applying dynamic sectorization and dynamic switching of BSs jointly. Two different
variants of this scheme are outlined and thoroughly investigated.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarizing the major findings, as well as identify-
ing several potential research opportunities for the improvements and extensions of the
9
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proposed mechanisms.
1.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter has formulated the principal research objective by exposing the highly inef-
ficient energy utilization in contemporary cellular networks and the statistically evident
exceptionally growing energy expenditure. A concise overview of the contributions of
this thesis is then provided. Finally, for the ease of readers in following the contents, a
chapter-wise outline of the thesis is briefly presented.
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Chapter 2
Energy Efficient Cellular Networks:
Background and Research Trends
This chapter first presents the basic concepts of a typical cellular system. Cellular traffic
characteristics as well as global trends in traffic growth are also discussed. Furthermore,
a detailed account of the energy utilization in different functional entities of a cellular
network is presented. In particular, a component-wise breakdown of energy consumption
in BSs is further examined. This chapter also discusses the fundamental approaches for
realizing the envisaged energy efficient green cellular networks. The focus is then turned
onto the energy saving RAN equipment (more precisely, BSs and sectors) switching based
approach, and a comprehensive study of the existing related schemes is presented. This
chapter finally concludes by identifying some of the major technological issues for en-
abling practical implementations of such dynamic switching mechanisms.
2.1 Basic Concept of a Cellular Network
A basic cellular system architecture consists of two network domains - an access network
and a core network. They together form the cellular network infrastructure. A cellular
network can also be interconnected with other public land mobile networks (PLMNs),
public service telephone networks (PSTNs) and/or Internet through the core network. A
simple view of a typical cellular network is shown in Fig. 2.1.
2.1 Basic Concept of a Cellular Network
Internet
Core Network
RAN RAN
Node-B/
BTS
PLMN/PSTN
RNC/ 
BSC
RNC/ 
BSC
Node-B/
BTS
RAN = Radio 
Access Network
 
Figure 2.1: A simple view of typical 2G/3G based cellular networks.
The access network mainly consists of several cell sites and cell site controllers. Each
cell site covers a certain geographical area providing access for the users to be connected
to the core network, while a controller controls a group of cell sites. The cell site is
known as a base transceiver station (BTS), Node B and evolved node B (eNB) in second
generation (2G) global system for mobile communications (GSM)/general packet radio
service (GPRS)/enhanced data for global evolution (EDGE), third generation (3G) uni-
versal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS) and beyond 3G long term evolution
(LTE) systems respectively1. On the other hand, the controller is termed base station
controller (BSC) and radio network controller (RNC) in GSM/GPRS/EDGE and UMTS
respectively. In traditional 2G/3G cellular systems, the cell site controller is responsible
for RRM and some of the mobility management functions over multiple cell sites. How-
ever, in LTE, these functions are moved to the intelligent eNBs leading to the removal of
the controller. Thus, LTE has a flatter and much more distributed architecture.
1Throughout the thesis, the term base station (BS) is used for referring all kinds of cell sites.
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Macrocell
MacrocellMacrocell
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Figure 2.2: A single-tier cellular network with macrocells only.
2.1.1 Single-Tier Network
A single-tier cellular network, also known as an homogeneous network, is deployed using
only a single type of BS. Conventional cellular networks are of this type utilizing only
macrocells. A simple demonstration of a single-tier cellular network is presneted in Fig.
2.2. Each macrocell can provide coverage for a large geographical area. Cell ranges
usually vary among the deployment areas (e.g., smaller cells for urban areas and larger
cells for rural areas), which can be upto several kilometers.
A single-tier macro cell network suffers from many limitations [44]. Poor indoor penetra-
tion and the presence of dead spots leading to reduced indoor coverage is one of the major
bottlenecks. Moreover, as the users move to cell edges, inter-cell interference increases
significantly resulting in drastic reduction in user throughput. At the same time, due to
the requirement of higher transmit power, edge users run out of power very quickly. Fur-
thermore, with the rapid rise of traffic demand, it is essential to install new BSs. In many
areas, adding further macrocells is not very effective due to higher cost and the lack of
feasible cell sites [45].
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1 Self-x refers to self-con-
figuration, self-optimiza-
tion, self-healing, and so
on.
few hundred meters, and herein lies the first
obvious energy saving from small cells. Due to
shorter distances between the transmitter-receiv-
er pair, the transmit power required to achieve
the same quality of service (QoS) scales down
significantly in the small cell scenario. This
transmit power reduction bodes favorably for
power requirements of related BS hardware
components, and the overall BS power drawn
from the socket recedes. One example of a typi-
cal small cell overlay network, where several
small cell BSs provide coverage within a macro-
cell, is shown in Fig. 1.
An important characteristic of small cell
deployment is that it is considerably less planned
as opposed to typical macrocellular deployments.
For instance, in the case of residential femto-
cells, BSs are user-deployed and support plug-
and-play deployment. Such a deployment
strategy is enabled through the use of specialized
self-x1 algorithms, which run in small cell BSs
and provide distributed control in a cellular net-
work. Concurrently, the same distributed control
can be used to invoke SLEEP mode procedures
in small cells in a bid to reduce network energy
consumption. We discuss these decentralized
small cell controlled SLEEP procedures in more
detail later.
There are two main operational modes for
small cell BSs: open access mode, in which the
BS allows access to all users of the operator’s
network; and closed access mode, which allows
only registered users to access the small cell. The
hybrid access mode, in which a limited amount of
small cell resources are available to non-regis-
tered users, can also be available. The energy
saving procedures employed in small cell BSs
can vary significantly based on the access control
mechanism. For instance, in the case of SLEEP
mode schemes for closed mode small cells, the
BS hardware might need to verify whether the
subscriber requesting access to resources is regis-
tered or not, before switching itself ON. Other
criteria, such as user location information, user
classification, etc., are also integrated differently
in algorithms based on the small cell mode of
operation. These phenomena are described
exhaustively later.
In order to provide a first order indication on
the power consumption performance of small
cell deployment, let us consider a Long Term
Evolution (LTE) based cellular network in an
urban area comprising of macrocells and pico-
cells. The picocells are all user-deployed in
respective households. The number of macrocell
sites and picocells are denoted by ηmacro and
ηpico, respectively. It is assumed that a total of
40,000 mobile subscribers are present in the area
with 10,000 users uniformly distributed outdoors
and 30,000 users located indoors. The indoor
user distribution is based on an average of 4
users per household, such that a maximum of
7,500 picocells can be deployed in all house-
holds. Each outdoor or indoor subscriber is
assumed to have the same average traffic
requirements of 0.5 Mb/s.
Each picocell draws Ppico = 12 W from the
power socket [3], and can transmit up to 0.2 W
and serve four simultaneous users. Each macro-
cell site consists of three sectors and consumes a
total power of Pmacro = 2.7 kW [2]. No dynamic
power saving modes for macrocells are assumed;
the power consumption remains fixed irrespec-
tive of the supported traffic. An average spectral
efficiency of 1.7 b/s/Hz per macrocell sector is
assumed [4], and by considering 20 MHz carrier
bandwidth, 204 simultaneously active users can
be supported per macrocell site, each requiring
0.5 Mb/s. The total energy consumption per
annum (= 8760 h) of the network can be written
as
Enetwork = (ηmacro ⋅ Pmacro + ηpico ⋅ Ppico) ⋅ 8760,
[Watt hours] (1)
under the assumption that core network compo-
nents can be neglected for both macro- and pic-
ocells since their contribution to the total
network energy consumption is very low. Based
on the mixed voice and data traffic modeling in
[3], each mobile subscriber is assumed to have a
duty cycle of 17.15 percent. This means that, on
average,
macrocell sites are required to provision the
modeled environment.
Using Eq. 1, Fig. 2 plots Enetwork as a function
of number of deployed picocells. As the percent-
age of users served by the picocells increases,
40 000 0 1715
204
34
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Figure 1. Heterogeneous cellular network topology incorporating different forms
of small cell deployments as an overlay on the macrocell network. Small cells
may use secure tunnels back to the core network using existing broadband
infrastructure.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a multi-tier cellular network with a combination of macrocells
and small cell [46].
2.1.2 Multi-Tier Network
In order to lessen the degree of the aforementioned drawbacks of single-tier networks and
meet the unprecedente growth in traffic demand, next generation cellular network archi-
tectures, such as LTE-A, have embraced the concept of a multi-tier network. A multi-tier
cellular network is d ployed usin a mix of macroc lls and small cells. Small cells in-
clude microcells, picocells, femtocells and metrocells, which are overlaid on macrocells
for forming multi-tier networks as illustrated in Fig. 2.3 [46]. A multi-tier network has
a huge potential in substantially improving network coverage, capacity and energy ef-
ficiency with fast and flexible installation. Many researchers also refer to a multi-tier
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network as a heterogeneous network (HetNet), though HetNet carries a broader meaning
including heterogeneous cell sizes, radio technologies, services, frequency bands and user
terminals.
Introduction of multiple tiers has brought a total paradigm shift from the conventional
deterministic hexagonal cell layout to a near random topology. Therefore, the techniques
for network modeling, planning and optimization can significantly differ from those of
legacy networks. Furthermore, all the algorithms and the protocols for various network
functions, such as admission control, mobility management, resource management, BS
and UE sleep strategies, interference mitigations and power control have to be either de-
veloped starting from scratch or upgraded for adapting to the complex multi-tier scenar-
ios [45].
2.2 Cellular Network Traffic Diversity
Since the emergence of cellular networks, many studies have been carried out for charac-
terizing the traffic generation of individual BSs as well as that of the aggregate network.
In recent times, several network operators have also come forward to disclose their nor-
malized daily traffic patterns. Most of the studies have clearly identified strong diurnal
patterns of aggregated traffic. That means, the traffic volume significantly varies over a
day having both peak-times and off-peak times, which can be termed temporal diversity.
It has also been identified that the peak-time traffic load can be over twenty times higher
than that of at off-peak times [12], [47], [48]. This diurnal pattern can also vary from
network to network.
Furthermore, although slow changes in traffic generation on consecutive weekdays (or
weekends) are identified, significant variation from weekdays to weekends is clearly ex-
hibited. This temporal variation is strongly related to the natural life styles, daily activ-
ities, random call making behavior and unpredictable mobility patterns of subscribers;
diverse applications with heterogeneous characteristics (e.g., session durations, bit rates
and file sizes); density of subscribers; network size and so on. For instance, in a commer-
cial area, day time is the usual peak-traffic time with almost no traffic during the night
time. Fig. 2.4 shows the recorded traffic behavior in two different real cellular networks
demonstrating temporal diversity. As seen for a large fraction of a day (8 ∼ 10 hours),
traffic load remains much lower than the network capacity indicating the underutilization
15
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Figure 3: CDF plot of traﬃc volume
volume with respect to application identiﬁers. Just like the
CDF plot of traﬃc volume with respect to device identiﬁers,
it is evident that the distribution of traﬃc with respect to
applications is highly skewed. The shape of the curve is
similar for bytes, packets, and ﬂows. However, the highest
degree of skewness is observed for ﬂows where the top 10%
applications account for more than 99% ﬂows.
3.1.2 Temporal Dynamics
It is also interesting to study the temporal dynamics of
the logged traﬃc. In Figure 4(a), we plot time-series of
the observed traﬃc volume at per hour granularity for the
complete week. We clearly observe strong diurnal variations
in aggregate traﬃc volume. This diurnality as well as several
other features of the plot can all be reasonably explained by
weekly working schedule of people. For instance, we observe
a peak every day. The peak is centered around mid-day and
lasts up to early evening. This indicates that people tend to
vigorously use their cellular devices around lunch time and
evening time compared to the rest of the working day – when
they are busy at meetings, or are using oﬃce computers, and
so forth. More insights regarding these peaks are further
revealed in our analysis on the traﬃc patterns for diﬀerent
families of mobile devices later this section. In addition,
the daily peaks observed on the weekdays are higher than
those observed on weekends. This can be explained by less
usage of wireless modem devices, some of which are likely
the traﬃc heavy hitters, during the weekends.
3.2 Differentiating Cellular Devices
One intuitive way of dissecting the aggregate measure-
ments is to separate out diﬀerent types of devices. Diﬀerent
devices have diﬀerent features and speciﬁcations, which may
aﬀect their traﬃc patterns. Moreover, diﬀerent types of de-
vices attract diﬀerent groups of users, who may also use the
cellular network in diﬀerent ways. In this subsection, we at-
tempt to diﬀerentiate the traﬃc patterns of diﬀerent types
of devices.
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Figure 4: Diurnal characteristics of traﬃc volume
over the duration of complete week
3.2.1 Identifying Cellular Device Types
As mentioned before, the TAC numbers of the device
IMEI numbers are preserved by the hashed device identiﬁers
in our data set. Such information can be used to identify
the type, or more precisely the maker, model, and some-
times even version, of a cellular device by retrieving the
corresponding TAC registration record from the GSM Asso-
ciation’s TAC database. For the data set used in this study,
we encountered approximately two thousand diﬀerent TAC
numbers which map to several hundred diﬀerent types of
devices.
Because of the large number of device types and the typ-
ically short lifespan of individual cellular device models, it
makes more sense to compare cellular device families, for ex-
ample the Nokia N series, instead of individual device types.
Thus it is important to identify the lineage in devices of the
same family. Moreover, it also oﬀers a historical perspective
into how data usage patterns change along the evolution
path of cellular devices of the same lineage.
Normally the manufacturing time of a particular device or
even a particular model is diﬃcult to determine from pub-
lic domain knowledge. In our study, we tackle this problem
by using a simple heuristic for estimating the manufactur-
ing time of a device. Because the TAC numbers are speciﬁc
to particular device models and there are only limited IMEI
numbers under each TAC lot, it is reasonable to assume that
manufacturers apply for TAC numbers from the GSM Asso-
ciation according to their production plans. Thus, there is
a correlation between the registration time of a TAC num-
ber and the manufacturing time of cellular devices with that
TAC number. Hence, we use the TAC registration time for
classifying devices when we want to study how device data
usage pattern changes as device speciﬁcation and conﬁgura-
tion may change over time.
In the discussions below, our analysis will focus on the
comparison between statistics of smart phone devices from
(a) Normalized aggregated traffic over one week [21].
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such that only the relative change is seen. The
top cell has low load only at night, whereas the
middle cell has low load during the weekends
too (note that the second Monday in the obser-
vation period was a public holiday). The bottom
cell always has low load (i.e., during both day
and night). Our plots in Fig. 1 show that spec-
trum usage varies widely over time and space —
an illustration of the challenges that are likely to
be faced with cellular DSA.
The day/night dependence is exhibited sys-
tem-wide, as seen in Fig. 2. Here, we ignore
information about the individual cells to which
calls are assigned and consider all calls as arriv-
ing to a single entity. For such a hypothetical
system, we plot the normalized average call
arrival rates during four different days. Figure 2
illustrates three key effects regarding the dynam-
ics observed in the system. First, there are two
distinct periods that roughly correspond to day
and night, and have high and low arrival rates,
respectively. Moreover, the steepest change in
arrival rates occurs in the morning and late in
the evening, which corresponds to the transition
between the day and night periods. Second, the
system characteristics are unlikely to remain sta-
tionary at timescales beyond an hour. Except for
the transition hours, the mean arrival rates do
not vary significantly during an hour. Third,
weekdays and weekends appear to show distinct
trends. This is not wholly unexpected since many
cell phone pricing plans provide unlimited call-
ing on the weekend.
Figure 3, which plots average call durations
as a function of time, illustrates similar trends as
Fig. 2. However, we find that the range of vari-
ability in mean call duration is much smaller
than that of arrival rates. Note that there are a
few large spikes in Fig. 3. These are caused by a
brief interruption in the data collection, which
caused some short calls to not be recorded,
thereby artificially inflating the mean duration of
calls.
Secondary usage requires the availability of
free spectrum. Assuming secondary users are
immobile, the best scenario is one in which free
spectrum is available for as long as possible in
any given cell. In other words, variability in per-
cell spectrum availability is not desirable. We
quantify this variability by computing the varia-
tion in load of each cell during each hour. We
calculate the “average case” variation using the
standard deviation and the “worst case” varia-
tion as the difference between maximum and
minimum 1-min load in a cell during each hour.
We average these over all cells and plot them on
an hour-of-day basis in Fig. 4. As before, we nor-
malize the metrics by a constant factor for pro-
prietary reasons. Notice that both metrics show
the same trends. Not surprisingly, the variation
is larger during the day, when the load is higher.
IMPLICATIONS
Knowing the spectrum occupancy of a PU, more
precisely the dynamic change of the occupancy
over time, is crucial to determining the degree to
which secondary usage can be allowed, for exam-
ple, as discussed in [6, 7]. First of all, the instan-
taneous occupancy sets an upper limit on the
resources available for SUs. Thus, our results in
Fig. 2 indicate that significant secondary usage is
possible during the night until almost 7 a.m.,
regardless of the location. Additionally, in some
locations, spectrum can become available during
the weekends and weekdays. Knowing the future
trends of occupancy further helps spectrum own-
ers optimize their auction process without
impairing PUs. For instance, if the primary spec-
trum occupancy tends to vary significantly (as
can be observed in Fig. 4 for the afternoon
hours), secondary usage has to be allowed more
c nservatively, such that enough resources are
available for new PUs. On the other hand, if the
PU occupancy tends to decrease, spectrum can
n
       
Figure 2. Distribution of system-wide average call arrival rates during four
different days. The arrival rates are averaged over 5-min slots.
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(b) Normalized aggregated call arrival rate in various days [47].
Figure 2.4: Temporal traffic diversity in two different real cellular networks.
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1 We do not give the spe-
cific number for propri-
etary reasons.
aspects relevant for enabling cellular DSA. First,
we show that cellular DSA is viable and attrac-
tive, especially during nights and weekends.
Hence, we recommend an emphasis on develop-
ing scenarios for secondary usage that operate
during such non-peak hours. Second, we describe
two models of primary usage. The first models
the call arrival process but needs to account for
the skewed distribution of call durations. The
second model tracks the total number of calls
and does not require any knowledge of call dura-
tions. However, it is less successful than the call-
based model and is more applicable during peak
hours when the number of calls is high. We also
find that rare but significant spikes in usage exist
and must be guarded against. Third, since the
success of cognitive radios depends crucially on
how readily spectrum bands can be sensed, we
provide guidelines for sensing in cellular bands.
This is much more challenging than sensing in
TV bands, for example, because cellular voice
usage exhibits frequent variations in time and
space. Hence, SUs of cellular voice bands likely
need to employ more agile DSA techniques than
SUs of TV bands.
METHODOLOGY
The data set we use in this article was collected
from hundreds of cell sectors1 of a U.S. code-
division multiple access (CDMA)-based cellular
operator. The data captured voice call informa-
tion at those sectors, which were all located in
densely populated urban areas of northern Cali-
fornia, over a period of three weeks. In particu-
lar, our data set captured the start time, the
duration, and the initial and final sectors of each
call. Note that the call duration reflects the radio
frequency (RF) emission time of the data trans-
mission for the call (i.e., the duration of time for
which a data channel was assigned). This is pre-
cisely what is relevant for DSA questions. The
start time of the call was measured with a reso-
lution of several milliseconds. The duration was
measured with a resolution of 1 ms. Overall, our
data consists of tens of millions of calls and bil-
lions of minutes of talk time. To our knowledge,
such a large-scale network viewpoint of spectrum
usage has not been analyzed in prior work.
As with any measurement-based study, our
data set has certain limitations. We state these
up front since it is important to understand what
our results capture and what they do not.
The first limitation of our data set is its lack
of full information on mobility. We were able to
record only the initial and final sector of each
call. Thus, we are unable to account for spec-
trum usage in the other sectors users may have
visited during calls. To address the resulting
incompleteness of information, we use two types
of approximations. In the first approximation we
assign the entire call as having taken place in the
initial sector. We use this approximation by
default. In the second approximation we assign
the first (last) half of the call to the initial (final)
sector. We refer to this as the mobile approxima-
tion. Throughout the article, we provide results
using both approximations and find that our
conclusions do not change. This indicates that
the results are not sensitive to our approxima-
tions and would likely not change with full mobil-
ity information.
The second limitation relates to the cellular
system from which we collected our data set, a
CDMA-based network. Without additional
knowledge from the base stations, the precise
CDMA system capacity cannot easily be calcu-
lated. Hence, we implicitly assume that each
voice call uses the same portion of a cell capaci-
ty. This assumption, which is correct for time-
division multiple access (TDMA)-based systems
like Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM), is obviously not precise for CDMA. Due
to the critically important power control loop,
individual CDMA calls may require different
portions of the cell capacity, which cannot easily
be expressed only in the number of calls. Never-
theless, since user calling behavior is unlikely to
depend on the underlying technology, except
under rare overload conditions, many aspects of
our analysis are likely to apply to other cellular
voice networks.
Using either of the aforementioned approxi-
mations, we compute the total number of ongo-
ing calls in each cell sector during the entire
time period of our study. To do so, we split the
call records based on the sector. We create two
records for each call, corresponding to the begin-
ning and end of each call. Then we sort these
records in order of their time. We maintain a
running count that is increased by +1 when a
call begins and decreased by –1 when a call ter-
minates.
DYNAMICS OF
SPECTRUM AVAILABILITY
We plot the obtained “load” of three representa-
tive cells in Fig. 1. For proprietary reasons, we
normalize the values of load by a constant value
n
            
Figure 1. Normalized load of three different cell sectors over three weeks. We
plot the moving average of each cell over 1 s. The cells show high load (top),
varying load (middle), and low load (bottom).
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Figure 2.5: Demonstration of spati l traffic diversity [47]. Presented normalized traffic in
three different cells over three weeks illustrates a substantial variation of traffic in space.
of the network resources.
On the other hand, traffic intensity as well as peak-time and off-peak time can substan-
tially differ over the twork coverage, even between neighboring BSs, resulting in spa-
tial diversity. The degree of this kind of diversity can be dependent on the distribution of
different classes of subscribers, population density in the neighborhood, BS deployment
density, location of sp ci l event venues and so on. In one study, for example, it is figured
out that only 5% of devices generate approximately 90% of network traffic, while 99%
of sessions are generated by 10% of applications contributing to the spatial diversity [21].
Another study has pointed out that only 10% of BSs carry 50-60% of traffic load indicat-
ing a high-degree spatial diversity [20]. Spatial diversity can become even more evident
during peak-traffic times [12]. Normalized traffic over three consecutive weeks taken
from three different cells of the same network is plotted in Fig. 2.5 [47], which clearly
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Figure 2.6: A forecast of mobile data traffic growth [50].
demonstrates the spatial diversity. As seen, at any particular time, traffic generation is
much lower in cell 3 compared to the other two.
2.3 Trends in Global Mobile Traffic
The exceptional success of cellular networks, the dramatic rise in popularity of smart
phones and other emerging mobile terminals, and the prevalent demand for new diverse
applications are leading the recent explosive growth in mobile traffic. Data traffic has
long crossed voice traffic manyfold [49]. From various surveys, it is clearly evident that
with the continuing advent of UE features and the high speed network technologies, this
trend will continue globally over the next decade. For instance, a recent report released
by CISCO estimated that average smart phone usage increased from 189MB in 2011 to
342MB 2012, a total of 81% increment in one year [50]. Fig. 2.6 taken from the same
report presents a forecast showing exponential growth in global mobile data traffic [50].
Other studies also have identified similar trends and predicted that total traffic may double
every 4-5 years [49], [51].
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Figure 2.7: Power consumption in a typical cellular network [13].
2.4 Energy Usage in Cellular Systems
To meet the ever-growing demand for mobile data traffic, network operators are contin-
ually expanding and upgrading their infrastructure. To the end of 2011, it was estimated
that approximately 4 million BSs were operating across the world [5]. Correspond-
ingly, energy utilization in cellular networks is rising at an incredible rate. The Global
e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI) report suggested that by 2020, cellular network infras-
tructure may represent more than 50% of the total energy utilization in communication
networks [6], [10].
However, conventional cellular networks are designed paying virtually negligible focus
on the energy efficiency aspect. For instance, although cellular network traffic exhibits
significant temporal diversity, cellular networks are provisioned based on the worst-case
peak-traffic situation [19]. Thus, considering that all BSs will be required for satisfy-
ing the users at peak-traffic times, all of them are kept on for 24 hours a day ignoring
the time-varying traffic demand. This would not be a matter of concern from the energy
efficiency point of view if BSs were not consuming energy in a non-load-proportional
fashion [11], [12], [18], [19]. More downside is that BSs are the dominant energy hungry
equipment in a cellular network amounting to around 60%-80% of the total consump-
tion [10], [11], [12], [13]. A representative detailed breakdown of power consumption in
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different components of a typical cellular network is illustrated in Fig. 2.7 [13]. Conse-
quently, by keeping all BSs in active mode all the time, existing networks are wasting a
substantial amount of energy, which eventually adds to the operating expenditure of the
network operators. Thus, current cellular networks have turned out to be highly energy
inefficient.
2.5 Architecture and Power Consumption in Macrocell
Base Stations
A reference architecture of a macrocell BS having three sectors and four transmit antennas
per sector is presented in Fig. 2.8 [13]. For simplicity and clarity, only one transceiver
(TRX) chain is shown. A TRX chain mainly consists of an antenna, a switch/duplexer, a
power amplifier (PA), a radio frequency (RF) small-signal module, a base-band module
for both uplink and downlink, a power supply unit, a cooling system and an antenna
feeder. Usually, a single power supply unit as well as a single cooling system is shared by
all the TRXs of a BS. It is worth mentioning that a microcell BS covering a much smaller
area generally supports only one sector having the same set of equipment corresponding
to one TRX chain of macrocell BSs (cooling system is an optional item) [16].
A comprehensive breakdown of the total power consumption in different components
of a macrocell BS is shown in Fig. 2.9 [17]. As shown in the figure, the PA and the
cooling system are the two major energy consuming equipment in a BS. The PA is one of
the most energy inefficient elements incurring more than 50% power loss at high traffic
load [17], [52]. Furthermore, under medium and low-traffic times, its efficiency goes as
low as 5% [5], [17]. On the other hand, although the energy consumption in a cooling
system scales with the BS load, it consumes a significant amount of power even at no
traffic load. Thus, the PA and the cooling system are the two major contributors to the
non-load-proportional energy consumption in BSs.
2.6 Power Profiles of Macrocell Base Stations
Majority of the existing studies on energy efficiency of cellular networks consider the
BS transmit power for evaluating the performance measures [17]. However, such perfor-
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Figure 2.8: An architecture of a 3-sector macrocell BS having four transmit antennas [13].
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Figure 2.9: Power consumption in different components of a typical macrocell BS [17].
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Figure 2.10: Power consumption characteristics of different BS models.
mance metrics are apparently incomplete and potentially misleading as they fail to capture
the overall power consumption characteristics of a BS. Therefore, for evaluating the en-
ergy efficiency of a cellular network, it is essential to account the total power required for
operating a complete set of a BS.
Despite the improved load-dependent energy consumption in the new generation BSs,
most of the contemporary BS consumes nearly equal power irrespective of traffic load.
Therefore, in the literature, both the constant energy consumption (CEC) model [9], [16],
[17], [32], [36], [37], [38], [43], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56] and the non-energy propor-
tional (NEP) linear power consumption model [11], [12], [18], [19], [33], [39], [41] for
BSs are widely used. CEC type BSs consume constant power irrespective of traffic load.
Whereas, for NEP type BSs, a load-dependent dynamic power consumption part and a
load-independent constant power consumption part together constitute the total operat-
ing power. In this thesis, a generalized power consumption model capable of capturing
a wide range of BSs is adopted for the evaluation of the proposed systems. Under the
adopted model, the instantaneous operating power of a single TRX chain can be given as
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below [11], [39]
pop(t) =
 (1− δ)L(t)POp + δPOp (active mode)psop (sleep mode) (2.1)
where 0 ≤ L(t) ≤ 1 is the LF at time t, POp is the maximum operating power required
at full-load (i.e., L(t) = 1) and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 is a constant determining the level of depen-
dency of pop(t) on L(t) and therefore, it is named as energy-load proportionality constant
(ELPC). Now, based on the value of δ, various types of BSs can be modeled, which mainly
fall into three different categories: (i) CEC model (δ = 1), (ii) fully energy proportional
(FEP) model (δ = 0), and (iii) NEP model (0 < δ < 1). Fig. 2.10 shows the power con-
sumption characteristics of different BS models. FEP type does not consume any power
at no-load and consumption linearly increases with the load, which is an ideal case and
the ultimate target of BS manufacturers. On the other hand, depending on the design of
the BS hardware, sleep mode power psop may vary. Total operating power of a BS set can
be evaluated by summing the operating power of all its TRX chains.
2.7 Fundamental Approaches for Enhancing Energy Ef-
ficiency in Cellular Networks
For transforming the current energy inefficient cellular networks into really “green” ones,
it is essential to bring fundamental improvements in every possible aspect. This upgrading
can be seen across three different levels of cellular networks, namely, component level,
link level and network level features, which are discussed below [17].
2.7.1 Component Level Prospects
Since BSs are the major power hungry elements of cellular networks, reduction in power
usage in different components of BSs can provide a significant boost in energy efficiency.
For proper operation of PAs under the modulation schemes utilized in UMTS/high speed
packet access (HSPA)/LTE systems, they are required to be operated in the linear range
much below the saturation region resulting in significantly lower energy efficiency [5],
[17]. Thus, improving the efficiency of PAs is of utmost importance, which can be
achieved by employing the Doherty design approach; integrating advanced digital predis-
tortion (DPD), linearization and envelope tracking techniques; and so on [17], [57], [58].
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Besides, deactivation of PAs at LTE signal-free symbols [57], [58] and other components
of BSs (e.g., digital and analog circuits [17]) in LTE discontinuous transmission (DTX)
mode, use of low power front-end supporting different transmit power levels [17], and
adaptive voltage and frequency scaling [59] can make a BS more energy efficient. In
addition, modifications to BS architectures requiring less or no cooling at all (e.g., Er-
icsson’s Tower Tube BS), utilization of software-based remotely configurable BSs (e.g.,
Flexi BS of Nokia Siemens Networks) and integration of multiple technologies in a single
BS set (e.g., Flexi BS and ZTE’s Unified Hardware Platform) can also reduce the energy
cost [57].
2.7.2 Link Level Prospects
Traditionally, radio link protocol and transmission techniques are designed focusing mainly
on achieving higher throughput, optimal SE, satisfactory network coverage, low laten-
cies, low power consumption in the user terminals and so on [17]. However, it is high
time to focus on the energy efficiency of radio links from BS perspectives. Energy ef-
ficient resource allocation, efficient interference management schemes [13] and coordi-
nated multi-point transmission (CoMP) [36], [60], [61] has the potential to lower the RF
power requirement. In addition, imposition of a higher priority in scheduling lower fre-
quency bands in a cognitive multi-frequency operation [36], coordinated scheduling of
component carriers (CCs) [62] and turning off the corresponding PAs with no scheduled
CCs under carrier aggregation [58] can also be considered for energy efficiency of cellular
networks. In particular, it is highly important to focus on the joint optimization of SE and
energy efficiency for the radio link operations, which can bring significant reduction in
energy consumption as well as maintain the service quality [17].
2.7.3 Network Level Prospects
There is substantial prospect of saving energy by designing scenario specific (e.g., dense
urban, suburban and sparse rural areas) optimum network deployment and provisioning
techniques. From a network deployment perspective, cell size (e.g., macro, micro, femto
and pico cells) [63], [64], [65], homogeneous and heterogeneous cell deployment [51],
[54], [66], [67], [68], cell densities [52], [69], various sector and antenna configurations in
each BS, beam forming, antenna tilting, distributed antenna systems, relays and multi-hop
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techniques [13], [17], [58] can be exploited for achieving energy savings. On the other
hand, self-organizing network provisioning mechanisms, such as traffic-aware adaptive
adjustment of the number, location and coverage of BSs [5], [13], [17], [36], [58], [70],
reconfiguration of BSs using various number of sectors and antennas per sector [17], [58],
redistribution of traffic among macro, micro, pico and femto cells [17], [36], utilization of
hybrid energy sources (i.e., on-grid and renewable energy) and switching between them
[57], [71], [72], [73], inter-network cooperation for switching off BSs [36], [74], [75],
[76], software controlled network capacity tuning [57], dimming services and carriers
[77], and cell breathing [43], [41], [78] are some of the highly prospective options for
improving energy efficiency in cellular networks.
2.8 Energy Efficient Dynamic Network Provisioning: Re-
lated Research
From the previous discussion of traffic diversity, power consumption breakdown of a
network, power profiles of BSs and the conventional network provisioning strategy, it
is clearly evident that BSs are the major energy consuming as well as the most energy
inefficient equipment in a cellular system. Therefore, enhancing the energy efficiency
of cellular networks by inactivating RAN equipment at low-traffic times, namely, BSs
and the sectors in each BS, is being considered as one of the most promising techniques.
This can be confirmed from the emergence of a large number of BS and sector switching
schemes in recent years [5], [10], [30].
The basic concept of all the proposals is fairly simple: Based on the instantaneous traffic
demand, the number of active elements (i.e., BSs and sectors) in a cellular RAN is dy-
namically minimized, while the remaining active elements provide the coverage for the
users located in the inactive elements. Then the research problem narrows down to the
following question: When, which and how are the RAN elements selected for activation
and deactivation as well, while maintaining QoS? This is also the principal research fo-
cus of this thesis. More precisely, this thesis proposes and investigates RAN equipment
switching mechanisms for single-tier (i.e., homogeneous) networks deployed with macro-
cells only. Therefore, the discussion in this section is kept restricted to the existing related
schemes proposed for single-tier networks only.
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2.8.1 Base Station Switching: Single Network Scenario
In this section, BS switching based schemes developed for single network scenarios are
studied. Aiming to leverage the natural temporal-spatial traffic diversity in cellular net-
works, 3GPP LTE has included turning off under-loaded BSs at lower traffic times as
an use case for saving energy [31]. However, the standard has not specified any im-
plementation scheme and has left the issue of designing appropriate mechanisms open
for further research. In light of this, a high level energy efficiency evaluation frame-
work (E3F) for approaching and assessing new designs was developed under the Eu-
ropean Union (EU) funded research project “Energy Aware Radio and Network Tech-
nologies (EARTH)” [18]. This framework identified that both small-scale short-term
system-level metric and large-scale long-term global metric are vital for evaluating any
new scheme. Under the large-scale long-term evaluation, global performance metric was
proposed to be evaluated by taking the weighted sum of the evaluations carried out over
various deployment scenarios (e.g., urban, suburbs and rural areas) involving correspond-
ing daily/weekly traffic profiles. Here below, a critical study of the existing BS switching
schemes is presented by grouping them into several categories.
2.8.1.1 Under Delay Intolerant Traffic
By employing predefined deterministic switching patterns of BSs, authors in [32], [33],
[34] and [35] proposed manually turning off BSs during low-traffic times and thus, these
schemes are applicable only for regular cell layouts. In contrast, proposals for dynami-
cally shutting down some BSs following the daily traffic profile were presented in [36],
[37] and [38]. The proposals in [32], [33], [35] and [38] provided no strategy for turn-
ing on the BSs during high-traffic times leading to their incompatibility for future SONs.
Thus, in case of an emergency situation of a sudden rise in traffic generation during the
switched off times, many users may experience service interruption. On the other hand,
the schemes in [32], [33], [35] and [37] are developed based on a fairly unrealistic as-
sumption of homogeneous traffic throughout the network and thus, the impact of UE dis-
tribution and data rates is completely overlooked. A more complete distributed dynamic
scheme with detailed procedures for both switching on and off BSs using the average sys-
tem load as the algorithm initiator was proposed in [9]. Communications among neigh-
boring BSs are utilized for exchanging load information and disseminating the switching
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on/off decisions. However, guaranteed data rate demands from users may significantly af-
fect the load distribution, which is not addressed in this work. Moreover, a more efficient
algorithm is expected as the presented one does not implement any intelligence in finding
the best subset of neighbors for distributing traffic leading to reduced energy savings.
Proposals in [43] and [79] combined the cell zooming feature with cell sleeping tech-
niques. Under these methods, based on the traffic, each BS expands (contracts) for accept-
ing (offloading) traffic. Under feasible conditions, some BSs are switched to sleep mode
as well. In addition, for maintaining coverage, [79] introduced the concept of inner-cell
and outer-cell regions operating on different frequency bands, which can be implemented
by using vertical sectorization and adaptive tilting under regular cell layout. On the other
hand, a theoretical optimization approach for evaluating the potential energy savings from
turning off BSs was outlined in [53]. Another theoretical analysis of energy savings from
BS sleeping under coverage constraint by utilizing a stochastic geometry based network
model was presented in [80]. However, the schemes in [9], [32], [36], [37], [38], [43]
and [53] failed to capture the load-dependent power utilization in BSs resulting in over-
estimations. Moreover, many of them presented either very basic algorithms ignoring the
actual data rates and locations of users [37], [33], [38] or no algorithm at all [32], [36],
[53], [80].
2.8.1.2 With Delay Tolerant Traffic: Energy-Delay Tradeoff
Many applications (e.g., web browsing, file transfer and e-mail) can tolerate certain ser-
vice delays, which can be exploited for regulating the energy saving switching operation
of BSs. Considering this as an opportunity, [11] and [81] studied the tradeoff between en-
ergy savings and delay by formulating several cost minimization problems. However, the
systems in [11] and [81] do not guarantee user data rates leading to the potential degrada-
tion of service quality for users in the sleep mode BSs. On the other hand, by developing
various closed form expressions, [82] and [83] presented comprehensive analyses on the
delay-savings tradeoff under several sleep control and power matching mechanisms. A
major limitation of these two analyses is the consideration of a single BS scenario and
thus, for understanding the more realistic behavior of the system performance, they have
to be extended for multi-cell scenarios. Despite the differences in the system models, in
general, an inverse relationship between energy savings and delay is demonstrated in all
of these four works.
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2.8.1.3 Network Segmentation Strategies
For developing energy efficient BS switching schemes, all the works discussed above con-
sidered the entire network as a whole. The works in [12], [84] and [85] handled the BS
switching problem by dividing the networks into smaller sub-networks. For instance, [12]
divided the networks into rectangular grids containing several BSs. Then, a traffic profil-
ing scheme was used to estimate the traffic of each grid. Finally, BS switching algorithm
was executed inside each grid independently from the other grids. This system was de-
signed under the framework of wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA)-based
3G systems and no algorithm was presented as well. Thus, changes in the system model-
ing approach are required to make it compatible for next generation orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA)-based systems. On the other hand, [84] divided a net-
work into many clusters consisting of three BSs. Then, similar to [12], BS switching is
done in each cluster independently. In [85], the total network area is segmented into many
sub-areas by dividing the network into columns and rows, which are of equal widths and
heights respectively. The division is done in a way such that each column can have a max-
imum of one BS and thus, the network is represented by an one-dimensional linear model.
In the next step, a graph theory based shortest path algorithm is used for finding out the
optimal set of active BSs such that there exists no coverage gap between two consecutive
BSs. Other BSs are then switched into sleep mode. A common drawback of these sub-
network based schemes is that they restrict the scope of cooperation by limiting it within
the smaller domains leading to the possibility of sacrificing energy saving performance.
2.8.1.4 Integration of CoMP Transmission
It has been widely recognized that SE of a cellular network can be effectively improved
by CoMP transmission, where multiple BSs cooperatively serve the users in multiple
cells. This technique particularly can be very useful in urban environments, where the
dense deployment of BSs ensures that the users are always within communication dis-
tance with multiple BSs. Some of the CoMP transmission techniques are demonstrated
in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 [86]. By implementing such coordinated uplink and downlink
transmission/reception, CoMP transmission techniques can achieve a network wide in-
terference reduction resulting in reduced power requirement at both the uplink and the
downlink [36]. Consequently, a new network having integrated CoMP transmission facil-
ities can be deployed with fewer BSs leading to enhanced energy efficient operation.
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Figure 2.11: Downlink CoMP transmission techniques [86].
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Figure 2.12: Uplink CoMP transmission techniques [86].
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Energy efficiency improvement of cellular networks by utilizing CoMP transmission tech-
niques was demonstrated in several previous works [60], [61]. Looking beyond this, [87]
and [88] exploited CoMP transmission for facilitating BS switching leading to a higher
number of sleep mode BSs. Irrespective of the simplification made for developing the
schemes in these two works, it is clearly evident that depending on the data rates, BS
power consumption models and other system parameters, BS switching with CoMP trans-
mission has the potential to outperform the BS switching without CoMP in terms of en-
ergy efficiency. However, a lot more in-depth analyses under various network scenarios
are required before reaching any reasonable conclusion.
2.8.2 Base Station Switching: Multi-Operator Cooperation
Cooperative trading of BSs among the geographically co-located multiple cellular net-
works can be considered as an additional opportunity for reducing energy utilization.
Particularly, in urban environments, BSs from different operators are closely situated, or
even on the same tower, and thus, multi-network cooperation can be an attractive ap-
proach. Two case studies presented in [36] and [76] also supported this potential for
energy savings. On the other hand, authors in [48] considered a case of two operators
with the assumption that BSs of the two operators are co-located. The two operators
cooperatively share each other’s traffic and thus, during low-traffic times, either of the
co-located BSs belonging to the two networks switches to sleep mode. Evaluation under
various system settings demonstrated a prospect of substantial energy savings. On the
other hand, another multi-network cooperative scheme incorporating four operators was
presented in [89]. Various priority orders of the operators for switching into sleep mode
keeping one of them always active were explored. However, none of these schemes pro-
vided any algorithm or implementation framework. Moreover, more general scenarios of
BSs belonging to different RANs located at different towers have to be taken into consid-
eration. Developing cooperation policies among the operators, managing cross-operator
mobility, user authentication and billing, and so on are some of the other complex chal-
lenges, which demand thorough investigation.
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2.8.3 Sector Switching
The emergence of energy efficient dynamic BS switching schemes has also exposed nu-
merous incredible difficulties regarding their implementations [36], [43]. For instance,
the schemes involving dynamic cooperation among BSs are extremely complex requiring
tight coordination and accurate synchronization for rapid coverage adjustments to avoid
coverage holes and excessive interference. Under these schemes, the interference is much
more dynamic and harder to keep track of than that in the conventional networks and
thus, it is extremely difficult to develop efficient techniques for managing it. Moreover,
incredible upgrading in BSs in terms of processing power as well as artificial intelligence
is essential. For instance, the switching transients (i.e., from active to sleep mode and vice
versa) have to be very short, which can otherwise significantly offset the energy savings
gain [90].
One attempt to develop alternative solutions with less complexity and ease implementa-
tions, yet effective, is the dynamic sectorization technique [17]. Under the dynamic sec-
torization techniques, each BS is dynamically reconfigured using the minimum number
of sectors sufficient for meeting the instantaneous traffic demand, while the TRX chains
corresponding to the other sectors are switched off for saving energy. Currently, only
a handful of preliminary studies on dynamic sectorization are available in the existing
literature, which are discussed here.
Authors in [40], [41], [42] and [91] simply estimated the degree of potential energy sav-
ings from dynamic sectorization, while no attempt was made to propose algorithms and
develop implementation guidelines. Moreover, major simplifications in system model-
ing were made by ignoring several crucial factors. Firstly, consideration of the antenna
radiation pattern in any realistic evaluation of sectorization techniques is extremely im-
portant. This is because, after a BS is switched from one sector configuration to another,
the relative position of a UE in a sector and hence, its received signal power may change.
This may significantly affect the system performance, which was overlooked in [40], [41]
and [91]. Secondly, with the change in transmission beamwidth of an antenna, its gain
changes [92]. This comes from the fact of radiating the same amount of power for cover-
ing an increased (or decreased) sector area. System performance can again be affected by
this antenna feature, which was not considered by any of these studies in [40], [41], [42]
and [91]. Furthermore, these works evaluated energy savings by switching BSs mainly
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from three-sector to single-sector configuration and thus overlooked other possible an-
tenna settings.
Although the above discussed works demonstrated a substantial energy savings from sec-
torization, they lack concrete system modeling and comprehensive investigations. Thus,
this branch of energy saving mechanisms requires much more attention and vigilant in-
vestigation for further exploration.
2.9 Key Technologies for Enabling Network Equipment
Switching
2.9.1 Wake-up Technology
As discussed above, switching on/off BSs in accordance with the temporal-spatial traffic
diversity for saving energy in cellular networks has become the center of focus of many
researchers. The majority of the proposals involve multiple switching operations of BSs
(between on and off) per day. Under such scenarios, operator assisted manual switching
of BSs is not an efficient solution. Particularly, many subscribers may face difficulty in
accessing services in case of a sudden surge in traffic generation during the switch off
times. A wake-up mechanism with essential intelligence can be a realistic approach for
this purpose, which can enable BSs switching their operating modes without any human
intervention. This technology has the potential of making access networks more energy
efficient as well as guaranteeing the service availability.
Wake-up technology enables electrical and electronic equipment switching among sev-
eral power states depending on the instantaneous tasks to be performed. For example,
a device can switch to a low power state when it is unnecessary to keep all the sections
in power mode and then, wake-up with the reception of a special message to switch into
active mode for transmission and/or reception. Power requirements can vary substantially
among the operating modes. A desktop personal computer (PC), for example, can gener-
ally be operated in four different modes - active, idle, sleep and hibernate. Typical power
consumption in these modes are 140 W, 100 W, 1.2 W and 1.0 W respectively [93]. Simi-
larly, a Wi-Fi UE typically consumes 400 mW, 1000 mW and 1100 mW in connected/idle
mode, searching mode and active transmission/reception mode respectively [93].
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On the other hand, a wake-up module is required to be keept in active mode during the
power saving modes of an equipment. This module can intercept any wake-up request
and immediately switch the equipment to the desired mode. Power consumption in this
module has to be very low, otherwise it could offset the overall energy savings. Low-
power milliwatt range wake-up modules are currently being used in wireless local area
networks (WLANs). Research on further improvements in terms of energy consumption
(e.g., microwatt range) and size of these modules for different applications is currently
under way [94], [95], [96].
Applicability and possible incentives of introducing the wake-up technology for various
communication networks have been investigated for the last few years [94], [97], [98],
[99], [100], [101]. Different wake-up scheduling algorithms for increasing the life time of
sensor networks as well as for maintaining the required QoS were proposed in [97], [98].
For Ethernet, power saving mechanisms by deactivating some links and routers during
the lower traffic time were studied in [99]. A few analyses of sleep mode and wake-up
technology for Wi-Fi access points (APs) and battery powered end user devices are also
available from [94], [100]. Further energy saving through switching between wireless and
wired networks in office environments based on the data rate requirement by allowing the
unused network to go into sleep mode is investigated in [101]. All of these published
results have established the great promise of this technology by significantly increasing
the life time of battery operated isolated devices and substantially reducing the energy
consumption in these networks.
Nevertheless, integration of a wake-up mechanism in cellular systems can be much more
complex than in other applications. The highly dynamic nature of cellular networks due
to a large number of users with unpredictable mobility patterns and session generation
behavior, heterogeneity in various dimensions (e.g., QoS requirements, applications, cell
sizes, BS capacities and network technologies), time-variant wireless channel character-
istics, frequent operating mode switching of BSs requiring fast coverage adjustments, and
switching times of various accessories in BSs (e.g., cooling system, PA and base band
module) are some of the key factors to be considered in such a scenario. Therefore, care-
ful design and analysis is required in deploying wake-up technology in cellular networks.
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2.9.2 Advanced Antenna Technology: Beam Forming, Fanning and
Panning Features
Along with BS switching, future networks are expected to involve dynamic switching of
sectors. For maintaining network coverage with a time-varying number of active sectors
and BSs, it is essential to have the facilities of dynamic adjustment of the transmission
beamwidth, beam direction and the transmission range of each sector. With the advent of
smart antenna technology in recent years, this has become a real possibility.
Omnidirectional antennas were primarily used for the deployment of the early days com-
mercial cellular systems, which are typically linear cylinders, resembling a pipe. Next,
for overcoming the low capacity issue of Omnidirectional antennas, multi-sector anten-
nas were introduced. Although 3-sector antennas are almost universal in contemporary
networks, a recent trend of developing antennas for using in 6-sector cell sites is noticed.
Switching from 3-sector to 6-sector antennas can achieve a 70% higher capacity [102],
while the number of inter-sector handoffs will increase as well.
Throughout the development process, various facilities, such as beam tilting (remote elec-
trical and mechanical tilting), multi-band support (i.e., combined antennas of multiple fre-
quency bands in a single housing), multi-beam antenna (i.e., multiple beams from a sin-
gle array of antennas), vertical sectorization capabilities, integration of active electronic
devices in the antenna radomes and beam forming capabilities are added [102]. Anten-
nas with such kinds of advanced technologies are popularly known as “smart antennas”.
Smart antenna is a very general term, which refers to adaptive antennas having all, or a
subset of, the aforementioned facilities. Thus, smart antennas enable following relatively
slow-varying traffic patterns, forming beams aimed at particular users or steering nulls to
reduce interference. In addition, they can have adaptive antenna arrays with the ability
to apply separate signals (with controllable amplitude and phase of the input currents) to
antenna elements in both the vertical and horizontal axes for forming beams or sectors
in the desired planes as well as for implementing multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
and receive diversity [103], [104].
Furthermore, a new generation of smart antennas known as reconfigurable beam antennas
also includes the remotely controlled beam fanning and beam panning capabilities [102].
Beam fanning refers to the technology of reconfiguring transmission beamwidths, while
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(b) Beam fanning [102].
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(c) Beam panning [102].
Figure 2.13: Smart antenna features.
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beam panning implies the shifting of a beam to a targeted direction. Beam forming, fan-
ning and panning capabilities of smart antennas are demonstrated in Fig. 2.13. Under
dynamic switching of sectors, remaining active sectors can implement this beam fanning
capability of antennas for widening their beamwidths to cover the entire cell area. In
addition, BSs are required to be equipped with the apparatus, control circuitry and artifi-
cial intelligence for carrying out sector switching and driving the antennas for coverage
maintenance.
2.9.3 Inter-BS Communications
The dramatic rise in the demand for mobile communications and the increasing com-
plexity of the networks necessitate more intelligent network management mechanisms.
Provision of multi-cell cooperation through inter-BS coordination and collaboration in
cellular access networks is a promising tool for such an environment. The ultimate
goal of multi-cell cooperation is to maximize network capacity as well as service quality
by utilizing network resources in an optimal fashion and minimizing inter-cell interfer-
ence [74], [105]. For example, stringent multi-cell coordination is essential for energy
saving dynamic network reconfigurations, under which some BSs can be put into sleep
mode, while the active BSs cooperatively adjust their transmission ranges to maintain
coverage for the sleep mode ones. This type of coordination becomes even more crucial
for the implementations of distributed type solutions.
By recognizing the huge potential of multi-cell coordination, inter-BS communication is
enabled by integrating links among BSs both in LTE-A [106] and WiMAX [107] architec-
tures. For instance, LTE evolved universal terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN),
as demonstrated in Fig. 2.14, consists of a network of eNBs with no central coordinator.
eNBs are connected to the evolved packet core (EPC) via serving gateways (SGWs) and
mobility management entities (MMEs). As shown in the figure, eNBs are interconnected
with each other using an “X2” interface, which is introduced for inter-BS message ex-
change in various coordination and cooperation phases. Similarly, the “R8” interface in
the WiMAX access network plays a similar role to the “X2” interface [107], [108]. It
is worthwhile to mention that 2G/3G based cellular systems do not have any inter-BS
communication link.
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Figure 2.14: LTE architecture.
2.9.4 Inspiration from Ecological Self-Sustainability
The best example of a self-sustainable system is the Earth’s ecosystem. Despite natural
changes and instability in the ecosystem, the entire system regains its stability through
millions of years of evolution. Thus, it is arguably in a highly balanced and stable state
with intrinsic adaptivity to varying environmental conditions, inherent resiliency to fail-
ures and damages, successful and collaborative operation on the basis of a limited set of
rules, and global intelligence [109]. Self-organizing, self-managing, self-adapting and
self-optimizing capabilities are the fundamental properties behind the self-sustainability
of the Earth’s ecosystem.
A self-organizing system in ecology consists of numerous small components, which work
based on some basic local rules. These rules specifying interactions among the system
components are executed using only local information, without reference to the global
pattern. Systems of this class, starting from an initial random state, with no guidance
or help from any external body, emerge spontaneously in a well-organized structured
system [110]. On the other hand, a self-adaptive system works in a top-down manner
and is capable to adjust to changes in the environment without endangering its essential
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organization. Such a system can evaluate its own global behavior and change it when the
evaluation indicates that it is not accomplishing what it was intended to do, or when better
functionality or performance is possible.
Whereas, a self-managing system is capable in managing its resources and organization
by itself. This management can be either optimal or non-optimal. A self-optimizing sys-
tem is also capable to manage its resources. However, it always attempts to optimize the
utilization of its available resources. Such a self-optimizing system learns from interac-
tions with the changing environment and optimizes its performance during the entire life
cycle [26].
Besides, different types of interactions among a large number of homogeneous and het-
erogeneous components in an ecosystem play a key role in maintaining its sustainability.
Mutualism/cooperation, competition, altruism, predation, parasitism, coopetition, pro-
tocooperation, commensalism and detritivory are the main interactions observed in the
ecosystem [111], [112]. An interacting species either gets benefits or loses something, or
neither gets benefits nor loses anything from the interaction.
On the other hand, future networks are expected to be interconnected networks of het-
erogeneous technologies, relatively large and highly dynamic in nature [24], [25], [113].
Managing such networks using traditional operator assisted manual techniques is ineffi-
cient and impractical. Under such complex scenarios, the self-organizing operation of
networks requiring minimum human intervention is being considered as a prospective so-
lution expecting various potential gains including reduced cost and complexity [23], [26].
This potential has been recognized by all the major telecommunication standard devel-
opers, such as 3GPP LTE, WiMAX and NGMN alliance [27], [28], [29]. Definitions of
SONs by these standards encompass self-configuration, self-optimization and self-healing
features.
If a HWN is considered as an ecosystem, then different networks comprising it can be
thought to be analogous to different components of the Earth’s heterogeneous ecosys-
tem. Therefore, network operation mechanisms developed based on ecological princi-
ples have a huge potential to be real solutions for the envisaged self-organizing HWNs.
The prospect of incorporating ecological principles in communication networks design
has been demonstrated in several previous works [109]. For instance, being inspired by
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the “adaptation by evolution” feature of organisms, a distributed framework for service
evolution with varying network characteristics was proposed in [113]. Whereas, [114]
presented an ecological population dynamics based approach for modeling the life time
and the energy distribution of battery constrained sensor networks. Moreover, swarm
intelligence [115], coordination among social insects [116], animal foraging behaviour
[117], synchronization of fireflies [118], adaptive nature of the mammalian immune sys-
tem [119] and so on were all exploited in developing various features of communication
systems.
2.10 Chapter Summary
The first part of this chapter has presented the basic architecture of a typical cellular sys-
tem including the conventional single-tier and emerging multi-tier networks. An in-depth
analysis of the natural high-degree temporal-spatial traffic diversity, the explosive growth
in global mobile data traffic and the incredible rise in power consumption in cellular net-
works are also presented. Moreover, a detailed breakdown of power utilization in different
components of the state-of-the-art BSs as well as a study of the power consumption pro-
files of BSs has been presented. This has identified that the reduction of energy utilization
in BSs can make the existing networks much more energy efficient. In the second part of
this chapter, a comprehensive discussion on the component level, link level and network
level fundamental approaches for achieving energy efficient cellular networks has been
provided. Existing energy saving proposals integrating dynamic switching of BSs as well
as sectors have then been grouped into various categories and studied critically. Finally,
wake-up technology, smart antennas with advance features, tight inter-BS coordination
and integration of ecological principles in network operations are identified as the critical
factors for enabling self-organizing type dynamic switching of network equipment. Thus,
this chapter has established the background for introducing various novel energy saving
frameworks in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
Eco-Inspired Cellular Network
Operations
Chapter 2 has identified that the inclusion of ecological principles in operational mecha-
nisms has the great prospects in achieving self-organizing network management. There-
fore, by establishing an analogy between the ecosystem and the HWNs, this chapter
introduces a new design paradigm for cellular networks incorporating the principles of
ecosystem on Earth. Applicability of the ecological principles to cellular networks is
demonstrated by proposing an eco-inspired RRM mechanism. Based on the theory of
ecological multi-species multi-resource competition, an analytical model for characteriz-
ing the unfairness and instability in HWNs resulting from the intense competition among
users from multiple networks with diverse resource requirements is developed first. The
proposed RRM scheme is then imposed for ensuring the coexistence of users from all
classes, even under extreme situations and sudden network environment disruptions. Ef-
fectiveness of the proposed RRM scheme is demonstrated through extensive simulations.
The contribution in this chapter has been published in [120].
3.1 An Eco-Inspired Resource Management Scheme
This section proposes a RRM framework for HWNs aiming to demonstrate the applica-
bility of ecological principles to cellular networks. The proposed framework is developed
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based on the ecological competition among multiple species for multiple resources, which
can model both the user dynamics and the resource dynamics for complex HWNs having
variable number of networks, user classes and resource types.
3.1.1 Motivations and Related Works
Proposals for future wireless network architectures encompassing interworked HWNs of-
fer different applications having diverse resource requirements. Users of different classes
(e.g., voice, video and data) from different networks having widely varying QoS in terms
of resources (e.g., bandwidth and power) come together and compete for resources. These
inevitable intense competitions may result in unfair resource distribution among different
classes of users and consequently, the probability of being left out for some of these
user classes is high. This phenomenon is known as competitive exclusion in ecology. In
HWNs, especially during peak-traffic times or in regions of high user density, the phe-
nomenon of competitive exclusion is a very likely possibility. Thus, the sustainability
of future HWNs is at high risk. Sustainable networks have to be capable of fair alloca-
tion of all the network resources for seamless connectivity and mobility to all kinds of
subscribers as well as of fulfilling the requirements of the service providers. Therefore,
design of RRM mechanisms through proper resource control, congestion control and ad-
mission control is of extreme importance for HWNs [121], [122].
Existing RRM approaches can be aligned with three distinctive categories: network-
centric, user-centric and collaborative [122]. In network-centric and user-centric RRM
schemes, the networks and the users respectively focus on maximizing their own util-
ity [121], [123], [124], [125], [126]. Contrarily, in the collaborative approach, both the
networks and the users jointly make the decisions for optimizing their combined util-
ity [127]. For instance, a simulation based network-centric admission control policy for
RRM of HWNs was presented in [123]. In [124], a Markov chain model was used for
analyzing the RRM of a HWN, where the authors considered only two classes of users
with no indication of the achieved throughput by each class. On the other hand, a user
oriented vertical handoff based scheme aiming to maximize user profit and improve load
balancing among multiple networks was investigated in [125]. While, a RRM scheme for
parallel transmission was proposed in [126], where each UE is allowed to transmit over
multiple RANs simultaneously. However, both [125] and [126] are user-centric approach
leading to a potential selfish behaviour of users. Furthermore, being inspired by the anal-
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ogy between the HWNs and the heterogeneous systems of other fields, many researchers
imported theories from those fields for devising RRM schemes [121], [127], [128], [129].
As an example, authors in [128] used an economic model for formulating a RRM scheme
and evaluated the network social welfare for quantizing its performance. But, the user
data rate considered for the evaluation was 8-12 kbps, which does not represent a real
network having widely differing data rates.
Furthermore, in developing any standard and scheme for attaining sustainable HWNs, all
types of network resources have to be taken into account. For example, for developing
energy efficient HWNs, any RRM scheme should jointly consider both BW and power
as independent resources [17]. However, in the recent literature, the majority of authors
have considered either BW or power as the resource. Moreover, none has modeled the
phenomenon in which each class of users in the network individually has enough sub-
scribers for acquiring the entire resources, i.e., an extreme scenario where the network
stability may collapse. Additional motivation for developing the proposed RRM scheme
based on the ecological principle has come from the previously mentioned great anal-
ogy between HWNs and the ecosystem [129], [130], which is presented in detail in the
following section.
3.1.2 Proposed RRM Framework
3.1.2.1 Ecological Resource Competition Dynamics
In ecology, a resource is defined as a factor contributing to a higher growth rate resulting
in higher population densities with the increase of its availability and consumption by
the species. Such resources include food, water, sunlight, habitat, minerals, CO2, O2 and
so on. Competition within the same species (intraspecific) as well as among the species
(interspecific) is the most commonly observed interaction, where a group of species tries
to optimize their own share of resources for their sustainable existence. In ecology, there is
no visible regulator in controlling these competitions. The outcomes of these competitions
dictate the growth of species resulting in the coexistence or extinction of incompetent
species from certain areas and thus influence the biodiversity on Earth.
Resources in ecology are broadly classified as perfectly complementary, imperfectly com-
plementary and perfectly substitutable [131]. Perfectly complementary resources are all
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essential for species survival and one can’t be compensated by another. In this case,
the population growth of a species is governed by the least available resource. In such
a scenario of G genus1 having p different species competing for r different perfectly
complementary resources, the joint population dynamics and resource dynamics can be
expressed as below [131]
dNi(t)
dt
= Ni(t)
[
minj
{
gi,j(Rj(t))
qi,j
}
−Di(t)
]
(3.1)
dRj(t)
dt
= Sj(t)−
p∑
m=1
qm,j
[
minn
{
gm,n(Rn(t))
qm,n
}]
Nm(t) (3.2)
i = 1, 2, ..., p; j = 1, 2, ..., r;n = 1, 2, ..., r
Initial conditions: Ni(0) = N0, Ri(0) = R0 (3.3)
where Ni(t) denotes the population density of ith species, Rj(t) is the biomass density
of jth resource, Di is the per capita death rate of ith species, Sj(t) is the net supply
rate of jth resource, gi,j(Rj) is the removal rate of jth resource by an individual of ith
species, qi,j is the amount of jth resource required to produce each individual of ith species
and Bi(t) = minj
{
gi,j(Rj(t))
qi,j
}
is the per capita birth rate of ith species. In ecology,
Michaelis-Menten form is usually used for gi,j(Rj) [131]. The competition among species
for resources has been accounted for in the second part of (3.2). The equation implies
that when one species group consumes more resources resulting in an increase of its
population, it reduces the resource availability to other species groups and thus limits
their growth.
In an ecologically balanced (equilibrium) system, the rate of changes of population of all
species and resource densities is zero. Setting dNi(t)
dt
= 0 and dRj(t)
dt
= 0 in (3.1)-(3.2), we
can derive the conditions of equilibrium for this competition as below
Bi(t)−Di(t) = 0 (3.4)
Sj(t)−
p∑
m=1
qm,jBm(t)Nm(t) = 0 (3.5)
Imposing additional conditions on top of (3.4)-(3.5), one can define a desired balanced
state. All of these conditions in combination determine the population densities and re-
source availabilities at the equilibrium state of the system.
1Several species combinely form a genus.
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3.1.2.2 Heterogeneous Wireless Networks as an Ecosystem
Future HWNs can be considered as analogous to the ecosystem of Earth having different
homogeneous and heterogeneous systems [129], [130]. Therefore, here it is named the
heterogeneous wireless network ecosystem (HWNE). In HWNs, the service requirements
of users vary widely and hence, users are grouped into different classes. Such require-
ments mainly include bandwidth (BW), power and QoS. Usually, a set of different classes
of users is served by a RAN, which can be assumed equivalent to a genus. Thus, each
class of users is analogous to a species. Then, the number of active users of a particular
class is analogous to species population density. Similarly, call generation and call ending
in the networks are equivalent to birth and death of a species population respectively. A
complete relationship between the ecosystem and the HWNE is presented in Table 3.1.
3.1.2.3 Competition Model in Heterogeneous Wireless Networks
A scenario of HWN consisting of UMTS and WiMAX cellular systems is considered here
for investigation, where BSs from the two networks overlap each other over a fraction of
their coverage as shown in Fig. 3.1. Four classes of users Ni(i = 1, 2, ..., 4) with different
resource requirements are assumed -N1 andN2 originally belong to UMTS, whileN3 and
N4 to WiMAX. On the other hand, BW and transmit power (TP) of BSs are considered
as the two different resources (i.e., r = 2) subject to competition. For serving a user,
both BW and TP must be allocated for it. These two resources can’t compensate each
other. Therefore, BW and TP can be grouped as completely complementary resources. It
is also assumed that UEs have dual-band interface to support both RANs and are capable
to adaptively select, connect and switch to either of them based on coverage and resource
availability.
For analytical purpose, two hypothetical resource pools, R1 and R2 for BW and TP re-
spectively are formed, which is accessible to the users from both the networks located
in the common coverage. Each pair of two BSs, one from UMTS and the other from
WiMAX, allocates a certain portion of their BW and TP to these R1 and R2 pools and
thus, form a resource group for shared access. The portion of resources allocated in the
pools for sharing can be set through negotiation between the operators. When a user
located in the common coverage area wants to access service, it needs to be allocated
resources from both the pools simultaneously. This common coverage area is also the
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Table 3.1: Analogy between the ecosystem on Earth and the HWNE
Symbol Ecosystem HWNE
G Genus RAN
Ni Population of ith species Active users of ith class
Rj Biomass density of jth resource Unused amount of jth resource
Di Death rate of ith species Call ending rate of ith class
Sj Net supply rate of jth resource Total release rate of jth resource
from the death of species and due to the call ending of all classes
reproduction of resources
gi,j(Rj) Removal rate of jth resource by Removal rate of jth resource by
each individual of ith species each user of ith class
qi,j j
th resource essential to produce jth resource essential to serve
each individual of ith species each user of ith class
Bi(t) Per capita birth rate of ith species Call generation rate per user of
ith class
p Number of species Number of class of users
r Number of ecological resources Number of radio resources
Ri,max Maximum amount of ith Maximum amount of ith radio
ecological resource resource
t Time Time
network area where the competition among the users takes place for gaining the resources
from the R1 and R2 pools.
Under unregulated competition, resource allocation among the classes is likely to be in-
iquitous and potential competitive exclusion of particular classes is expected. To abolish
the jeopardy of such unfairness for realizing a stable coexistence of all classes, ecologi-
cal MSMRC-based RRM (explained in Section 3.1.2.5) scheme is proposed. For every
resource group, i.e., for every pair of BSs sharing resources, a functional block with the
scheme is setup as shown in Fig. 3.1. This block can be located at a place so that it
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Figure 3.1: System model.
can access information from both BSs making the proposed scheme of distributed type.
Therefore, users from both the networks in the common coverage area can compete for
gaining resources under the control of the proposed RRM scheme.
3.1.2.4 Coexistence of Multiple User Classes
For the assumed system scenario with four user classes and two resources, (3.4)-(3.5) can
be manipulated for evaluating the conditions of network equilibrium and coexistence of
different classes. Replacing (3.4) into (3.5), we have
S1(t) = q1,1D1(t)N1(t) + q2,1D2(t)N2(t) + q3,1D3(t)N3(t) + q4,1D4(t)N4(t) (3.6)
S2(t) = q1,2D1(t)N1(t) + q2,2D2(t)N2(t) + q3,2D3(t)N3(t) + q4,2D4(t)N4(t) (3.7)
An additional condition that users from all classes combinedly consume the entire avail-
able BW at equilibrium condition is imposed, which can be written as
q1,1N1(t) + q2,1N2(t) + q3,1N3(t) + q4,1N4(t) = R1,max (3.8)
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Furthermore, for the convenience to evaluate the conditions using matrix algebra, one
more condition is evaluated from (3.4) as below
Di(t) = minj
{
gi,j(Rj(t))
qi,j
}
= minj
{
g∗i,j(Rj(t))
qi,jNi(t)
}
(3.9)
Here, g∗i,j(.) is the rate of removal of resource j by all users of i
th class together. In
wireless network scenario, g∗i,j(.) can be modeled asRj/Th,i, where Th,i is the call holding
time of ith class. Setting i = 1 in (3.9), we get
N1(t) = minj
{
g∗1,j(Rj(t))
q1,jD1(t)
}
= ymin1 (t) (3.10)
Writing (3.6)-(3.8) and (3.10) in matrix form
q1,1D1 q2,1D2 q3,1D3 q4,1D4
q1,2D1 q2,2D2 q3,2D3 q4,2D4
q1,1 q2,1 q3,1 q4,1
1 0 0 0


N1
N2
N3
N4
 =

S1
S2
R1,max
ymin1
 (3.11)
In matrix notation, at equilibrium of the system, it can be written as
QN = R, i.e.,N = Q−1R = PR (3.12)
where
N =

N1
N2
N3
N4
 ,P = Q−1 =

p1,1 p1,2 p1,3 p1,4
p2,1 p2,2 p2,3 p2,4
p3,1 p3,2 p3,3 p3,4
p4,1 p4,2 p4,3 p4,4
 ,R =

S1
S2
R1,max
ymin1
 (3.13)
As N1, N2, N3 and N4 have to be positive for any meaningful coexisting equilibrium, the
conditions of both equilibrium and coexistence of all the user classes in the considered
HWN can then be given by
Cd = pd,1S1 + pd,2S2 + pd,3R1,max + pd,4y
min
1 > 0,∀d = 1, 2, ..., 4 (3.14)
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Figure 3.2: Ecological resource competition based MSMRC RRM scheme.
3.1.2.5 MSMRC-based Scheme for RRM
The complete framework of the proposed MSMRC-based resource management scheme
is shown in Fig. 3.2. In the proposed scheme, number of ongoing sessions from different
classes (Ni), available resources in the shared pools (Rj) and the call ending rates (Di)
are monitored periodically. In the decision making phase, parameters obtained from the
monitoring phase are used for making the decisions on session admission requests made
by UEs.
For requesting a new session, a RAN selection policy for UEs is proposed here, whose
flow diagram is shown in Fig. 3.3. When a UE is in the common coverage area, it
uses the resources from the shared pools. If sufficient resources in the pools donated
by the same network (say UMTS) to which the UE is originally attached (i.e., UMTS)
are available, the UE then selects that RAN (i.e., UMTS) and attempts to connect to it.
Otherwise, it selects and attempts to connect the other RAN (i.e., WiMAX) accessing the
unused resources in the pools allocated by that RAN (WiMAX). In contrast, if a UE is in
the coverage of single RAN and this RAN is its original RAN, the UE select this RAN.
Otherwise, the session request of the UE is blocked. Resources to be allocated to this UE
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come from the resources of its original RAN left after donating to the shared pools.
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Figure 3.3: RAN selection policy of UEs.
After the selection of a RAN by a UE, the decision of session request acceptance or re-
jection has to be made by the proposed RRM scheme. Using the monitored parameters,
conditions Cd,∀d ∈ (1, 2, ..,M) for a coexisting stable equilibrium are evaluated using
(3.14), where M is the number of conditions. If all the conditions are positive, the system
parameters are kept unchanged. When any of the conditions in (3.14) is negative, adjust-
ments in the call ending rates Di,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., p) are made. The adjustments are done
based on the values of dNi(t)
dt
,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., p). If dNi(t)
dt
> 0 which implies an increasing
trend in Ni, Di is increased by a very small value, say ∆. The opposite is done for those
classes whose dNi(t)
dt
< 0, i.e., Di is decreased by ∆. On the other hand, no adjustment in
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Di is made for those classes having
dNi(t)
dt
= 0.
Di,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., p) is adjusted within the range [Di,min, Di,max], whileDi,min andDi,max
can be different for different classes. However, Di,min is the initial value, which only
includes session ending due to termination by the user itself and handoff. Any adjusted
new value ofDi greater thanDi,min is implemented by intentionally blocking new session
requests and dropping ongoing sessions. Dropping an ongoing session is not practised as
long as blocking new session request is sufficient to meet the new Di. On the other hand,
decrease in Di is realized by allowing more sessions from class i. Thus, based on the
latest adjusted Di, ∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., p), a new session request is accepted or rejected.
3.1.2.6 Simulation Setup
MATLAB has been used for evaluating the performance of the proposed RRM scheme.
Differential equation set (3.1) - (3.2) is numerically evaluated using the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method [132]. The time scale is in second.
For the simulations, cell radius for both the networks is assumed 1 km. In WCDMA
based UMTS system, transmission BW is 5 MHz. For achieving a cell capacity equal to 2
Mbps with a minimum required received signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at UE 5.5 dB, total
TP requirement for serving an UMTS cell of 1 km radius is approximately 60 W [133]
and thus, the average TP per kbps is 30/1024 W. On the other hand, with a higher BW,
a WiMAX BS can support much higher bit rate. Assuming required SNR at UE equal
to 15 dB for 3/4 16-QAM scheme and a path-loss exponent equal to 3, a WiMAX BS
requires a TP of approximately 24 W for supporting 2 Mbps over a coverage area of
1 km radius [133]. Therefore, average TP per kbps in WiMAX is 12/1024 W. For the
simulations, it is assumed that in the shared resource pools, UMTS allocates 1 Mbps and
30 W, while the contributions of WiMAX are 10 Mbps and 120 W. Thus, the total BW
and TP in the pools are 11 Mbps and 150 W respectively.
Four classes of users are considered requiring 12.2 kbps (class 1), 128 kbps (class 2),
64 kbps (class 3) and 384 kbps (class 4) BW. Corresponding active number of sessions
are denoted by N1, N2, N3 and N4 respectively. Therefore, q1,1 = 12.2 kbps, q2,1 = 128
kbps, q3,1 = 64 kbps and q4,1 = 384 kbps. Correspondingly, q1,2 = 0.357 W, q2,2 = 3.75
W, q3,2 = 0.75 W and q4,2 = 4.5 W respectively. For simulating the network in extreme
situation, it is assumed that each class individually has sufficient users to acquire all the
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Figure 3.4: Sessions of each class with entire resources being allocated.
resources in the shared pools. Assuming that movement of users is the only cause of
change in the received power at UEs, downlink TP adjustments are made so that the bit
rate remains constant. Average velocity of users is considered as 36 km/h, i.e., 10 m/sec.
The speed and the direction of movement of users are considered as two random variables
(RV) with triangular and uniform distribution respectively. Cell residence time depends
on the mobility of the users. For a cell of radius equal to R and a triangular probability
density function (pdf) of speed in the range [0, 2V ], where V is the average speed, cell
residence time is equal to 4Rln(2)
V
[35]. Assuming an overlap of the two BSs by 50%, the
patterned area in Fig. 3.1 can be approximated by a circle of radius R∗ ≈ 0.625R = 625
m. Thus, for V = 36 km/h, cell residence time is approximately 173 sec. Therefore,
assuming average session duration of 240 sec, average session ending rate becomes equal
to 0.01 calls/sec. This is the initial and minimum value of Di,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., 4) used for
the evaluations. Also, Di,max = 1.0,∀i and ∆ = 0.001 are taken for all the simulations.
3.1.2.7 Results and Discussions
The analytical model in (3.1)-(3.2) is first used for evaluating the maximum number of
concurrent users from each class, which can be served if all the resources in the shared
pools are allocated for each class separately. Corresponding result is presented in Fig. 3.4
illustrating that at best 921, 87, 174, and 28 users can be served from class 1, 2, 3 and 4
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Figure 3.5: System performance under natural competition as in ecosystem.
respectively with the entire resources.
Then the model is simulated by allowing the users to compete freely such that new session
requests are allocated resources in their arrival sequence. This scenario is equivalent to the
natural competition observed in ecosystem with no resource controller. Corresponding
outcomes are presented in Fig. 3.5. As shown in Fig. 3.5(a), initially, the number of
user increases for all the classes. This trend continues for N1 and N3, and eventually
becomes constant. In contrast, after certain time, the number starts to decline for N2 and
N4 dropping to zero after 330 sec and 220 sec respectively. This can be explained as
below: Both class 2 and 4 require much higher resources compared to class 1 and 3, and
consequently, they are competitively excluded from the network leading to the collapse
of the network stability. Within the first few seconds, as seen from Fig. 3.5(c) and Fig.
3.5(d), due to very high new session generation rate, almost entire amounts of both the
resources are allocated among the classes. After that, whenever one session ends, say
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Figure 3.6: System performance under the proposed MSMRC-based RRM.
from class 1 or 3, the released resources are not enough for a session of class 2 and 4.
Thus, the released resources are taken away by the other users from class 1 or 3. On the
other hand, when one session ends from class 2 or 4, it can be occupied by users from
class 1 and 3 also. However, if once the released resources from class 2 and 4 are taken
away by class 1 or 3, no new users from class 2 and 4 are able to get connection leading
to the eventual extinction of these classes. Furthermore, the normalized conditions for
stable coexistence have shown in Fig. 3.5(b). Zooming close, it can be seen that two of
them are negative, one is positive and the other alternates between positive and negative.
This confirms the non-coexistence of all classes and break down of system stability as
observed. On the other hand, Fig. 3.5(d) shows that although UMTS system provides
only 20% (30 W) of the total power (150 W), it has occupied the most amounting 64%.
The system is then simulated with the proposed RRM scheme, where the users compete
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Figure 3.7: Sustainability of the system under the proposed RRM scheme.
under a regulated environment. From the results presented in Fig. 3.6(a), it is seen that
the proposed RRM scheme has removed any chance of competitive exclusion of any class
of users, rather ensures the coexistence of all of them. For example, at 2000 seconds,
173, 18, 35 and 8 users of class 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively are receiving services from
the network. Furthermore, Fig. 3.6(c) and Fig 3.6(d) identify that at any time, maximum
86% of resources (both TP and BW) is being used for serving the users. Remaining 14%
resources can be explained as left as reserve always, which is eventually maintaining the
coexistence. Notably, although the scheme has shown its capability in preserving the
coexistence, the network is not in an equilibrium state as evident from the continuous
changes in the number of users in Fig. 3.6(a). This is also supported by Fig. 3.6(b)
as three conditions are always positive, while the other alternates between positive and
negative values.
The self-sustainability feature of the proposed RRM scheme in terms of the coexistence
of all the user classes is further demonstrated in Fig. 3.7. Here, during the simulation,
the network is intentionally disrupted by abruptly changing the number of users at two
different instances. At t = 100 sec, {N1 = 0, N2 = 0, N3 = 0, N4 = 0}, while at t = 500
sec, {N1 = 0, N2 = 5, N3 = 0, N4 = 25} are set. As evident from the figure, at both the
occasions, the RRM scheme restores the network to a state of coexistence of users from
all the four classes.
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3.2 Chapter Summary
This chapter have introduced an eco-inspired network designing approach by integrating
ecological principles in cellular network operations. Effectiveness of this new notion is
demonstrated by proposing a multi-species multi-resource competition based MSMRC
RRM mechanism. The proposed RRM scheme has shown its capability in sustainable re-
source allocation for guaranteeing the coexistence of users with diverse resource require-
ments under the extreme competitive situations as well as sudden disruptions in network
environment. Therefore, by being motivated from this proven rationale of eco-inspired
design, the next chapter presents an ecological self-organization based inter-BS coopera-
tion oriented dynamic BS switching scheme for energy efficiency in cellular networks.
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Chapter 4
Distributed Dynamic Switching of Base
Station: Single Network Scenario
This chapter proposes a distributed inter-BS cooperation assisted load balancing frame-
work, named dynamic switching of BS (DSBS), for improving the energy efficiency of
cellular access networks. The proposed cooperation is formulated following the principle
of ecological self-organization and thus, ruling out the necessity of any human assistance.
The proposed DSBS mechanism exploits the inherent traffic diversity to engage BSs into
mutual cooperation for distributing traffic among themselves and thus, the number of
active BSs is dynamically adjusted for achieving energy savings. For reducing the num-
ber of communications among BSs, a three-step measure is taken by using predicted LF,
initializing the algorithm with only the active BSs and differentiating neighboring BSs
according to their operating modes for distributing traffic. An EWMA-based technique
is proposed for predicting the LF in advance based on the historical data. Various selec-
tion schemes for finding the best BSs to distribute traffic are also explored. Furthermore,
an analytical formulation for modeling the BS switching dynamics under the proposed
DSBS mechanism is also presented. A thorough investigation of the system performance
under a wide range of network settings is carried out. The content in this chapter has
contributed to [134], [135], [136] and [137].
4.1 System Model
4.1 System Model
This section presents the core concept of the network operation under the proposed frame-
work. In addition, various schemes for selecting the best neighboring BSs for distributing
the traffic of an imminent sleep mode BSs is outlined.
4.1.1 Ecological Self-Organization
Proposed cellular access network model is developed based on the principle of ecologi-
cal self-organization. A self-organizing system in ecology has many small components,
which follows a set of basic local rules. The interactions among the components are exe-
cuted using only local information, without being aware of the global pattern. This global
pattern is an emergent property, which emerges spontaneously in a well-organized struc-
tured system starting from an initial random state and without any guidance or control
from any external body [24], [110].
The concept of an ecological self-organizing system is presented in Fig. 4.1. Local in-
teraction domain of node N1 and N2 are illustrated by the dashed lines. The solid lines
between any two nodes represent the interaction between them. For instance, as shown
in the figure, node N1 and its neighboring nodes N3 −N9 are interacting using their own
local rules. Here, N1 has no knowledge on the behavior of the other nodes beyond its own
domain (i.e., N2 and N10 −N14). However, neighboring nodes of N1 are also interacting
with their respective neighboring nodes, and thus, N1 is indirectly influencing the behav-
ior of all the nodes in the system. In turn, local behaviors of all the nodes generate the
global behavioral pattern of the system. This kind of interaction is commonly observed
among different species, for example, a flock of birds, a group of termites, a school of
fishes and a group of bees.
4.1.2 Proposed Energy Efficient Cellular Access Network
Load balancing schemes are traditionally proposed for mitigating the load imbalance
problem by redistributing traffic among BSs leading to efficient utilization of radio re-
sources, enhanced coverage for cell edge users and improvement in the overall network
throughput [138], [139]. In contrast, a network wide distributed inter-BS cooperation
assisted load balancing scheme is employed here for improving the energy efficiency of
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Figure 4.1: Ecological self-organization.
cellular access networks. Concept of the proposed network operation under DSBS is
demonstrated in Fig. 4.2. Similar to the ecological system explained in Fig. 4.1, pro-
posed cooperation between a BS and its neighbors is governed by the traffic of itself and
its neighbors, QoS requirements and other design parameters. Here, adjacent BSs capa-
ble to reach each other (e.g., over X2 interface in LTE) are considered as neighbors. For
instance, BS B2, B4 and B5 are serving as acceptors for B1 by cooperatively sharing its
traffic (as shown by the arrows) and thus, allow B1 to switch into sleep mode for saving
energy. At the same time, for supporting the extended coverage zones, transmit power of
these acceptors B2, B4 and B5 may need to be adjusted. Here, BS B1 is totally unaware
about the traffic environment of the other BSs except B2,B3,B4 and B5.
It is considered that after the decision of switching to sleep mode by a BS, no new session
is accepted by that BS and the active users are forced to handoff to the acceptors. How-
ever, before switching to sleep mode, a BS decreases its transmit power over a short
interval, which allows smooth handover for its users. On the other hand, during the
high-traffic time, upon receiving any wake-up request from other active BSs, sleep mode
BSs switch to active mode for reducing the traffic load on others. Through this dynamic
switching of BSs, number of active BSs is adaptively adjusted and thus, energy savings is
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Figure 4.2: Concept of the proposed DSBS mechanism (Shaded BSs B1 and B6 are in
sleep mode).
achieved. For the entire procedure, no human intervention is essential making the scheme
self-organizing in nature.
Each BS is assumed to have a sleep-wake module (SWM) enabling it to switch between
active and sleep modes. An active mode BS has the full functionality as of conventional
BSs. In contrast, a sleep mode BS neither carries any user traffic nor performs any control
signaling. However, the SWM of a sleep mode BS can intercept any wake-up request
upon receiving which it can switch to active mode. Energy requirement for a SWM com-
pared to that of an entire BS set is also considered insignificant. Furthermore, adaptive
transmit power allocation in downlink for maintaining the required signal strength at UEs
is assumed. Hence, user data rates are not affected due to handover from an imminent
sleeping BS to a neighbor.
4.1.3 Schemes for Selecting the Best BSs for Traffic Distribution
Candidate space of a BS is the collection of all the possible combinations of its neigh-
bors. For distributing its traffic, a BS has to select the best combination from the can-
didate space, which can support its traffic as well as maintain QoS within target limits.
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Therefore, various selection schemes for deciding on the best combination of neighboring
BSs are proposed. Let Sn be a selection scheme. This implies that the candidate space
for a BS contains all the candidate combinations of up to n BSs taken from its neigh-
bors. If Ki is the number of neighbors of BS Bi and the selection scheme is Sn(n ≤ Ki),
then the total number of candidate combinations for Bi is equal to
∑n
c=1
(
Ki
c
)
. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 4.2, B1 has four neighbors B2, B3, B4 and B5. If the selection scheme
is S2, then the candidate space for B1 contains the following ten combinations of BSs:
{B2}, {B3}, {B4}, {B5}, {B2,B3}, {B2,B4}, {B2,B5}, {B3,B4}, {B3,B5} and {B4,B5}.
4.2 Network Description
Different aspects of the system model, namely, the network layout, admission control
policy, traffic model, power consumption profile of BSs and the interference model are
presented in this section. Network model is presented in the context of OFDMA-based
LTE systems, which may also be adopted to WiMAX systems.
4.2.1 Network Layout
The downlink of a multi-cell OFDMA-based cellular network having a set of N BSs B =
{B1,B2, ...,BN} is considered here. It is assumed that the sectors in a BS are assigned
orthogonal frequency bands, while the same frequency bands are reused among BSs.
Furthermore, under the proposed network, it is considered that the available RBs and the
transmit power can be shared among the sectors of a BS.
4.2.2 Power Consumption Model of BSs
Let BS Bi has total NTRX TRX chains. Now, assuming equal maximum operating power
Pi,Op, equal sleep mode power psi,op and equal ELPC δi for all of these NTRX chains of
Bi, total instantaneous operating power of Bi can be written as below [11], [39]
pi,op(t) =

NTRX∑
j=1
[
(1− δi)L(j)i (t)Pi,Op + δiPi,Op
]
(active mode)
NTRX∑
j=1
psi,op (sleep mode)
(4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Rate functions for generating inhomogeneous traffic.
where 0 ≤ L(j)i (t) ≤ 1 is the LF of the jth TRX chain at time t, while the LF of BS
Bi can be written as Li(t) = 1NTRX
∑NTRX
j=1 L
(j)
i . LF in an LTE system can be defined as
the ratio of the number of resource blocks (RBs) in use to the total number of available
RBs [140], [141]. On the other hand, Pi,Op = giPi,Tx + hi. Here, Pi,Tx is the maximum
transmit power of a chain, and gi and hi are constants [11], [52]. In addition, for covering
different levels of sleep mode power, it is modeled as psi,op = δihi.
4.2.3 Traffic Model
In cellular networks, traffic generation is naturally inhomogeneous, where the arrival rate
varies both in time and space. In this thesis, an inhomogeneous process is modeled by
multiplying a homogeneous process with a time-varying rate function 0 ≤ f(t) ≤ 1 and
a space varying constant α(li) ∈ [0, 1], where li ∈ R2 is the location of Bi. Therefore,
considering a homogeneous traffic generation process with an average rate λh, the rate
parameter of the inhomogeneous process λ(li, t) for Bi can be written as
λ(li, t) = α(li)f(t− θ(li))λh,∀i (4.2)
For all BSs, same rate function is assumed here. Three typical rate functions are shown
in Fig. 4.3, which closely match with many real daily traffic profiles [9], [12], [32], [36],
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[48]. Here, α(li) can capture the inter-BS traffic level variation. Also, θ(li) ∈ [0, 24)
hours models the peak-time and the off-peak time variation among BSs.
4.2.4 Resource Block Allocation
Received SINR at uth UE located in BS Bi can be given by
γi,u =
PRxi,u
I intrai,u + I interi,u + PN
(4.3)
where PRxi,u , I intrai,u , I interi,u and PN are the received power, intra-cell interference, inter-cell
interference and the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power respectively. Now,
considering adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), received SINR γi,u can then be
mapped to the SE given in bps/Hz [142]
ψi,u =

0 if γi,u < γmin
ξ log2(1 + γi,u) if γmin ≤ γi,u < γmax
ψmax if γi,u ≥ γmax
(4.4)
where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 , γmin, ψmax and γmax are the attenuation factor accounting implemen-
tation loss [142], [143], minimum SINR, maximum SE and the SINR at which ψmax is
achieved. Then the number of required RBs can be estimated by
βi,u =
⌈
Ri,u
WRBψi,u
⌉
(4.5)
where Ri,u is the required data rate in bps, WRB is the bandwidth per RB in Hz (e.g., 180
kHz in LTE), and dxe is the nearest integer equal to or larger than x. On the other hand, if
the number of RBs per UE is set fixed, (4.4) - (4.5) can be used for estimating the required
SINR for any data rate.
4.2.5 Interference Estimation
Use of orthogonal frequency bands in the sectors results in no intra-cell interference. On
the other hand, because of dynamic switching of BSs, inter-cell interference can alter
throughout the network, which is extremely challenging to keep track. Therefore, for
the sake of computational tractability, with the following reasoning, dynamic inter-cell
interference is ignored and considered it as Gaussian-like noise. Firstly, the time scale
of dynamic inter-cell interference is much smaller than the session durations [11], [39].
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Secondly, interpreting inter-cell interference as Gaussian noise can be considered as the
worst possible interference scenario [144], [145], [146]. This assumption is more realistic
under the condition when the RBs are randomly assigned to UEs or the information of
the assigned RBs to UEs in other BSs is unknown [146]. As explained later in Section
4.2.6, no coordination among BSs for assigning RBs to their respective UEs is considered.
Moreover, availability of intelligent frequency planning (e.g., fractional frequency reuse
(FFR) and soft frequency reuse (SFR) [138], [147], [148]) and interference randomization
[149] schemes, which can be accommodated in the system, leads the assumption to a
feasible one [11]. Considering these factors, other energy efficient works also adopted
this type of model for inter-cell interference [11], [39], [54], [56], [61]. Nevertheless,
the variance (i.e., power) of the Gaussian-like interference depends on the active set of
BSs, and their traffic load, transmitted power and antenna gains, as well as the channel
model [150].
4.2.6 Session Admission Control
As session admission control (SAC) is not the main focus of this research, for the con-
venience of analysis, a simple first-come/first-served based SAC is adopted throughput
the thesis. Only real-time services with constant bit rate (CBR) requirement are consid-
ered. Therefore, it is assumed that the blocked calls are lost immediately and the allocated
RBs are left dedicated for the entire session durations. No coordination among BSs for
scheduling their UEs to RBs is considered as well.
It is also assumed that all UEs from service class q can be allocated equal number of
RBs, i.e, βi,u = βq,∀i,∀u. Thus, when a session request arrives, based on the requested
data rate Ri,u, required RB(s) βi,u and the location of UE, (4.4) - (4.5) along with a path
loss model are used for estimating the required SINR γi,u, transmit power P Txi,u , and the
modulation and coding scheme (MCS). If βi,u RBs and transmit power equal to P Txi,u are
available in Bi, the session is admitted. Otherwise, the session request is blocked.
It is to be noted that although LTE is envisaged to be an all-Internet protocol (IP) network,
circuit switch type SAC is suitable for analyzing the aforementioned assumed service
type. Also, this type of SCA is widely practised in literatures for evaluating LTE systems
[151]. System performance under guaranteed bit rate (GBR) and best effort services is left
for the future works. It can be inferred that energy savings for non-CBR services would
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be higher as UE data rates do not need to be strictly maintained like CBR services. In this
sense, use of CBR services in evaluating the system performance can be considered as a
conservative approach.
4.3 Proposed Distributed DSBS Algorithm
An energy saving load balancing algorithm for swapping traffic and switching BSs by
employing distributed inter-BS cooperation is presented here. It is assumed that the al-
gorithm is implemented in each BS and carried out periodically in every Td time units,
where Td is an adjustable parameter. For avoiding potential simultaneous load distribution
by two neighbors, BSs are allowed to distribute traffic one after another. The sequence
of BSs in which this distribution is carried out is assumed to be preset by the network
controller. Without losing the generality, this sequence is taken as B1, B2, ..., BN 1.
For realizing the distributed cooperation, three LF thresholds normalized to unity are
defined - lower threshold Lf , upper threshold Hf and acceptance threshold Af . They are
related as Af > Hf ≥ Lf > 0. Here, Lf and Hf are equally applicable for each BS and
the total network as well, while Af is only defined for BSs.
Now, let L̂(t) be the LF for the aggregated traffic of the network at time t. Then, if
L̂(t) < Lf or L̂(t) ≥ Hf , load distribution process is triggered by the network controller.
Once the process is initiated, each BS in its turn uses the thresholds for distributing its
traffic. Thus, at the beginning of Bi’s turn, if it is in active mode, it checks its LF with
the thresholds whether Li(t) < Lf or Li(t) ≥ Lf for starting its load distribution, where
Li(t) is the actual LF of Bi. On the other hand, BS Bi can accept traffic from other BS(s)
as long as its new LF (i.e., own traffic plus shared traffic) L(+)i (t) < Af and session
blocking is within target limit.
If either of the aforementioned criterion is true for Bi, it sends request to the active mode
neighbors for the information of available RBs and the remaining transmit power. It is
to be noted that exchange of information among BSs is supported in both 3GPP LTE
[31] and WiMAX [107]. On the other hand, information on itself, namely, RBs and
1This sequence of BSs can also be dynamically evaluated based on different strategies, such as the
instantaneous traffic levels, power profiles of BSs or even randomly. It is worth noting that the proposed
algorithm is independent of the underlying sequencing strategies and can work well with any of them.
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transmit power usage data, locations of own UEs, operating modes of the neighbors, list
of neighbors whose traffic is sharing Si = {S1, S2, ..., Szi}, and the candidate space Ci =
{Ci,1,Ci,2, ...,Ci,Mi} are required. Here, Ci,n, (n = 1, 2, ...,Mi) is the nth candidate
combination of Bi. Using the gathered information, Bi decides its best neighbors for
distributing its traffic as well as the necessary transmission range adjustments for itself
and the neighbors for maintaining coverage. The formulated decision message is then
propagated among its neighbors. The neighbors send back acknowledgements to Bi after
their execution of the decisions followed by Bi’s own execution. Thereafter, Bi confirms
the network controller of its completion of load distribution procedure. Upon receiving
the acknowledgement from Bi, network controller then instructs the next BS Bi+1 for
starting its load distribution procedure. Thus the algorithm proceeds from one BS to the
other. On the other hand, in sleep mode, BS Bi monitors for any wake-up request from
its neighbors and if there is any, it switches to active mode. Fig. 4.4 presents a summary
of the coordination between Bi and its neighbors during its both the operating modes. It
is worth mentioning that the accounting of the operating status of BSs as explained above
reduces the computations compared to the other schemes in [11], [37], [38], [39], [54],
which start their algorithms assuming all BSs are in active mode.
At one instance, BS Bi can switch to sleep mode, while it can immediately be switched
back to active mode by the next BS Bi+1 or so on resulting in Ping-Pong effect. For
reducing this switching, by utilizing the knowledge of operating modes of the neigh-
bors, Bi divides its candidate space Ci into two mutually exclusive subsets: i) Ci,a =
{Xi,1,Xi,2, ...,Xi,q} ⊆ Ci, where each BS in Xi,k = {x1, x2, ..., xPk}, ∀k ∈ (1, 2, ..., q)
is in active mode, and ii) Ci,s = {Yi,1,Yi,2, ...,Yi,r} ⊆ Ci, where at least one BS in
Yi,k = {y1, y2, ..., yPk}, ∀k ∈ (1, 2, ..., r) is in sleep mode. BS Bi has to choose the
best combination of neighboring BSs denoted by B∗i from either of these two subsets for
distributing its traffic. The algorithm then imposes a higher priority on Ci,a over Ci,s for
choosing the neighbors to distribute the traffic of Bi, which ensures that the sleep mode
BSs are not switched to active mode unless it is absolutely necessary for maintaining
QoS. This in turn limits the Ping-Pong effect as well as the computational load. The al-
gorithm treats the low-traffic period and the high-traffic period in different ways, which
are presented in detail below.
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Figure 4.4: Summary of coordination between BS Bi and its Ki neighbors.
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4.3.1 Low-Traffic Period of Bi
This part of the algorithm is activated when Li(t) < Lf . In this case, Bi searches for the
best combination B∗i only in Ci,a. This policy of not choosing B
∗
i from Ci,s avoids the
unnecessary switching of sleep mode BSs.
i) If Bi is in active mode and Si = ∅, Bi looks for the best combination B∗i ∈ Ci,a (as
explained in Section 4.3.3) for distributing its full traffic such that it can switch to sleep
mode. If Ci,a = ∅, then Bi stops searching.
ii) Else, if Bi is in active mode and zi > 0 (i.e, Si 6= ∅), Bi switches to sleep mode only
when it can redistribute its traffic to all the zi BSs in Si. Hence, Bi searches for the best
combination B∗i among those Xi,k ∈ Ci,a, (1 ≤ k ≤ q) such that Si ⊆ Xi,k.
If the best combination is found, Bi distributes its full traffic to BSs in B∗i and then,
switches to sleep mode. Otherwise, Bi stays in active mode. Pseudo code for this part of
the algorithm is presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Traffic distribution of Bi during low-traffic period
1: Initialize B∗i = ∅
2: If si = 1a, Li(t) < Lf , zi = 0 and Ci,a 6= ∅
3: Find B∗i ⊆ Ci,a
4: Elseif si = 1, Li < Lf , zi 6= 0 and Ci,a 6= ∅
5: Find B∗i ⊆ Ci,a such that Si ⊆ B∗i
6: End If
7: If B∗i 6= ∅
8: Set si = 0, pi = 0, Li(t) = 0 and Si = ∅
9: Update sm, Lm(t), Sm and the coverage ∀Bm ∈ B∗i
10: End If
aHere, si(t) ∈ {0, 1} is the operating mode indicator of Bi at time t. Active mode of Bi is indicated by
si(t) = 1, while si(t) = 0 if Bi is in sleep mode.
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4.3.2 High-Traffic Period of Bi
High traffic period refers to the scenario when Li(t) ≥ Hf . In this case, four alternatives
are attempted one-after-another by BS Bi for distributing its traffic. This priority order
allows the sleep mode BSs to stay in sleep mode for longer duration. If none of these
four alternatives are met, Bi continues to operate in the active mode. The alternatives are
presented as below:
i) Total traffic distribution among BSs in B∗i ∈ Ci,a: The procedure of traffic distribution
in this option is same as Section 4.3.1 except the condition that this procedure starts when
Li(t) ≥ Hf . If this alternative is met, Bi switches to sleep mode after distributing its
traffic to the BSs in B∗i .
ii) Partial traffic distribution among BSs in B∗i ∈ Ci,a: The procedure is similar to Section
4.3.1 with two exceptions. Along with the condition of Li(t) ≥ Hf , the other exception is
that the best combination has to be capable to share the excess traffic equal to (Li(t)−Hf ).
If B∗i is found, the excess traffic is distributed to BSs in B
∗
i , while Bi stays in active mode
with its new lower traffic. This partial load distribution results in better load balancing.
iii) Total traffic distribution among BSs in B∗i ∈ Ci,s: In this option, Bi looks for the
best combination B∗i in Ci,s. Except this change and the condition of Li(t) ≥ Hf , the
procedure is same as Section 4.3.1. However, the result is quite different. If B∗i is found,
Bi switches to sleep mode and at the same time, sleeping BSs in B∗i switch to active mode
for supporting its traffic.
iv) Partial traffic distribution among BSs in B∗i ∈ Ci,s: This step is same as Section
4.3.2(ii) except that the best combination B∗i is determined from Ci,s. Thus, Bi continues
to operate with the new lower traffic and at the same time, other sleep mode BSs in B∗i
wake-up to share its excess traffic.
Pseudo code of this second part of the algorithm is presented in Table 4.2. The complete
flow diagram of the algorithm is also presented in Fig. 4.5.
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Table 4.2: Traffic distribution of Bi during high-traffic period
1: Initialize B∗i = ∅
2: If si = 1, Li(t) ≥ Hf , zi = 0 and Ci,a 6= ∅
3: Find B∗i ⊆ Ci,a
4: Elseif si = 1, Li(t) ≥ Hf , zi 6= 0 and Ci,a 6= ∅
5: Find B∗i ⊆ Ci,a such that Si ⊆ B∗i
6: End If
7: If B∗i 6= ∅
8: Set si = 0, pi = 0, Li(t) = 0 and Si = ∅
9: Update sm, Lm(t), Sm and the coverage ∀Bm ∈ B∗i
10: Stop the algorithm
11: Else Find B∗i ⊆ Ci,a for distributing (Li(t)−Hf )
12: If B∗i 6= ∅
13: Set Li(t) = Hf and update the coverage of Bi
14: Update Lm(t) and the coverage ∀Bm ∈ B∗i
15: Stop the algorithm
16: End If
17: End If
18: If si = 1, Li(t) ≥ Hf , zi = 0 and Ci,s 6= ∅
19: Find B∗i ⊆ Ci,s
20: Elseif si = 1, Li(t) ≥ Hf , zi 6= 0 and Ci,s 6= ∅
21: Find B∗i ⊆ Ci,s such that Si ⊆ B∗i
22: End If
23: If B∗i 6= ∅
24: Set si = 0, pi = 0, Li(t) = 0 and Si = ∅
25: Update sm, Lm(t), Sm and the coverage ∀Bm ∈ B∗i
26: Else Find B∗i ⊆ Ci,s for distributing (Li(t)−Hf )
27: If B∗i 6= ∅
28: Set Li(t) = Hf and update pi
29: Update sm, Lm(t) and the coverage ∀Bm ∈ B∗i
30: End If
31: End If
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Figure 4.5: Flow diagram of the algorithm.
4.3.3 Selecting the Best Combination for Traffic Distribution
As stated above, a BS has to select the best combination of neighbors B∗i for distributing
its traffic. For the sake of brevity, the procedure of selecting B∗i by Bi for low-traffic
period is explained here. Similar concept is used for finding the best combinations for
high-traffic period.
For evaluating B∗i , expected LF (ELF) and the required additional transmit power for all
BSs in all the candidate combinations Xi,k ∈ Ci,a,∀k ∈ (1, 2, ..., q) are first calculated.
In calculating the ELFs of Pk BSs in Xi,k, Bi first gathers the data of the number of
available RBs in these Pk BSs. Then, based on the resource allocation policy, number of
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Figure 4.6: Coverage extension of B2 and B5 for serving the sleep mode BS B1.
RBs required in each of the Pk BSs for supporting all the users of Bi and their own users
is calculated, which gives the ELFs. In this calculation, it is assumed that if Bi could
switch to sleep mode, a UE in Bi would handoff to the nearest BS in Xi,k. Feedback from
UEs to the serving BSs is considered for receiving their location data. Similarly, required
additional transmit power for supporting the UEs of Bi is calculated.
Then, the minimax value among these ELFs is determined, which is equal to the minimum
of the maximum values taken from each combination in Ci,a. The combination corre-
sponding to this minimax value is the probable B∗i and let us denote it as B˜
∗
i . Next, the ex-
pected session blocking probability in all BSs in B˜∗i is evaluated. Now, if minimax < Af ,
session blocking is within the target and all BSs of B˜∗i can provide the respective required
additional transmit power, then B∗i = B˜
∗
i for Bi. Use of minimax value implements traffic
distribution to the least loaded BS combination and helps to reduce session blocking.
4.3.4 Coverage for the Sleep Mode BSs
As stated in the algorithm section, for providing the full coverage for a sleep mode BS
Bi, necessary adjustments in the transmission range of all BSs in B∗i are made. One sim-
ple example of coverage extension by the neighboring BSs under hexagonal cell layout
is demonstrated in Fig. 4.6. Here, B2 and B5 are instructed by B1 for increasing their
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transmit ranges in the specified directions by the specified amounts. In cellular networks,
this coverage extension can be done by adjusting the pilot channel (e.g., physical down-
link control channel (PDCCH) in LTE [152]) signal power. Advanced beam-forming
techniques [33], [75], or any other suitable technique can also be used for this purpose. In
addition, an increase in the maximum transmit power rating of BSs might also be required.
After the completion of this adjustment, B1 can then be switched to sleep mode.
4.3.5 On the Selection of Thresholds
Proposed cooperation is governed by the preset aforementioned LF thresholds, which are
network specific. These thresholds can be set equal for all BSs or varied among them.
On the other hand, depending on the network traffic growth trends, they may need to be
updated on a periodic basis. For instance, in a network where traffic load difference be-
tween consecutive days is relatively small, less frequent updating would be required, and
vice versa. In this chapter, the methodology for selecting and updating these thresholds
is not specified and left for future works. Instead, the system performance under various
settings of these thresholds has been thoroughly analyzed. Nevertheless, for a given his-
torical traffic load database, an offline optimization technique can be used by the network
controller for estimating their values corresponding to the maximum energy savings un-
der the proposed algorithm. Once the optimal values of Lf , Hf and Af are found, each
BS has to be instructed accordingly by the network controller.
4.4 EWMA-based LF Prediction
As explained in the algorithm, aggregated network LF is used in triggering the traffic dis-
tribution operation for network reconfiguration. Either the instantaneous or a predicted
LF can be used for this purpose. Let Nd be the number of instances per day at which
traffic distribution is planned to be attempted. Use of instantaneous LF implies the ne-
cessity of gathering network parameters and attempting to distribute traffic at all these
Nd instances, which imposes a lot of signaling and computational burden. In contrast,
from the predicted envelope, it is possible to eliminate a subset of Nd instances a priori
at which reconfiguring procedure is not feasible. Thus, unnecessary attempts of network
reconfiguring procedure can be avoided resulting in reduced number of computations. It
is to be noted that the estimated LF is used for deciding whether to initiate the traffic
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distribution event. Whereas, the actual traffic environment, for example, the data rate and
the locations of the active UEs, is used for the traffic distribution. In light of this, an
EWMA-based technique for predicting the LF envelope of an entire day in advance from
the historical LF data is proposed here. Since the traffic level differs much from weekdays
to weekends, weekday (weekend) LF is estimated from the weekday (weekend) data.
Let the target is to estimate the LF for (D + 1)th day from the given D × Nd LF matrix
L = [L1; L2; ...; LD], where Ln, n = 1, 2, ..., D is a row vector containing Nd samples of
LFs taken over nth day. A robust version of local regression technique using weighted
linear least squares is then applied on each day LF data, which produces a smooth ver-
sion of the LF data by reducing abruptness [153]. Modified LF matrix can be written as
L˜ = [max(L1, Sm(L1)); max(L2, Sm(L2)); ...; max(LD, Sm(LD))] = [L˜1; L˜2; ...; L˜D].
Here, Sm(.) does the smoothing operation and max(Ln, Sm(Ln)) takes the sample-wise
maximum between Ln and Sm(Ln), which increases the reliability of not underestimat-
ing the envelope. Overestimation can decrease the potential energy savings. However,
it is a conservative approach for suppressing the potential false triggering of load distri-
bution procedure at infeasible instances. Then, the moving average LD+1, the standard
deviation σD+1 and the predicted LF L̂D+1 for (D + 1)th day are given by [12], [154]
LD+1 = (1− β)LD + βL˜D (4.6)
σD+1 = (1− %)σD + %|LD − L˜D| (4.7)
L̂D+1 = LD+1 + ζσD+1 (4.8)
where 0 < β, % < 1 are smoothing constants, which determines the level of smoothing.
If the smoothing constant is small (i.e., close to 0), more weight is given to the observa-
tions from the more distant past and thus, a high level of smoothing is achieved. On the
other hand, for a higher value (i.e., close to 1), more weight is given to the more recent
observations, which reduces the level of smoothing. It has been found that the best val-
ues of smoothing constant lies between 0.2 and 0.3 [154]. For the proposed systems in
this thesis, β = % = 0.2 are used, which is determined from a number of simulations.
Here, ζ is another constant usually taken equal to 3, which is also known as the three-
sigma rule [154]. At the end of each day, LF database used for estimation is updated by
appending the actual LF data of the day and deleting that of the oldest day.
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4.5 Performance Parameters
This section summarizes the performance metrics of the proposed system, namely, the
percentage of sleep mode BSs, net energy savings, number of switching in each BS and
the network capacity utilization.
4.5.1 Percentage of Sleep Mode BSs
Percentage of sleep mode BSs at time t and the average percentage of sleep mode BSs
over time T denoted by Ps,N(t) and Ps respectively can be given by
Ps,N(t) =
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
{1− si(t)}
]
× 100% (4.9)
Ps =
[
1
T
∫ T
0
Ps,N(t)dt
]
× 100% (4.10)
These expressions also represent the probabilities of a BS to switch into sleep mode.
4.5.2 Net Energy Savings
Let EOrgi and E
Pro
i be the total energy consumption over time T in Bi in the original
network (i.e., always active) and the proposed energy saving network respectively, which
can be written as below
EOrgi =
∫ T
0
NTRX∑
j=1
[
(1− δi)L(j)i (t)Pi,Op + δiPi,Op
]
dt,∀i (4.11)
EProi =
∫ T
0
NTRX∑
j=1
{
si(t)
[
(1− δi)Lj+i (t)P (+)i,Op + δiP (+)i,Op
]
+
[
(1− si(t)) psi,op
]}
dt,∀i
(4.12)
In (4.12), Lj+i (t) is the new LF of the j
th TRX chain of Bi and P (+)i,Op(t) is the new max-
imum operating power after the coverage extension of Bi. Thus the average net energy
savings per BS over time T can be written as
Es =
[∑N
i=1 E
Org
i −
∑N
i=1 E
Pro
i∑N
i=1E
Org
i
]
× 100% (4.13)
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4.5.3 Number of Switching
LetNT be the total number of instances over time T per BS at which the traffic distribution
algorithm is executed by Bi. Average percentage of instances at which switching occurs
can then be written as
NSw = 1
NNT
N∑
i=1
[
NT∑
k=1
XOR (si(k), si(k − 1))
]
× 100%, si(k) = 1 for k ≤ 0,∀i
(4.14)
4.5.4 Capacity Utilization Gain
The parameter capacity utilization gain (CUG) is defined for quantifying the gain in net-
work capacity (e.g., number of RBs in LTE) utilization by the proposed system. First,
capacity utilization efficiency (CUE) for a network over time T is defined as below
CUE =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫
Ti,a
Li(t)dt
Ti,a
(4.15)
where Ti,a is the total active time of Bi. Thus, Ti,a = T and Ti,a ≤ T under the original
and proposed networks respectively. CUG can then be defined as
CUG =
CUEPro
CUEOrg
× 100% (4.16)
where CUEOrg and CUEPro are the CUEs under the original and the proposed networks
respectively. For LTE, this parameter CUG is equivalent to the ratio of the number of
utilized RBs per BS under the proposed network to that of the original network.
4.6 Analytical Modeling
In this section, an analytical model for evaluating the probabilities of BSs to switch into
sleep mode under the proposed network operation is formulated. In the proposed algo-
rithm, decision on the operating modes of BSs in the next instance depends only on the
current operating modes of all BSs and their current traffic. Therefore, the proposed BS
switching process can be modeled as a Markov process. Markov modeling also greatly
simplifies the modeling of system behavior as well requires less computational power.
Now, a state of the network at any time t is one of the possible combinations of the oper-
ating modes of all BSs denoted by S(t) = (s1(t), s2(t), ..., sN(t)). Thus, the total number
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of states is 2N growing exponentially with N , which makes it challenging for solving
using Markov chains. For reducing the complexity, following the proposed algorithm, a
heuristically guided formulation is presented here. For the convenience of presentation,
the time index from some of the following equations is omitted and brought back later.
Let SPi , Ni = {Bi,1,Bi,2, ...,Bi,Ki} ⊂ B and Ci,n = {C(1)i,n , C(2)i,n , ..., C(Pn)i,n } ∈ Ci be the
selection scheme, set of neighbors and the nth candidate combination of Bi respectively.
Here, C(k)i,n ∈ Ni and Pn ≤ Pi,∀i, ∀n,∀k.
Let us define the following two events:
Ei,n = {Bi distributes traffic to Ci,n and switches into sleep mode},∀i,∀n, and
A
(k)
i,n = {C(k)i,n is in active mode},∀i,∀n,∀k
Assuming that Bi is not sharing the traffic of any of its neighbors, probability of occurring
event Ei,n(n = 1, 2, ...,Mi) at time t can be written as below
P {Ei,n} =
[
P {Li < Lf}
Pn∏
k=1
P∆
{
A
(k)
i,n
}
+ P {Li ≥ Hf}
]
×
Pn∏
k=1
[
P
{
Af − L(k)i,n > ψi,kLi
}
P
{
P
(k)
i,n ≤ P thb
}]
(4.17)
where L(k)i,n and P
(k)
i,n are the actual LF and the session blocking in C
(k)
i,n respectively; ψi,k
is the fraction of Li to be distributed to C
(k)
i,n and thus,
∑Pn
k=1 ψi,k = 1; P
∆
{
A
(k)
i,n
}
is
the probability that C(k)i,n was active at the last instance, while P
∆
{
A
(k)
i,n
}
= 1,∀t ≤
0, ∀i, ∀n,∀k. If there is no candidate combination for Bi, P {Ei,n} = 0. Also, P thb is the
target session blocking. Simple manipulation of the indices of the equations derived in
Appendix A will result in the probabilities in (4.17).
However, if Bi has been supporting the traffic of any of its neighboring BSs other than
those in Ci,n, as discussed in Section 4.3, the algorithm does not allow Bi to switch into
sleep mode by distributing its current traffic to this nth combination. For accounting this,
the probability that Bi is not the acceptor for any of the remaining (Ki − Pn) BSs is
calculated as below
P {Xn} =
Ki∏
k=1
Bi,k /∈Ci,n
(
1− Fi,kP∆ {si,k}
)
(4.18)
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where P∆ {si,k} is the probability that Bi,k was in the sleep mode at the last instance, and
Fi,k =
{
Gi,k
Mi,k
if Mi,k 6= 0
0 if Mi,k = 0
(4.19)
where Mi,k is the number of candidate combinations for Bi,k and Gi,k ≤ Mi,k is the
number of these Mi,k combinations containing Bi,k. Therefore, the modified Pi {Ei,n}
can be given as
P˜ {Ei,n} = P {Ei,n} × P {Xn} (4.20)
Since the events of distributing traffic of Bi to one of the Mi candidate combinations are
independent, probability of switching of Bi into sleep mode at time t can be written as
Pi(t) = P˜
{
Mi⋃
n=1
Ei,n
}
=
Mi∑
d=1
(−1)d+1
∑
n1,n2,...,nd:
1≤n1≤n2....≤nd≤Mi
P˜ {Ei,n1} P˜ {Ei,n2} ...P˜ {Ei,nd}
(4.21)
Averaging over all N BSs, we can write the probability that a BS switches to sleep mode
at time t as below
P anas,N (t) =
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
Pi(t)
]
× 100% (4.22)
Average sleeping probability P anas per BS over any duration T can then be written as
P anas =
 1
T
T∫
0
P anas,N (t)dt
× 100% (4.23)
4.7 Results and Discussions
4.7.1 Simulation Setup
Although the proposed scheme is equally applicable for any cell layout, with the aim to
create a benchmark, a hexagonal cell layout is chosen for the evaluation of the proposed
network model. Simulated network serves a geographical area covered by three-sector 50
macro cells having an inter-site distance equal to
√
3 × 500 m and uniformly distributed
UEs. Carrier frequency = 2 GHz, channel bandwidth = 5 MHz per sector (i.e., 25 RBs)
and BS transmit power = 43 dBm per sector are assumed. WINNER+ non-line-of-sight
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(NLOS) urban macro-cell channel model is adopted, which gives a path loss PL = 138.4+
35.74log10(d) dB with antenna height hBS = 25 m and hUE = 1.5 m for BS and UE
respectively [155]. Shadow fading standard deviation = 8 dB, penetration loss = 10 dB
[156] and the AWGN power density = -174 dBm/Hz are used. AMC code set parameters
{ξ = 0.75, γmin = -6.5 dB, γmax= 19 dB, φmax = 4.8 bps/Hz}, noise figure (NF) = 9 dB
(5 dB) for UE (BS) and BS antenna gain including feeder loss = 15 dBi are chosen in
reference to the 3GPP LTE suggestions [142].
Three classes of real-time CBR services having data rates equal to 64 kbps, 384 kbps
and 512 kbps including packet headers and payloads are considered. New sessions arrive
following Poisson process. It is assumed that only one RB can be allocated to a UE
from any class. Thus, the required SINR for the three classes, calculated using (4.4)
- (4.5), are found equal to -4.1 dB, 7.9 dB and 11.1 dB respectively. LTE Frequency
division duplexing (FDD) frame structure is considered with the assumption that one
transmission time interval (TTI) of 1 ms carries exactly one packet. Furthermore, for a
fair comparison and without losing the generality, constant session duration equal to 3
minutes are assumed for all the classes. Target session blocking is set equal to 1%. For
generating the time-inhomogeneous traffic, normalized rate functions f1(t) and f2(t) as
shown in Fig. 4.3 are used. Only temporal variation (i.e., θ(li) = 0,∀i) with equal peak
traffic for all BSs (i.e., α(li) = α, ∀i) is considered. Session arrival rate parameter λh
= 5.375 sessions/min for each sector is chosen such that the peak-time session blocking
in the original network becomes equal to 1%. On the other hand, without losing the
generality, BS power profile parameters δi = δ, gi = g, hi = h and psi,op = p
s
op, ∀i are
assumed. Two settings for BS power profile are considered. They are: Set1: g = 21.45, h
= 354.44 [52], and Set2: g = 7.8, h = 605 [55]. These parameters provide the maximum
operating power of a sector. Moreover, due to the utilization of the inbuilt signalling
facilities in the networks and the provision of inter-BS optical backhaul link having a
very low energy requirement (∼1pJ/bit/m [157]), signaling energy cost compared to that
of the total network is assumed negligible.
4.7.2 Sleep Mode BSs and RB Utilization
Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 present the average percentage of sleep mode BSs per day Ps (i.e.,
probability of sleeping of BSs) with the thresholds Lf and Af respectively. Simulation
parameters are also shown in the figures. As seen, Ps has an increasing trend with the
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of sleep mode BSs per day with Lf .
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of sleep mode BSs per day with Af .
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of sleep mode BSs and the ratio of RBs utilization per day with
the selection schemes.
increase of both Lf and Af . For a higher value of Lf , higher number of BSs has the
probability to have LF less than Lf . Consequently, higher number of BSs has the chance
of distributing their traffic to other BSs and switching to sleep mode. On the other hand,
higher value of Af implies that BSs are capable to accept more traffic from the others.
Therefore, higher number of BSs can switch to sleep mode.
Impact of the rate functions is also evident from both the figures. Rate function f2(t)
corresponds to lower traffic generation than that with f1(t). Therefore, in a network with
f2(t), higher percentage of BSs can switch to sleep mode than that in a network with f1(t).
In addition, impact of traffic parameter α is also included in Fig. 4.7. A value of α < 1
refers to a lower level of loading of BSs than their available capacities. Therefore, a higher
number of BS can switch to sleep mode by offloading their traffic to the neighboring BSs.
Moreover, for all the cases, analytical results are quite close to the simulation results,
which validate the simulation model.
Impact of the candidate selection schemes for distributing traffic is illustrated in Fig. 4.9.
From the figure, it is observed that as we move from S1 to S6, higher percentage of BSs
can switch into sleep mode. For example, at Af = 1, on an average 42% BSs switch into
sleep mode under S1 scheme, while the figure is much higher in S6 scheme amounting
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to 53%. For S1, only 1-BS combinations from the neighbors are selected for distributing
traffic. On the other hand, all the possible combinations of neighbors are considered in
S6 scheme causing a higher Ps. Fig. 4.9 can also be explained as a tradeoff between
the number of computations and Ps. For example, due to the inclusion of all the possible
combinations, S6 scheme involves the highest number of computations. At the same time,
under S6, number of sleep mode BSs is the highest under S6.
Notably, in both the Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, the lines are almost flat in the lower range of Af
(up to Af = 0.6 ∼ 0.7) and thereafter, they become steeper. This is due to the settings
of the simulation parameters, mainly because of Hf = 0.5. Due to this setting, in the
lower range of Af , probability of traffic distribution during high traffic period (i.e., LF
≥ Hf ) is less likely. Consequently, the sleep mode BSs in the lower range of Af is
mainly contributed by the traffic distribution events happening when LF < Lf . On the
other hand, as Af increases to higher values, probability of occurring traffic distribution
during LF ≥ Hf also increases. Thus, the sleep mode BSs presented in the figures over
the higher range of Af is due to the traffic distribution during LF < Lf as well as LF
≥ Hf resulting in steeper lines.
Ratio of the utilized RBs per BS in the proposed network to that of the original network
also follows the same trends of Ps and its scale is shown on the right hand side of Fig. 4.9.
Under the proposed network, fewer BSs serve the same number of UEs in the original
network, and hence, RB utilization per BS has increased by a factor up to over two as
evident from the figure.
4.7.3 Energy Saving Performance
Average daily energy savings of a network corresponding to f2(t) and S6 scheme with
various data rates is presented in Fig. 4.10. Similar to Ps, energy savings per day is also
found to have an increasing trend with Af . Furthermore, increase of energy savings with
the decrease of data rates is evident from the figure. Since a higher data rate requires
higher SINR, i.e., higher transmit power, additional power requirement increases with
the increase of UE data rates resulting in reduced energy savings. A case where 60%
UEs from 384 kbps and the other 40% requiring 512 kbps denoted as ’Mixed’ is also
considered. Energy savings line for the ’Mixed’ case lies between those of 384 kbps and
512 kbps.
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Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 demonstrate the dependency of energy savings on the BS power pro-
file parameters. Since ELPC δ = 1 corresponds to the CEC BSs, which require constant
power irrespective of traffic level leading to the highest wastage of energy, proposed sys-
tem can extract the highest energy savings as illustrated in Fig. 4.11. Then, as δ moves
toward zero, BS hardware tends to be more and more energy proportional resulting in
diminishing amount of energy wastage and energy savings as well. When δ = 0, BSs are
of FEP type consuming power proportional to LF with no wastage and correspondingly,
no additional energy savings is possible from switching BSs. Instead, the system may
consume extra power because of additional transmit power. In addition, non-zero sleep
mode power (i.e., psop > 0) can drastically reduce the energy savings as evident from the
figure. It is also identified that Set1 and Set2 achieve approximately equal savings for
psop = 0, while the savings significantly differs for p
s
op = δh. Since h = 605 for Set2,
which is much higher than that of Set1 (h = 354.44), BSs of Set1 consumes much less
power in sleep mode leading to higher savings than that of Set2.
On the other hand, impact of the ratio h/g is demonstrated in Fig. 4.12. The ratio h/g
is varied by varying h and keeping g equal to 21.45. As shown, for psop = 0, the ratio
h/g has almost no impact on the energy savings of the network. However, for the case of
psop > 0, h/g has significant impact on the savings. As h/g, i.e., h continues to increase,
an increasing amount of power consumption occurs in the sleep mode of BSs, which
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significantly offsets the network energy savings.
4.7.4 Switching in BSs
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(a) Randomly taken BS 1.
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(b) Randomly taken BS 2.
Figure 4.13: Illustration of switching in two different BSs over a day.
During the dynamic network reconfiguration, each BS can experience multiple switching
over a day. For demonstrating this, instantaneous traffic of two randomly chosen BSs are
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Figure 4.14: The cumulative distribution function of number of switching in BSs per day.
presented in Fig. 4.13. As seen, both the BSs are switched from active to sleep mode
and vice versa for multiple times over 24 hours. For instance, BS 1 goes to sleep mode at
00:00 hours and remains in sleep mode until 11:30 hours. After switching to active mode
at 11:30 hours, it continues to operate over the rest of the day except another short sleeping
phase between 17:30-18:30 hours. Thus, BS 1 switches twice from active to sleep mode
and twice from sleep to active mode as well. It is also observed that for certain periods,
both the BSs carry higher traffic than their own, which corresponds to the shared traffic
from the neighboring BSs.
Fig. 4.14 presents the cumulative distribution function (cdf ) of the percentage of the in-
stances of the algorithm execution at which switching from active to sleep mode occurs in
each BS. From the figure, it is clear that the number of switching in BSs can vary signifi-
cantly with the selection schemes and the rate function of a network. For instance, in all
the schemes, the occurrence of switching in BSs is more probable in a network with f1(t)
compared to that with f2(t). Also, the non-zero probability at 0% switching indicates that
some BSs never switch to sleep mode and conserve no energy for themselves. However,
they contribute to the savings by sharing the traffic of other BSs and allowing them to stay
in sleep mode.
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Figure 4.15: LF envelope prediction using the proposed EWMA-based estimator.
4.7.5 Performance under the EWMA-based LF Predictor
Performance of the proposed EWMA-based LF prediction technique is demonstrated in
Fig. 4.15. First, LF data for four weeks is generated, which is then used for estimating the
LF of the next one week. For generating the LF data, the rate function f1(t) (Fig. 4.3),
α = 1, sampling interval = 30 minutes and 64 kbps user data rate is considered. Weekday
and weekend data are separated for estimating the envelope for the corresponding days.
From the figure, it is clear that the estimated values are very close and almost always
higher than the actual data.
Percentage of reduction in the number of instances at which a BS communicates with
its neighbors under this EWMA predictor is presented in Fig. 4.16. This reduction of
communications results from the combined effect of the use of predicted LF envelope,
allowing only the active mode BSs for deciding on the traffic distributions and accounting
the operating modes of the neighbors for prioritizing them in choosing the best combi-
nations. As seen, depending on the network parameters, as high as 80% reduction is
achieved. Also, the higher the gap between Lf and Hf , the higher is the reduction. Re-
duction corresponding to Lf = Hf solely results from checking the operating status of
each BS amounting around 30% and 40% for f1(t) and f2(t) respectively.
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Figure 4.16: Reduction in the number of communications among BSs.
4.8 Chapter Summary
An ecological self-organization inspired distributed inter-BS cooperation assisted energy
efficient load balancing DSBS framework for OFDMA-based cellular access networks
has been presented in this paper. BSs in the proposed system mutually cooperate for dy-
namically switching the selected BSs into sleep mode for saving energy. Various schemes
for selecting the best BSs for distributing traffic are also exploited. Utilization of the pre-
dicted LF by the proposed EWMA-based predictor, consideration of the operating modes
of BSs for initializing the algorithm and the prioritization of the active neighbors over
sleeping BSs are also explored for reducing the number of computations. Moreover, an
analytical model for evaluating the probabilities of BSs switching into sleep mode is also
presented. System performance over a wide range of traffic level, BS selection schemes,
BS power models, switching thresholds and data rates has been investigated. Higher sav-
ings is identified for the networks with lower data rate users. Furthermore, energy savings
increases with the increase of non-proportionality in power consumption of BSs. In ad-
dition, depending on the network settings, an increment in RB utilization is observed by
a factor over two and the communications among BSs is reduced by more than 80%.
Now, in many cases, a geographical area can be covered by several network operators.
Therefore, the next chapter focuses on developing energy efficient dynamic BS switching
mechanisms through mutual cooperation among these colocated networks.
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Chapter 5
Distributed Dynamic Switching of Base
Station: Multi-Network Scenario
An energy saving distributed DSBS mechanism by utilizing mutual cooperation among
BSs belong to a single network has been presented in Chapter 4. Since the interacting BSs
are from the same network, the cooperation technique can be named as intra-network co-
operation. This chapter extends the focus on exploiting the existence of multiple cellular
networks for extracting any potential savings by employing mutual cooperation among
themselves. Two alternative schemes of DSBS involving traffic-sensitive distributed and
self-organizing type intelligent cooperation mechanisms among BSs belong to different
networks are presented in this chapter. They are named inter-network cooperation and
joint cooperation respectively. Analytical models for evaluating the switching dynamics
of BSs under these mechanisms are also formulated. System performance is thoroughly
investigated under different number of cooperating networks, traffic scenarios, BS power
profiles and their switching thresholds. Optimal energy savings, while maintaining QoS,
is also evaluated. System performance in terms of network capacity utilization, additional
transmit power and BS sleeping patterns is also investigated. The content of this chapter
has appeared in [158], [159] and [160].
5.1 Inter-network Cooperation for DSBS
5.1 Inter-network Cooperation for DSBS
Nowadays, almost any city around the world is under the coverage of multiple cellular mo-
bile operators [36], [89]. This multi-RAN scenario can be considered as an opportunity
for developing energy saving DSBS mechanisms by implementing cooperative sharing of
each other’s traffic. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the various options of energy saving cooperation
among BSs of N co-located RANs. For reducing the complexity in evaluation and de-
veloping analytical models, hexagonal layout is chosen and the co-located BSs belong to
different RANs are assumed of equal size. Although the second assumption simplifies the
system modeling and analysis, it is a quite reasonable consideration, particularly for urban
areas, where the cell sites are located very close or even in the same tower [36]. Without
losing the generality, equal number of BSs is considered for all the networks. Thus, at a
particular location, there are N BSs from the N RANs engaged in mutual cooperation.
Under the proposed inter-network cooperation, based on the instantaneous total traffic
load of the N co-located BSs, traffic is dynamically redistributed among these N BSs.
Thus, some of these N BSs can switch to sleep mode and reduce the overall energy con-
sumption. Sufficient number of BSs are left active for supporting the total load of this lo-
cation. These N BSs communicate and coordinate over inter-RAN interface requiring no
operator assistance. For instance, the S4 and S12 interfaces in LTE RANs can be utilized
for exchanging information with 2G and 3G access networks via SGWs [161]. IP network
can also be considered as an alternate option for the inter-RAN correspondence. For dis-
tributed type implementation as like the one proposed here, a new direct link among BSs
of multiple RANs would be a better option for reduced latency and signaling overhead.
On the other hand, an agreement has to be established among the cooperating network
operators. This agreement may include the priority sequence of operators for distributing
traffic load, a business model of distributing the profit gained from energy saving coop-
eration and so on. For traffic distribution, a pre-defined fixed ranking of the networks
or a dynamic ranking derived from the instantaneous load can be used. In this chapter,
a pre-defined ranking policy is adopted. Without losing the generality, the indices used
for the RANs are taken as their ranks, i.e., RAN 1 has the highest priority in distributing
its traffic, while the lowest priority is assigned to N th RAN. The notations used in this
chapter are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Energy saving cellular access network under multi-RAN scenarios.
Table 5.1: Summary of the notations used in this chapter
N Number of cooperating networks C(m)i,j , Di,j Candidate combination of Bi,j
NT Number of BSs in a network C
m,k
i,j k
th BS in C(m)i,j
Bi,j jth BS of ith network B(k)i,j kth candidate BS of Bi,j
Li,j Load factor of Bi,j L(k)i,j Load factor of B(k)i,j
si,j Operating mode of Bi,j s(k)i,j Operating mode of B(k)i,j
0: Sleep, 1: Active 0: Sleep, 1: Active
pi,j Transmit power of Bi,j p(k)i,j Transmit power of B(k)i,j
fi,j Rate function of Bi,j λ(q)i,j qth class Poisson parameter
βi,j Total number of RBs in Bi,j hi,q qth class session duration
Q Number of service classes ηi,q qth class RB requirement
Lf Lower threshold (.)T Transpose of a matrix
Hf Upper threshold |D| Cardinality of vector D
Af Acceptance threshold Q(.) Q-function
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5.1.1 Algorithm
Proposed algorithm is executed periodically at all the NT locations. For jth location, B1,j
has the first priority in distributing its traffic and hence, the other (N − 1) BSs of this
location comply with the decisions made by B1,j . After B1,j finishes its turn, the authority
of making decision moves to B2,j and so on. Thus, the strategy is analogous to dynamic
clustering techniques, where every BS works as the cluster head in its turn.
Let Di,j =
{
B(k)i,j : k = 1, 2, ..., N, k 6= i
}
, Li,j =
{
L
(k)
i,j : k = 1, 2, ..., N, k 6= i
}
, Si,j ={
s
(k)
i,j : k = 1, 2, ..., N, k 6= i
}
and Pi,j =
{
p
(k)
i,j : k = 1, 2, ..., N, k 6= i
}
be the ID, LF,
operating mode and the transmit power sets of the candidate BSs for Bi,j respectively.
Now, similar to the intra-network cooperation presented in Chapter 4, the two cases -
a) low-traffic period (i.e., Li,j < Lf ), and b) high-traffic period (i.e., Li,j ≥ Hf ) are
dealt in different ways. Therefore, based on the network ranking and the operating
mode of the candidate BSs, Di,j is divided into four mutually exclusive sets: DL,ai,j ={
B(k)i,j : k > i, s(k)i,j = 1
}
,DL,si,j =
{
B(k)i,j : k > i, s(k)i,j = 0
}
,DH,ai,j =
{
B(k)i,j : k < i, s(k)i,j = 1
}
,
and DH,si,j =
{
B(k)i,j : k < i, s(k)i,j = 0
}
. Here, the superscripts “L”, “H”, “a” and “s” stand
for “lower ranked”, “higher ranked”, “active mode” and “sleep mode” respectively. As an
example, DL,ai,j is the set of all the active mode BSs ranked lower than Bi,j .
For case (a), Bi,j is allowed to distribute traffic only to the lower ranked active BSs, i.e., to
BSs in DL,ai,j only. However, for (b), following the order defined in S =
(
DL,ai,j ⇒ DH,ai,j ⇒
DL,si,j ⇒ DH,si,j
)
, Bi,j is permitted to attempt all the four sets for distributing its traffic.
During the traffic distribution to a particular set, Bi,j distributes sequentially to BSs of
that set starting from the lowest ranked one. Thus, this proposed sequence preserves the
network ranking as well as the higher preference of selecting active BSs over the sleep
mode BSs for distributing traffic. As an instance, load distributions by Bi,j under inter-
network cooperation for both a low-traffic and a high-traffic periods are shown at the
bottom part of the Fig. 5.1. BSs Bi,j and Bi+2,j are in sleep mode. The indices used
with the broken lines indicate the sequence of attempted BSs by Bi,j for distributing its
traffic. For example, as shown in the diagram, during Li,j < Lf , Bi,j approaches only the
lower ranked active BSs starting from the lowest ranked BN,j . Pseudo code of the traffic
distribution algorithms are presented in Table 5.2 and 5.3.
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Table 5.2: Traffic distribution of Bi,j during low-traffic period
1: Initialize si,j, pi,j,Li,j,Si,j,Pi,j,Di,j
2: If si,j = 1, Li,j < Lf and DL,ai,j 6= ∅
3: If
∑|DL,ai,j |
k=1
(
Af − L(k)i,j
)
≥ Li,j , where B(k)i,j ∈ DL,ai,j
4: Distribute Li,j to B(k)i,j ∈ DL,ai,j , k = 1, 2, ..., |DL,ai,j |
5: Set Li,j = 0, si,j = 0 and pi,j = 0
6: Update L(k)i,j , s
(k)
i,j and p
(k)
i,j ∀ B(k)i,j ∈ DL,ai,j
7: End If
8: End If
Table 5.3: Traffic distribution of Bi,j during high-traffic period
1: Initialize si,j, pi,j,Li,j,Si,j,Pi,j,Di,j
2: If si,j = 1, Li,j ≥ Hf and Di,j 6= ∅
3: If
∑|Di,j |
k=1
(
Af − L(k)i,j
)
≥ Li,j , where B(k)i,j ∈ Di,j
4: Distribute Li,j to B(k)i,j ∈ Di,j according to S
5: Set Li,j = 0, si,j = 0 and pi,j = 0
6: Update L(k)i,j , s
(k)
i,j and p
(k)
i,j ∀ B(k)i,j ∈ Di,j
7: Elseif
∑|Di,j |
k=1
(
Af − L(k)i,j
)
≥ (Li,j −Hf ), where B(k)i,j ∈ Di,j
8: Distribute (Li,j −Hf ) to B(k)i,j ∈ Di,j according to S
9: Set Li,j = Hf and update pi,j
10: Update L(k)i,j , s
(k)
i,j and p
(k)
i,j ∀ B(k)i,j ∈ Di,j
11: End If
12: End If
5.1.2 Analytical Model
Switching of operating modes of N BSs from N RANs at jth location can be mod-
eled as a Markov process. A state of the process for jth location can be denoted as
{s1,j, s2,j, ..., sN,j}. Thus the number of states for jth location is 2N , which increases
exponentially with N . Therefore, for reducing the complexity in verification, an analyt-
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Figure 5.2: Transition diagram for inter-network cooperation between two RANs.
ical model of inter-network cooperation between two RANs is developed here. For the
convenience and clarity, the time index is omitted from some of the following equations.
Transition diagram for the system is shown in Fig. 5.2. Number of distinct states in
this case is equal to four, which are denoted as A = (1, 1), B = (0, 1), C = (1, 0) and
D = (0, 0). The two digits in the states denote the operating modes of BSs from RAN
1 and RAN 2 respectively. The state probabilities at jth location are denoted by a vector
PS,Interj = [P
A
j P
B
j P
C
j P
D
j ], where P
A
j is the probability that the system is in state A.
Transition matrix of the system can be written as
∏
j
=
[
T1j T
2
j T
3
j T
4
j
]
=

PAA PAB PAC PAD
PBA PBB PBC PBD
PCA PCB PCC PCD
PDA PDB PDC PDD
 (5.1)
where Tqj (q = 1, 2, ..., 4) is the q
th column of
∏
j . The probabilities in
∏
j can be derived
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as below
PAB = [Pr {L1,j < Lf}+ Pr {L1,j ≥ Hf}]× Pr {L1,j + L2,j < Af}
PAC =Pr {Lf ≤ L1,j < Hf} × Pr {L1,j + L2,j < Af} × Pr {L2,j ≥ Hf}
PBA =Pr {L1,j + L2,j ≥ Af}
PBC =Pr {L1,j + L2,j < Af} × Pr {L2,j ≥ Hf}
PAA =1− PAB − PAC − PAD, PBB = 1− PBA − PBC − PBD
PCC =1− PCA − PCB − PCD, PCA = PBA
PCB =PAB, PAD = PBD = PCD = PDA = PDB = PDC = PDD = 0

(5.2)
State probabilities for jth location at time t is then given by
PS,Interj = P
S,∆
j
∏
j
, ∀j (5.3)
where PS,∆j =
[
PA,∆j P
B,∆
j P
C,∆
j P
D,∆
j
]
is the state probability vector PS,Interj at the last
instance. Initial state probability vector PS,Interj = [1 0 0 0], ∀t ≤ 0,∀j. We can then
write
Pr {B1,j sleeps at time t} = P S,Inter1,j = PS,∆j ·
(
T2j
)T
, ∀j (5.4)
Pr {B2,j sleeps at time t} = P S,Inter2,j = PS,∆j ·
(
T3j
)T
, ∀j (5.5)
Considering the traffic model parameter α (defined in Chapter 4) as an uniform RV over
a range [a, b], conditional probabilities P S,Interi,j |α(i = 1, 2) conditioned on α can be sim-
plified as below
P S,Inter1,j |α =
[
PA,∆j + P
C,∆
j
]
(1− q1 + q2)(1− q5)
+PB,∆j [1− q3(1− q4)− q5] (5.6)
P S,Inter2,j |α =
[
PA,∆j (q1 − q2) + PB,∆j
]
q3(1− q4)
+PC,∆j [1− (1− q1 + q2)(1− q5)− q4] (5.7)
where q1 = Q
 β1,jLfαf1,j(t) − µx1,j√
σ2x1,j
 , q2 = Q
 β1,jHfαf1,j(t) − µx1,j√
σ2x1,j

q3 = Q
 β2,jHfαf2,j(t) − µx2,j√
σ2x2,j
 , q4 = Q
 Afα − µz2,j√
σ2z2,j

q5 = Q
 Afα − µz2,j√
σ2z2,j


(5.8)
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By utilizing the derivation presented in Appendix A into (5.2) and after some simple
algebra, the expressions in (5.6)-(5.8) can be reached. Now, bringing back the time index,
for location j at time t, we can write the unconditional probabilities as below
P S,Interi,j (t) =
1
b− a
∫ b
a
P S,Interi,j |α dα, i = 1, 2 (5.9)
Thus the average sleeping probability of a BS in the combined network can be given by
P S,Interavg =
[
1
NNTT
N∑
i=1
NT∑
j=1
∫ T
0
P S,Interi,j (t)dt
]
× 100% (5.10)
5.2 Joint Cooperation for DSBS
Under the proposed joint cooperation, both the intra-network cooperation and the inter-
network cooperation are applied together for achieving a higher level of energy savings
by switching higher number of BSs into sleep mode.
5.2.1 Algorithmic Framework
At each instance of the execution of the joint cooperation, the intra-network and the inter-
network cooperation techniques are performed one after another. Either of the them can
be executed first followed by the other. Under the scheme investigated here, the intra-
network cooperation is performed inside each network in the first phase, which recon-
figures respective networks with the reduced number of active BSs. Then, in the second
phase, the inter-network cooperation among the networks is carried out for further reduc-
ing the number of active BSs.
5.2.2 Analytical Modeling
BS Bi,j , under the proposed joint cooperation scheme, can switch from active to sleep
mode and vice versa due to either the intra-network cooperation or the inter-network
cooperation. Therefore, the probability of switching of Bi,j into sleep mode at any time t
can be given by
P S,Jointi,j (t) =
1
b− a
∫ b
a
[
P S,Intrai,j (t)|α + P S,Interi,j (t)|α
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−P S,Intrai,j (t)|α × P S,Interi,j (t)|α
]
dα, ∀i, ∀j,∀t (5.11)
where P S,Intrai,j (t)|α is the conditional probability of Bi,j to switch into sleep mode under
the intra-network cooperation. Following the similar procedure presented in Chapter 4,
expression of P S,Intrai,j (t)|α for a hexagonal layout can be derived as below.
P S,Intrai,j (t)|α = 1−
Mi,j∏
n=1
1−
1−Q
 Lfβi,jαfi,j(t) − µxi,j√
σ2xi,j
×
P∏
k=1
P∆
{
An,ki,j
}
+Q
 Hfβi,jαfi,j(t) − µxi,j√
σ2xi,j
× P∏
k=1
1−Q
Af − µyi,j√
σ2yi,j
× Pr{X(n)i,j }
 (5.12)
where
Pr
{
X
(n)
i,j
}
=
 P∏
k=1
m=1,m 6=n
[
1− Fm,ki,j P∆
{
Sm,ki,j
}]×
 P∏
k=1
m=2,m6=n
[
1− Fm,ki,j P∆
{
Sm,ki,j
}]
× ...×
 P∏
k=1
m=Mi,j ,m 6=n
[
1− Fm,ki,j P∆
{
Sm,ki,j
}] (5.13)
Here, P∆
{
Am,ki,j
}
is the probability that Cm,ki,j is in active mode at the last instance and
P∆
{
Sm,ki,j
}
= 1 − P∆
{
Am,ki,j
}
. BS Cm,ki,j is the k
th element of Bi,j’s mth candidate
combination C(m)i,j =
[
Cm,1i,j , C
m,2
i,j , ..., C
m,P
i,j
]
. The factor Fm,ki,j = 1/M
m,k
i,j for M
m,k
i,j 6= 0,
while Fm,ki,j = 0 for M
m,k
i,j = 0. Also, Mi,j and M
m,k
i,j are the number of candidate
combinations for Bi,j and Cm,ki,j respectively. For the derivation of (5.12) and (5.13), it
is assumed that all the candidate combinations of Bi,j are formed using P BSs from the
neighbors. The Q-functions in (5.12) follows from the equations derived in Appendix A.
Now, averaging over time t, all BSs and all the cooperating RANs, overall probability that
a BS sleeps under the joint cooperation can then be given by
P S,Jointavg =
[
1
NNTT
N∑
i=1
NT∑
j=1
∫ T
0
P S,Jointi,j (t)dt
]
× 100% (5.14)
5.3 Energy Saving Optimization Problems
Three optimization problems for evaluating the maximum energy savings and the cor-
responding parameters are defined here. Exhaustive search technique is used for the
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evaluations. First optimization problem, denoted as P1, defines the optimal savings as
the achievable maximum energy savings keeping session blocking probability Pi,b, (i =
1, 2, ..., N) within a target limit P thb , while imposing no restrictions on the average num-
ber of switching NSw. The second optimization problem P2 maximizes energy savings
as well as minimizes NSw, while maintains session blocking within P thb . The last opti-
mization objective P3 evaluates the maximum energy savings keeping both Pi,b and NSw
within their respective target limits. The optimization problems are presented as below
(P1) arg max
Lf ,Hf ,Af
Es
s.t., Pi,b ≤ P thb ,∀i
(P2) arg max
Lf ,Hf ,Af
Es
s.t., Pi,b ≤ P thb ,∀i
minNSw
(P3) arg max
Lf ,Hf ,Af
Es
s.t., Pi,b ≤ P thb ,∀i
NSw ≤ N thSw
Additional conditions for P1, P2, P3:
Hf ≥ Lf , Af > Lf , Af > Hf
Af , Hf , Lf > 0
5.4 Results and Discussions
5.4.1 Simulation Setup
For evaluating the proposed energy saving cooperative network models, a scenario of
multiple colocated LTE RANs is used as the simulation platform. Each of the networks
covers a geographical area using NT = 50 single-sector macrocells of radius equal to 1
km deployed using hexagonal layout. Carrier frequency = 2 GHz and channel bandwidth
= 20 MHz equivalent to 100 RBs are assumed. Other link budget parameters, namely,
BS transmit power = 46 dBm, BS antenna gain = 10 dBi [71], feeder loss = 3 dB, UE
antenna gain = 0 dB, BS NF = 5 dB, UE NF = 9 dB, minimum downlink SINR = -
4.1 dB, MIMO gain = 3.5 dB [55], shadow fading standard deviation = 8 dB, Gaussian
noise power density = -174 dBm/Hz and the WINNER+ NLOS urban macro-cell channel
model are used for the simulations. For the computational tractability, similar to [56], [61]
and [162], it is assumed that the inter-cell interference can be managed by adopting certain
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interference averaging schemes resulting in equal interference throughout the network.
For the simulations, an inter-cell interference margin equal to 6 dB is taken [152].
On the other hand, it is considered that the cooperating networks originally supportQ = 2
classes of CBR services requiring ηi,1 = 1 and ηi,2 = 2,∀i, dedicated RBs. For the conve-
nience of simulations, constant session durations hi,1 = 3 minutes and hi,2 = 5 minutes
are taken for the two classes. Whereas, traffic generation rates equal to λ(1)i,j = 13.9
call/min and λ(2)i,j = 4 call/min are chosen. For traffic parameter α = 1, these settings
result in 1% and 2% peak-time session blocking for class 1 and 2 respectively. Equa-
tions for calculating session blocking probabilities under multi-class services is presented
in Appendix B. Rate functions f2(t) and f3(t) shown in Fig. 4.3 are used for generat-
ing inhomogeneous traffic. Two different traffic scenarios designated as S1 and S2 are
simulated for inhomogeneous case. Scenario S1 simulates the temporal variation only,
whereas S2 simulates both temporal and spatial variations of traffic generations. It is also
assumed that UEs are uniformly distributed in the networks, while the total number of
users may vary among BSs and the networks (e.g., when α is a RV).
The system is evaluated for both the CEC and the NEP BSs having power profile param-
eter g = 21.45 and h = 354.44 [52]. Two different settings of sleep mode power P sop
are considered for each of the two models. For the CEC model (i.e., δ = 1), the two
settings are 0 W and h W, which are designated as CEC1 and CEC2 respectively. The
two variants of the NEP model are named as NEP1 and NEP2 having sleep mode power
equal to 0 W and δh W respectively. Table 5.4 summarizes the power models used for the
simulations in this chapter. Unless otherwise specified, presented results correspond to a
network comprises of two RANs (i.e., N = 2) with only temporal variation in traffic (i.e.,
scenario S1), rate function f3(t), CEC1 power model, α = 1 and P = 2.
Table 5.4: Power models used for the system evaluation
BS Power Model ELPC (δ) P sop (W)
CEC1 1 0
CEC2 1 δh
NEP1 0.7 0
NEP2 0.7 δh
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5.4.2 Inhomogeneous Traffic Scenario
5.4.2.1 Sleep Mode BSs
Percentage of sleep mode BSs with Lf and Af under the proposed cooperation mecha-
nisms is presented in Figs. 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) respectively. Other simulation parameters
are also shown in the figures. For the comparison purpose, results corresponding to the
intra-network cooperation are also included in the figures. Now, because of the same
reasons explained in Chapter 4, increasing trends in the number of sleep mode BSs with
the increase of Lf as well as Af are observed under all the three cooperation techniques.
It is also evident that out of the three cooperation techniques, BSs under the joint coop-
eration have the highest chance to switch into sleep mode. In addition, a scenario with
α ∼ U [0.5, 1.0] representing varying traffic levels among BSs is also simulated and the
corresponding result is included in Fig. 5.3(b). Because of the lower traffic in some BSs,
this setting leads to a higher percentage of sleep mode BSs than that with α = 1. Further-
more, from both the figures, it is evident that the analytical results are in close agreement
with the simulation results, which validate the simulation models.
5.4.2.2 Additional Transmit Power
First of all, the average additional transmit power required per BS over a day for providing
the coverage for UEs located in the sleep mode BSs denoted by P addTx is demonstrated in
Fig. 5.4. As seen, a network with rate function f2(t) requires lower P addTx than that of a
network having rate function f3(t). This is because, a network corresponding to f2(t) has
relatively lower traffic compared to that of f3(t). In such a network, active BSs have to
share lower amount of traffic from the sleep mode BSs leading to lower P addTx requirement.
On the other hand, it is also identified that for both the rate functions, P addTx is significantly
higher in scenario S2 (> 23%) than that in S1 (< 5%). Under scenario S1, there is no
sleep mode BS during peak-traffic period requiring no additional power. However, in
scenario S2, there are always some sleep mode BSs in a day, while the other active BSs
share their traffic with extended coverage. Therefore, the active BSs under S2 require
additional power over the day resulting in higher P addTx .
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Figure 5.3: Percentage of sleep mode BSs per day under scenario S1.
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Figure 5.4: Percentage of additional transmit power per BS over a day under the joint
cooperation.
5.4.2.3 Daily Energy Savings
Average net energy savings per day under joint cooperation is illustrated in Figs. 5.5 and
5.6. For the convenience of comparison, percentage of sleep mode BSs is also included
in the figures. Impacts of the switching thresholds, number of RANs, rate functions,
power consumption profiles of BSs and the traffic scenarios on the net energy savings are
demonstrated in detail in the two figures.
From the comparison of the two graphs in Fig. 5.5, it is clearly evident that with the
increase of the number of cooperating networks, a higher amount of energy savings is
realizable. For instance, energy savings at Lf = 0.7 for the CEC1 type BSs is increased
from 34% to 45% with the increase of RANs from N = 2 to N = 4. Fig. 5.5 also
indicates the substantial dependence of net energy savings on the power models of BSs.
For example, the CEC1 and the NEP1 models save much higher than with the CEC2 and
the NEP2 models respectively. This is because, BSs of the CEC1 and the NEP1 models
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Figure 5.5: Daily energy savings under the joint cooperation in scenario S1.
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Figure 5.6: Daily energy savings under the joint cooperation in scenario S2.
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Figure 5.7: Daily energy savings under homogeneous traffic.
do not consume any energy in sleep mode, while the other two do. On the other hand,
since BSs of NEP models are some extent optimized for efficient energy utilization, a
network under the joint cooperation with the NEP BSs saves less than or close to that of
having the CEC BSs.
Moreover, impact of the rate functions on the net energy savings can be realized from the
two graphs in Fig. 5.6. Since a network with f2(t) corresponds to lower loading compared
to that with f3(t), a higher number of BSs can switch into sleep mode in the former case.
This results in much higher savings than that of a network with f3(t). Finally, traffic
scenario can also drastically alter the degree of energy savings as evident from comparing
Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.6(b). It can be noted that although a higher percentage of BSs sleeps
under S2 than that of under S1, savings is much lower in case of S2. This is the direct
consequence of the much higher additional transmit power in S2 as explained in Fig. 5.4.
5.4.3 Homogeneous Traffic Scenario
Net energy savings along with the percentage of sleep mode BSs under homogeneous traf-
fic generation is evaluated and presented in Fig. 5.7. As seen, with the increase of traffic
load in BSs, percentage of sleep mode BSs as well as the amount of energy savings drops
steadily. This drop is slower in the lower range of traffic load (i.e., LF ≤ 0.4) becoming
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Figure 5.8: Optimal energy savings per day under scenario S1.
much faster for LF ¿ 0.4. In a low-traffic situation, much less additional transmit power
is required resulting in savings close to the sleep mode BSs as observed for all the three
cooperation techniques. However, as the traffic increases, additional power requirement
increases significantly leading to a substantial reduction in savings. Energy savings can
even be negative at higher loads (e.g., at LF ≥ 0.5, 0.55 and 0.6 for the intra-network,
inter-network and the joint cooperation respectively).
5.4.4 Optimal Energy Savings
Using exhaustive search technique with a resolution of 0.1 for the thresholds, optimal
energy savings per day under the three cooperation mechanisms is evaluated. Result cor-
responding to the CEC1 type BSs and inhomogeneous traffic with scenario S1 is demon-
strated in Fig. 5.8. Session blocking threshold P thb equal to the original network and
switching threshold N thSw = 5% are used for the optimizations.
Savings corresponding to N = 1 represents the savings from the intra-network coopera-
tion. Thereafter, energy savings from the three optimization approaches is found increas-
ing with N showing an exception for P3 objective. As the average number of switching
also increases with the increase of N and eventually becomes greater than 5% for N = 6,
no savings is achieved for P3. It can also be noted that up to N = 4, P1 optimization
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realizes the highest savings, which has no restriction on the number of switching. On
the other hand, P2 generates the lowest savings as it minimizes the number of switch-
ing as well. Whereas, savings from P3 varies between the savings from P1 and P2. For
the sake of brevity, switching thresholds corresponding to optimal savings only for P1
optimization is presented in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Optimum switching thresholds for P1 optimization
Cooperation scheme Threshold N = 1 N = 2 N = 4 N = 6
Lf 0.4 - - -
Intra-network Hf 0.4 - - -
Af 0.8 - - -
Lf - 0.6 0.7 0.2
Inter-network Hf - 0.7 0.8 0.4
Af - 0.9 0.9 0.8
Lf - 0.6 0.2 0.3
Joint Hf - 0.6 0.4 0.5
Af - 0.8 0.9 0.7
The cdf of the sleep time per day of BSs under the joint cooperation is demonstrated
in Fig. 5.9. Switching thresholds used for the simulations are determined from the P1
optimization having CEC1 type BSs. As expected, BSs under a higher number of coop-
erating networks sleep for longer durations. For example, for α = 1, sleep times varies
in the range of [0.9, 15.6] hours, [4.3, 16.7] hours and [6.3, 17.4] hours for N = 2, 4 and
6 respectively. Also, the intersection of the cdf curves with the abscissa indicates that
under the joint cooperation, all BSs in the cooperating networks have the chance to stay
in sleep mode for a certain duration over a day for saving energy. With a lower traffic in
the network, BSs can sleep for longer times as evident from the cdf curves corresponding
to α ∼ U [0.3, 0.8].
5.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, two alternative energy efficient distributed DSBS mechanisms by employ-
ing cooperation among multiple cellular RANs have been investigated. The formulated
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cooperation mechanisms, named inter-network cooperation and joint cooperation, involve
traffic-sensitive cooperation among BSs from different networks for dynamically recon-
figuring the RANs with the reduced number of active BSs. It is identified that a network
taking part in the joint cooperation can gain much higher savings than that of the intra-
network and the inter-network cooperation only. Energy saving is found higher for higher
number of cooperating networks. Another notable finding is that a higher number of BSs
can switch to sleep mode in a network having traffic diversity in both time and space com-
pared to that in a network with only temporal diversity. However, energy savings in the
former scenario is much less than that of the second scenario due to much higher addi-
tional transmit power requirement. In addition, optimal energy savings and corresponding
switching thresholds under various optimization objectives are evaluated. Furthermore,
analytical results are found closely following the simulation results.
This chapter and the last one have explored the BS switching mechanisms for saving
energy. In search of energy saving alternative techniques by dimensioning cellular RANs
with a better granularity, the next chapter introduces the concept of dynamic switching of
sectors in the underutilized BSs .
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Chapter 6
Centralized Dynamic Sectorization and
Base Station Switching
Despite the availability of many proposals on BS switching based energy saving cellular
networks, its practical implementation has many challenging issues [5], [36], [43]. Fre-
quent switching in BSs, potential creation of coverage holes, reduced battery life of UEs
for increased uplink transmit power and highly dynamic interference from coverage ad-
justments are some of the greatest challenges. This implies the necessity of having highly
intelligent, fast and stringent coordination among network entities. This chapter inves-
tigates for an alternate solution with less complexity, yet effective for saving energy. In
light of this, this chapter proposes dynamic sectorization (DS) of BSs for reconfiguring
BSs using fewer sectors. Qos requirements, namely, user data rates, service continuity and
network coverage are also maintained. On the other hand, a centralized version of DSBS
is also proposed in this chapter. Generalized energy saving optimization problems are for-
mulated for the schemes, which are challenging combinatorial problems. Therefore, low
complexity greedy style heuristic algorithms are presented. Performance of the schemes
is evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations. Effectiveness of the proposed EWMA-based
predictor in reducing the number of network reconfiguring events under these schemes is
also presented. The content of this chapter has contributed to [163], [164] and [165].
6.1 Energy Efficient Dynamic Sectorization
6.1 Energy Efficient Dynamic Sectorization
This section presents the proposed traffic-aware energy saving DS technique in the con-
text of LTE systems. System model, proposed algorithms and simulation results are also
explained here below.
6.1.1 Network Layout
Proposed DS considers the downlink of a multi-cell cellular network having a set of BSs
B = {B1,B2, ...,B|B|} and covering an area A ⊂ R2. Let Si be the number of sectors
in BS Bi. Orthogonal frequency bands are assumed for all the Si sectors of BS Bi,∀i ∈
(1, 2, ..., |B|). On the other hand, it is considered that the same frequency bands are reused
among BSs.
6.1.2 System Model
In the conventional cellular networks, irrespective of traffic level, all the sectors in a BS
are left in active mode for all time expecting that during the worst-case peak-traffic times,
all of them would be required for supporting its UEs. Thus, during low traffic times, a
substantial amount of energy is being wasted, which could be saved by switching some
of the sectors into sleep mode. This is the core idea of the proposed DS scheme as
demonstrated in Fig. 6.1. The patterns shown in the figure represent the coverage areas
of sectors corresponding to the different orthogonal frequency bands.
In this particular example, it is assumed that the original network is provisioned to have
Si = 6,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., |B|) sectors. Hence, irrespective of traffic level, number of active
sectors in all BSs remains Si,ON(t) = 6,∀t ≥ 0,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., |B|) as demonstrated
in Fig. 6.1(a). Note that in practice, initial number of sectors may vary from BS to
BS. On the other hand, under the proposed DS, with the variation of traffic generation,
number of active sectors is adaptively adjusted for matching the instantaneous demand,
i.e., 1 ≤ Si,ON(t) ≤ Si,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., |B|). As illustrated in Fig. 6.1(b), most of the BSs
at low-traffic times are operated with only few sectors keeping others in sleep mode and
thus, energy savings is achieved.
Remarks: Remaining active sectors need to adjust (i.e., expand or shrink) their transmis-
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(a) Peak-traffic time. All the six sectors in each BS are in active mode.
1
(b) Low-traffic time. Many BSs are reconfigured with fewer sectors.
Figure 6.1: Concept of the proposed dynamic sectorization scheme. Each pattern corre-
sponds to a frequency band orthogonal to the others.
sion beamwidth for covering the entire area of a BS. Due to the utilization of the same
amount of transmit power, this beamwidth adjustment will result in the change in the an-
tenna gain as discussed later in Section 6.1.6. One of the simple and robust techniques for
achieving this adjustment is to use adaptive smart antenna technology employing linear
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antenna arrays [103]. Through the adjustment of the length and the spacing of the antenna
array elements as well as the phase of their input currents, main beam of the array can
be steered and shaped as desired and thus, it is possible to cover a sector of desired size.
Alternatively, BSs can be equipped with multiple sets of antennas, where each set can
correspond to a certain number of sectors. Based on the number of the required sectors,
one of these sets can be activated, while others are left inactive. Moreover, recent devel-
opment of reconfigurable beam antennas for BSs with beam fanning capability (discussed
in Chapter 3) backs the proposed DS scheme as a practically implementable solution for
energy savings [102].
6.1.3 Problem Formulation
The objective of the DS scheme is to employ the optimum set of sectors in all BSs SON =
{S1,S2, ....,S|B|} resulting a minimum operating power (i.e., maximum energy savings),
while maintaining QoS. Here, Si = {s1, s2, ...., sSi,ON} is the set of active sectors in Bi.
Following optimization problem can thus be formulated
arg min
S1,S2,....,S|B|
|B|∑
i=1
∑
s∈Si
[
(1− δi)Li,sf (t)Pi,Op + δiPi,Op
]
(6.1)
s.t., Pi,b(t) ≤ P thb , i = 1, 2, ..., |B|,∀t (6.2)
Pi,out(t) ≤ P thout, i = 1, 2, ..., |B|,∀t (6.3)
R(a)u (t) ≥ Ru, u = 1, 2, ...,
|B|∑
i=1
Si∑
s=1
Us(li, t),∀t (6.4)⋃
s∈Si
Ai,s(t) = Ai, i = 1, 2, ..., |B|,∀t (6.5)
Us(li,t)∑
u=1
βi,su (t) ≤ βi,sTot, i = 1, 2, ..., |B|,∀s ∈ Si,∀t (6.6)
Us(li,t)∑
u=1
P i,su (t) ≤ Pi,Tx, i = 1, 2, ..., |B|,∀s ∈ Si,∀t (6.7)
Here, li is the location of Bi and Li,sf (t) is the LF of its sth sector, Pi,b(t) and Pi,out(t)
are the session blocking and session outage probabilities respectively, P thb and P
th
out are
the target blocking and outage probabilities respectively, R(a)u (t) and Ru are the uth UE’s
achievable data rate and the required data rate respectively, Ai and Ai,s are the coverage
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area of Bi and its sth sector respectively, P i,su (t) is the downlink transmit power for uth
UE, Pi,Op and Pi,Tx are the power profile parameters corresponding to a single sector, and
Us(li, t) and β
i,s
Tot are the total number of UEs and RBs in sector s of Bi respectively. Con-
straints (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) respectively guarantee the session blocking, session
outage, UE data rates and the network coverage within acceptable limits. Finally, (6.6)
and (6.7) imply that the required total number of RBs and total transmit power in BSs can
not exceed their respective maximum limits.
6.1.4 DS Algorithm
The above optimization problem in (6.1) can be considered as a user association problem
as it evaluates Li,sf ,∀s ∈ (1, 2, ...Si), ∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., |B|) such that the optimal set of sec-
tors SON is left active. Now, for a given SON , the objective function in (6.1) is convex in
Li,sf , ∀s ∈ (1, 2, ...Si),∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., |B|). However, for variable SON , it becomes noncon-
vex. Thus, (6.1) is a challenging combinatorial problem with an exponentially increasing
search space O(2∑|B|i=1 Si). Therefore, a centralized greedy style heuristic algorithm with
lower complexity is proposed here.
Proposed algorithm employs two-level triggering to initialize the traffic distribution pro-
cess for associating UEs with the reduced number of sectors. First, if the predicted LF
of the total network L̂net(t) at time t falls below a certain threshold Lth, a central coordi-
nator initializes the event. Thereafter, each BS uses its own criterion for initializing the
event for itself. The algorithm takes one BS at a time, say, Bi = B1 and assumes that
all Si = S1 sectors are active, i.e., Si = Si,all = {1, 2, ...,Si}. Let Li(t) be the actual
LF of Bi at time t. Now, if Li(t) < (Si − 1)/Si, traffic distribution by associating UEs
with the reduced number of sectors is triggered. At first, Si sectors of Bi are ordered in
the ascending order of their LFs. Then the algorithm iteratively eliminates sectors from
Si one-by-one starting from the sector with the lowest LF. This policy of imposing the
higher priority to the sectors with lower LFs in distributing traffic reduces the number of
intra-cell handoffs. Each time the algorithm is successful in associating UEs of one sector
(say, sector s), utility function Ui,DS(t) = P
(s−)
i (t)/P
(s+)
i (t) is evaluated, where P
(s+)
i
and P (s−)i are the operating power of Bi with and without sector s respectively. Now if
(6.2)-(6.7) are met and Ui,DS(t) < ηDS (ηDS ∈ [0, 1]), then sector s is removed from Si.
Here, Ui,DS(t) < 1 implies potential energy savings from switching of sector s into sleep
mode.
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Iteration continues as long as Li(t) < (ni−1)/Si, where ni is the number of active sectors
from the last iteration. Sectors in the final Si are kept active with essential beamwidth
adjustments. Other sectors in Si,all \Si are switched into sleep mode. The algorithm then
proceeds to the next BS Bi+1, evaluates Si+1 and continues to the last BS. Pseudo code of
the DS algorithm is presented in Table 6.1.
Computational complexity of the proposed algorithm isO(NBN2SNU), while for the orig-
inal optimal exhaustive search technique is O(NU2NBNS). Here, NB, NS and NU are
the number of BSs, sectors in each BS and UEs of the network respectively. On the
other hand, signaling overhead of the algorithm in terms of the number of messages is
(NU + 2NB).
6.1.5 Interference Estimation
Let I i,su,intra and I i,su,intra be the intra-cell and inter-cell interference experienced by uth UE
located in sth sector of Bi. Due to the use of orthogonal frequency bands, I i,su,intra = 0.
On the other hand, one way of estimating inter-cell interferenc I i,su,inter is to keep track
whether the same RB is simultaneously assigned in the interfering BS(s). Thus, the central
coordinator needs to have the access to a RB allocation database maintained for each BS,
which may create a large overhead on the system. Therefore, for reducing the overhead,
inter-cell interference is evaluated using a RB collision based model [148], [166]. In the
collision based model, only LF and frequency band information of each sector is required.
Let Li,sf and L
j,c
f be the LFs of two interfering sectors from Bi and Bj respectively. In
this chapter, no coordination among BSs for multi-user scheduling to RBs is considered.
Under such non-coordinated case, the indices of RBs allocated by a BS to its UEs appear
as random to the neighboring BSs [166], [167]. Thus, it can be assumed that BSs select
their RBs from the available pool in a random fashion [167]. Under such scenario, the
upper bound of the probability of collision between two RBs becomes [166]
PC(L
i,s
f , L
j,c
f ) = L
i,s
f L
j,c
f (6.8)
Total inter-cell interference I i,su,inter is then as follows
I i,su,inter =
C∑
c=1
PC(L
i,s
f , L
j,c
f )P
(c)
u,Rx (6.9)
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Table 6.1: Centralized DS algorithm
1: If L̂net(t) < Lth
2: For i = 1 to |B|
3: Initialize: Si = Si,all, ni = |Si|
4: If Li(t) < (ni − 1)/Si
5: Find S∗i = {s∗1, s∗2, ..., s∗ni} reordering Si, s.t., L∗m ≥ L∗n,m > n
6: Set q = 1
7: Associate all Us∗q (li, t) UEs with the other sectors Si \ {s∗q}
and calculate Ui,DS(t)
8: If (6.2)-(6.7) are met and Ui,DS(t) < ηDS
9: Set Si = Si \ {s∗q} and ni = ni − 1
10: Else Set q = q + 1
11: If q <= ni, Go to Step 7, End If
12: End If
13: If ni > 1, Go to Step 4
14: Else Set i = i+ 1, End If
15: End If
16: End For
17: End If
where C is the number of colliding sectors from the neighboring BSs, which depends on
the cell layout and the number of sectors in each BS; and P (c)u,Rx is the received power at
uth UE in Bi from the colliding sector c.
6.1.6 Antenna Radiation Pattern
Antenna pattern is given by [142]
A(θ) = −min
{
12
(
θ
θc
)2
, Am
}
(6.10)
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where −1800 ≤ θ ≤ 1800, θc and Am are the angle between the direction of interest
and the antenna boresight, 3 dB beamwidth and the maximum attenuation respectively.
Omnidirectional and 3-sector antennas are more popular in practice, and the more recent
trend is in developing 6-sector antennas [102]. Nevertheless, for investigating various
possible configurations, omnidirectional to 6-sector antennas are considered. Now, with
the decrease of beamwidth by a factor of two, antenna gain roughly increases by 3 dB and
vice versa [92], [168]. Thus, for the set of sectors S = [2 3 4 5 6], antenna parameters
can be approximated as follows: θc = [120 65 55 45 33]0, Am = [18 20 21 22 23] dB
and antenna gain = [13 15 16 17 18] dBi [92], [142], [168]. For omnidirectional antenna,
A(θ) = 0 dB [66] and antenna gain = 10 dBi [71] are taken.
6.1.7 Performance Evaluation
6.1.7.1 Simulation Setup
System performance is evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations. Simulated network
covers an area served by 64 macrocell BSs deployed with hexagonal layout having an
inter-site distance equal to
√
3 × 500 m, RBs per sector = 25 and transmit power per
sector = 40 dBm. Other link budget parameters are taken same as those used in simulating
the distributed DSBS scheme in Chapter 4. Antenna parameters are set according to the
discussion in Section 6.1.6.
Three classes of real-time CBR services of data rates equal to 512 kbps, 768 kbps and
1024 kbps are considered. New sessions from all the classes arrives following a Poisson
process with arrival rate λ and a constant session duration equal to 3 minutes. Vari-
able number of RBs, calculated using (4.4)-(4.5), is allocated to the admitted sessions
for maintaining their data rates, which remains dedicated for the session duration. No
downlink power control is considered. On the other hand, for 6-sector BSs, four different
sector switching patterns designated as R6−1, R631, R63 and R61 are investigated. R6−1
includes all possible combinations of sectors, while the other three allow only regular
sector configurations. Thus, the set of configurable sectors under these schemes are {1,
2,...,6}, {1, 3, 6}, {3, 6} and {1, 6} respectively. Switching patterns for 3-sector BSs can
be defined in the same way. Unless otherwise specified, traffic parameter α(li) = 1,
R6−1, P thb = 1%, P
th
out = 1%, ηDS = 1, Lth = 1, δi = 0.7, Si = 6, psi,op = 0,
{gi = 21.45, hi = 354.44} [52], ∀s ∈ (1, 2, ...,Si), ∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., |B|), uniformly dis-
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tributed UEs and homogeneous session generation are used for the presented results.
6.1.7.2 Sleep Mode Sectors and Energy Savings
Average percentage of sleep mode sectors and net energy savings with the session arrival
rate λ are presented in Fig. 6.2. The 95% confidence intervals are also shown in the fig-
ures. With the increase of λ, higher number of sectors are required for serving UEs and
hence, lower savings is achieved as evident from Fig. 6.2(b). The difference between the
sleep node sectors and the net energy savings is due to δi = 0.7. Here, δi = 0.7 corre-
sponds to the NEP type BSs in which the change in LFs of sectors due to reassociation of
UEs is reflected in the operating power of BSs. If BSs were of CEC type (i.e., δi = 1),
then the sleep mode sectors and energy savings would have been equal. In addition, from
the three points marked on the lines for 512 kbps, it can be identified that the difference
is higher in the mid-range of λ and diminishing on both sides.
Besides, impact of single-cell and multi-cell scenarios, and UE data rates is also demon-
strated in Fig. 6.2. In case of a multi-cell scenario, with the increase of λ and reduced
number of sectors in BSs, increasingly higher amount of inter-cell interference is expe-
rienced by UEs leading to the requirement of higher number of RBs. Consequently, less
number of sectors are allowed to switch into sleep mode and less savings is achieved.
However, because of the absence of inter-cell interference in a single-cell case, a BS can
afford a higher number of sleep mode sectors, while maintaining QoS. Furthermore, it is
evident that a higher savings is possible for a network having UEs with a lower data rate
requirement. For example, at λ = 0.05 of single-cell case, around 36%, 25% and 3% en-
ergy savings are achieved for 512 kbps, 768 kbps and 1024 kbps respectively. For higher
data rates, higher number of RBs and thus, higher amount of transmit power are required.
These two constraints together increase the session blocking and outage probabilities, and
hence, more sectors are required to keep active for maintaining QoS resulting in reduced
energy savings.
Impact of various switching patterns on the energy saving performance for 6-sector BSs
under both homogeneous and inhomogeneous traffic scenario is presented in Figs. 6.3
and 6.4 respectively. From Fig. 6.3, R6−1 can be identified to achieve the highest energy
savings as it can reconfigure BSs with any number of sectors between one to six. This
is also confirmed from the daily savings illustrated in Fig. 6.4. It is also found that R61
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(a) Sleep mode sectors.
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Figure 6.2: Sleep mode sectors and net energy savings for single-cell and multi-cell sce-
narios under DS.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison with the semi-static schemes.
achieves the lowest daily savings. Comparison of the proposed DS with the semi-static
sector switching schemes is also included in Fig. 6.4. Under the semi-static schemes,
sector switching decisions are made based on the hourly average peak traffic load, and the
number of sectors is left unchanged for a longer time interval. As evident from the figure,
the longer the sector switching interval, the lower is the energy savings.
Fig. 6.5 illustrates the impact of UE distributions and the number of sectors Si on the
energy savings. As shown, a network having Gaussian distributed UEs in BSs saves much
more than that of having uniformly distributed UEs. In case of Gaussian distribution, a
higher number of UEs are located near BSs experiencing a lower path loss. Therefore,
many UEs require less number of RBs and thus, satisfactory QoS can be provided by
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Figure 6.5: Impact of UE distribution and sector number on net energy savings under DS.
keeping fewer sectors active leading to higher savings. On the other hand, BSs with a
higher number of sectors provide a higher number of options for associating UEs to the
other sectors, which increases the sleeping probability of sectors as well as the energy
savings. As seen in the figure, for the Gaussian distributed UEs, over 80% energy savings
is possible from a network with 6-sector BSs, while it is around 65% for the case of
3-sector BSs.
Furthermore, for evaluating the performance gap of the proposed algorithm with that of
the optimal exhaustive search, a small scale 7-cell system with 3-sector BSs is considered.
Exhaustive search is then used for evaluating the optimal set of sectors out of the 221
possible combinations of this system and the corresponding result is presented in Fig.
6.5. As evident from the figure, the performance gap between the proposed algorithm and
the optimal exhaustive search is found less than 5%.
6.1.7.3 Spectral Efficiency and RB Utilization
The ratio of the achievable SE in the proposed scheme to that in the original network is
illustrated in Fig. 6.6, whereas Fig. 6.7 demonstrates the ratio of the required RBs per
UE. For smaller λ, many sectors are turned off, which results in lower antenna gains and
higher inter-cell interference leading to lower SINR and hence, lower achievable SE than
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Figure 6.6: Impact on the achievable spectral efficiency under DS.
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Figure 6.7: Impact on the RB requirement per UE under DS.
that in the original network. Consequently, a higher number of RBs per UE is required
for maintaining user data rates. This leads to a SE ratio less than one and RB ratio greater
than one in the lower range of λ. However, with the increase of λ, both the ratios approach
to one due to the diminishing number of switched off sectors.
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On the other hand, in case of Gaussian distribution, a higher number of UEs are located
near BSs than that in uniformly distributed case. Thus, path loss for many UEs is relatively
lower and consequently, the impact of decreasing antenna gain and increasing interference
is not as dominant as in uniform case. Therefore, the reduction in SE as well as the
increment in RB requirement per UE is much lower in the case of Gaussian distributed
scenario, which is also evident from the Figs. 6.6 and 6.7.
6.1.8 An Algorithm for Distributed Implementation of DS
Here, an algorithm for distributed implementation of DS is presented. Under this dis-
tributed scheme, it is essential to have proper communications among neighboring BSs
for exchanging information required for executing the algorithm, while a central coor-
dinator is required for initializing the DS event. The algorithm is implemented in each
BS requiring no assistance from the central coordinator. At each algorithm execution in-
stance, the central coordinator initiates the DS procedure if L̂net(t) falls below Lth. After
that, according to a pre-defined sequence, BSs sequentially evaluate their optimal sets of
active sectors, Si,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., |B|). Here, each BS initializes its algorithm assuming all
of its sectors are in sleep mode, and then iteratively add sectors one-by-one until a BS
finds the required set of sectors for supporting its UEs. Unlike the centralized DS algo-
rithm, the sectors with the higher LFs are prioritized to be added in the optimal set with
the same purpose of limiting the number of intra-cell handoffs. Once a BS evaluates its
optimal set of sectors, information regarding its frequency bands and corresponding LFs
are forwarded to the neighboring BSs for using in their optimal set calculations. Pseudo
code of the algorithm is presented in Table 6.2.
Performance of the distributed DS can also be evaluated in a similar way of the centralized
DS presented earlier. Considering a negligible energy requirement for signaling overhead,
performance of both the schemes is found very close. Therefore, for the sake of brevity,
no additional result is presented for this distributed DS scheme.
6.2 Centralized Dynamic Switching of Base Stations
DSBS scheme presented in Chapter 4 achieves dynamic switching of BSs by implement-
ing distributed inter-BS cooperation. In this chapter, a centralized DSBS scheme is pro-
posed, which is then jointly applied with the centralized DS in Chapter 7.
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Table 6.2: Algorithm for distributed DS
1: If L̂net(t) < Lth
2: For i = 1 to |Bi|
3: Initialize: Si = ∅
4: Find S∗i,all = {s∗1, s∗2, ..., s∗Si} reordering Si,all, s.t., L∗m ≤ L∗n,m > n
5: Set q = 1
6: Set Si = {s∗1, s∗2, ..., s∗q}
7: Associate all
∑Si
s=1 Us(li, t) UEs of Bi with sectors in Si
8: If Conditions (6.2)-(6.7) are met, Stop the algorithm
9: Else Set q = q + 1
10: If q ≤ Si − 1, Go to Step 6
11: Else Stop the algorithm, End If
12: End If
13: End For
14: End If
6.2.1 System Model
Similar to the distributed DSBS scheme proposed in Chapter 4, a RAN under centralized
DSBS is dynamically reconfigured by adaptively adjusting the number of active BSs for
meeting the instantaneous traffic demand. However, for the centralized case, BSs do not
need to interact with each other. Instead, a central coordinator evaluates the optimal set
of active BSs. Other BSs are instructed to switch into sleep mode for saving energy. In
addition, unlike DS, an active mode BS keeps all of its sectors in active mode.
6.2.2 Problem Formulation
As stated, under the centralized DSBS scheme, a central coordinator evaluates the opti-
mum set of BSs BON = {B∗1, B∗2, ..., B∗|BON |} ⊆ B, which have to be left in active mode
consuming a minimum operating power. QoS is also guaranteed by the active BSs. The
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optimization problem can then be formulated as below
arg min
{B∗1 ,B∗2 ,...,B∗|BON |}
∑
i∈BON
Si∑
s=1
[
(1− δi)Li,sf (t)Pi,Op + δiPi,Op
]
(6.11)
s.t., Pi,b(t) ≤ P Thb , ∀i ∈ BON ,∀t (6.12)
Pi,out(t) ≤ P Thout ,∀i ∈ BON , ∀t (6.13)
R(a)u (t) ≥ Ru, u = 1, 2, ...,
∑
i∈BON
Si∑
s=1
Us(li, t),∀t (6.14)⋃
i∈BON
Ai(t) = A,∀t (6.15)
Si∑
s=1
Us(li,t)∑
u=1
βi,su (t) ≤
Si∑
s=1
βi,sTot,∀i ∈ BON ,∀t (6.16)
Si∑
s=1
Us(li,t)∑
u=1
P i,su (t) ≤
Si∑
s=1
Pi,Tx,∀i ∈ BON ,∀t (6.17)
Here again, QoS parameters session blocking, session outage, UE data rate and network
coverage are guaranteed by (6.12), (6.13), (6.14) and (6.15) respectively. Also, (6.16)
and (6.17) correspond to the limitations of available RBs and transmit power in each BS
respectively.
6.2.3 Algorithm
The objective function in (6.11) is again nonconvex for a variable BON . Thus the opti-
mization becomes a combinatorial problem with a large search space O(2|BON |). There-
fore, we again propose a centralized greedy style heuristic algorithm. Similar to DS,
proposed algorithm for the DSBS problem also uses a two-level triggering. Once again, if
L̂net(t) < Lth, the central coordinator itself triggers the network provisioning procedure
followed by another triggering operation by each BS in its turn.
6.2.3.1 BS Switching Policy
For deciding on a BS whether to switch to sleep mode, proposed algorithm starts with
the initialization BON = B. It then takes one BS at a time (say, Bi) and checks its actual
LF Li(t). If Li(t) <= Lth, Bi’s UE distribution process is triggered. Using one of the
policies explained below in Section 6.2.3.2, all UEs of Bi is distributed by associating
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Table 6.3: Demonstration of attempt order of neighbors for associating a UE of B1
Neighboring BS ID B2 B3 B4 B5
δi 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.4
SINR (dB) 8 4 10 12
LH I IV III II
HL IV I II III
SS I II III IV
SBS III IV II I
them with the neighboring BSs. Following utility function is then evaluated
Ui,BS(t) =
L∑
l=1
P ∗l (t)/
{
Pi(t) +
L∑
l=1
Pl(t)
}
(6.18)
whereL is the number of BSs to which UEs of Bi are to be associated, and Pl(t) and P ∗l (t)
are the total operating power of lth neighbors before and after this association respectively.
If utility Ui,BS(t) < ηBS (ηBS ∈ [0, 1] is a constant) and (6.12)-(6.17) are met at the same
time, then we set new BON = BON \ {Bi}. For Ui,BS(t) < 1, energy savings can be
achieved by switching Bi into sleep mode. The algorithm continues with the next BS,
updates BON and so on. After finishing with all BSs, final BON provides the list of BSs,
which are kept active mode and the other BSs in B \ BON are switched into sleep mode.
6.2.3.2 UE Association Policy
Let Bi,n = {Bni,1,Bni,2, ...,Bni,Ni,b} be the sequence of neighboring active BSs of Bi ac-
cording to which the neighbors are approached for associating a UE located in Bi. Here
Ni,b is the number of active neighbors of Bi. By including only the active neighbors in
Bi,n, sleep mode BSs are allowed to sleep for longer times and the number of switch-
ing is reduced. In addition to the conventional SINR-based strategies [169], various new
neighbor sequencing strategies are outlined here below. On the other hand, for selecting
the sequence of BSs, Bseq = {B∗1,B∗2, ...,B∗|B|} in which the algorithm proceeds from one
BS to another for distributing their UEs, various alternative are considered. Thus, for ac-
counting the level of received SINR at UEs and the possibility of the network having BSs
with different energy proportionality (i.e., different values for ELPC δi, i = 1, 2, ..., |B|),
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following four combinations are investigated.
a) Lower-to-Higher (LH): In this case, lower energy efficient BSs have the higher priority
to distribute first. While, higher efficient neighbors are given the higher priority for ac-
cepting UEs from other BSs. That means, Bseq = {B∗1,B∗2, ...,B∗|B|}, δ∗l ≥ δ∗m, l < m, and
Bi,n = {Bni,1,Bni,2, ...,Bni,Ni,b}, δni,p ≤ δni,q, p < q. Here, δ∗l and δni,p are the ELPC of B∗l and
Bni,p respectively.
b) Higher-to-Lower (HL): This scheme is just the opposite of the LH scheme. Therefore,
Bseq = {B∗1,B∗2, ...,B∗|B|}, δ∗l ≤ δ∗m, l < m, and Bi,n = {Bni,1,Bni,2, ...,Bni,Ni,b}, δni,p ≥
δni,q, p < q.
c) Sequential-Sequential (SS): Under this scheme, no reordering of BSs is done. The
algorithm proceeds sequentially from one BS to another according to a predefined order.
Thus, Bseq = {B1,B2, ...,B|B|}, Bl > Bm, l > m and Bi,n = {Bni,1,Bni,2, ...,Bni,Ni,b},
Bni,p > Bni,q, p > q.
d) Sequential-to-Better-Signal (SBS): For this approach, Bseq is same as in the SS scheme.
However, Bn is the set of neighbors sequenced according to the descending order of re-
ceived SINR, i.e., Bi,n = {Bni,1,Bni,2, ...,Bni,Ni,b}, SINRni,p ≥ SINRni,q, p < q. Here,
SINRni,p is the received SINR at the UE from neighbor BS Bni,p.
An example of the order of neighboring BSs at which they are approached for associating
a UE of B1 under various schemes is demonstrated in Table 6.3. The values of δi and
SINR for the example is chosen randomly.
Remarks: It is worth noting that in LTE, the primary synchronization channel (P-SCH)
and the secondary synchronization channel (S-SCH) signals are used by a UE to carry out
cell search for detecting its own BS ID as well as the neighbor BSs’ IDs [170]. Here, it is
assumed that a UE is capable to detect its own BS and its adjacent BSs, and feedback this
information to the central coordinator via its own BS. Many cell searching algorithms are
available for LTE and WiMAX [171], which can be adopted in the proposed system. On
the other hand, as mentioned above, using the channel state information (CSI) feedback
supported in both LTE [172] and WiMAX [107], SINR at UEs can also be collected.
Pseudo code of the algorithm is presented in Table 6.4. Proposed algorithm has a com-
putational complexity O(NBNU) in place of O(NU2NB) of exhaustive search. On the
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Table 6.4: Centralized DSBS algorithm
1: If L̂net(t) < Lth
2: Initialize: BON = B, i = 1
3: If Li(t) < Lth
4: Associate all UEs of B∗i with BSs in Bi,n
5: Calculate Ui,BS(t) for B∗i
6: If (6.12)-(6.17) are met and Ui,BS(t) < ηBS
7: Set BON = BON \ {B∗i } and i = i+ 1
8: Else Set i = i+ 1, End If
9: If i ≤ |B|, Go to Step 3
10: Else Stop the algorithm, End If
11: End If
12: End If
other hand, signaling overhead of the algorithm is same as that of the centralized DS, i.e.,
(NU + 2NB).
6.2.4 Performance Evaluation
6.2.4.1 Simulation Setup
Simulation settings are same as those used for the DS scheme presented in this chapter
other than two exceptions made for the sake of computational tractability. Firstly, inter-
cell interference is once again approximated by Gaussian-like noise and dealt in the same
way as explained in Chapter 4. Secondly, instead of calculating A(θ) for each UE, an
average value equal to 3 dB, calculated from (6.1.6), is used for all UEs.
6.2.4.2 Sleep Mode BSs and Energy Savings
Percentage of sleep mode BSs with the 95% confidence intervals under the outlined four
UE association policies is illustrated in Fig. 6.8. For all of these schemes, values of
δi for BSs are drawn from a uniform distribution U(0.4, 1.0). An additional case of the
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Figure 6.8: Percentage of sleep mode BSs under DSBS.
SS scheme with δi = 0.7, ∀i (i.e., all BSs are equally energy efficient) is also included
in the figure. As expected, with the increase of session arrival, number of sleep mode
BSs decreases. For this particular parameter settings, higher number of BSs switch into
sleep mode under the SS scheme compared to that in both the LH and the HL schemes.
However, approximately equal number of BSs sleep under the LH and the HL schemes.
This is due to drawing δi from a uniform distribution U(0.4, 1.0). Since the average of
U(0.4, 1.0) is equal to 0.7, for the two cases of the SS scheme with δi ∼ U(0.4, 1.0) and
δi = 0.7,∀i, almost equal number of BSs stays in sleep mode. On the other hand, under
the SBS scheme, in the lower traffic scenario, lower number of BSs sleeps compared to
the other four schemes. However, the SBS scheme outperforms the others in the higher
traffic scenario. Since the SBS scheme associates users to BSs corresponding to higher
SINR, UEs require less number of RBs and less transmit power. Consequently, active
BSs are lightly loaded compared to the other cases. Thus, even in a higher traffic case, a
higher number of BSs can switch to sleep mode.
Fig. 6.9 presents the energy savings achieved under the same schemes explained in Fig.
6.8. As seen, although equal number of BSs sleep in the LH and the HL schemes, energy
savings is much higher in the LH scheme. This is because, unlike the HL scheme, the
LH scheme prioritizes lower energy efficient BSs to switch to sleep mode by distributing
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Figure 6.9: Energy saving performance of the centralized DSBS mechanism.
its traffic to the higher energy efficient BSs. Thus the network is reconfigured keeping
relatively higher energy efficient BSs active leading to higher savings. Furthermore, for
the same reasons explained in Fig. 6.8, the SBS scheme outperforms the others in terms
of energy savings in the higher traffic region.
6.2.4.3 Spectral Efficiency and RB Utilization
The ratio of the achievable SEs as well as the ratio of the required RBs per UE under the
centralized DSBS mechanism to the corresponding parameters in the original network is
demonstrated in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 respectively. Similar to the DS scheme, for smaller λ,
many BSs are switched to sleep mode and their UEs are associated with the other active
BSs located at a longer distance than that of their original serving BSs. This results in
higher path loss and lower SINR, and hence, the achievable SE is decreased making the
ratio lower than one. For the same reason, a higher number of RBs per UE is required for
maintaining user data rates.
On the other hand, under the SBS scheme, UEs of the sleep mode BSs are associated with
BSs providing higher SINR. Therefore, decrease in SE is much lower in the SBS scheme
compared to the other schemes as evident from Fig. 6.10. Consequently, as shown in
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Figure 6.10: Impact on the achievable spectral efficiency under the centralized DSBS
mechanism.
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Figure 6.11: Impact on the RB requirement per UE under the centralized DSBS mecha-
nism.
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Fig. 6.11, increase in the required number of RBs per UE is lower under the SBS scheme
compared to the other two.
6.3 Network Reconfiguring Events
Effectiveness of employing the proposed EWMA-based LF predictor and the LF thresh-
old Lth in reducing the network reconfiguring events under both the DS and the DSBS
schemes is demonstrated in Fig. 6.12. From Fig. 6.12(a), it is clear that use of a higher
value for Lth results in a higher number of network reconfiguring events. On the other
hand, daily energy savings is found to exhibit an increasing trend with Lth as demon-
strated in Figs. 6.12(b) and 6.12(c).
Comparing these two groups of curves, optimal values of Lth are evaluated for both the
schemes. The minimum value of Lth for the maximum energy savings is defined as the
optimal value of Lth. This value is found equal to around 0.8 and 0.5 for the DS and the
DSBS mechanisms respectively for all the rate functions. At these optimal settings, for
example, energy savings per day under the DS technique become 38%, 52% and 41% for
f1(t), f2(t) and f3(t) respectively. Corresponding reductions in network reconfiguring
events are found 26%, 20% and 31% respectively, which in turn reduce the amount of
feedback to the central coordinator. From the figure, it is also evident that with the tradeoff
of small amount of energy saving performance, these events can be further reduced by a
significant percentage.
6.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has proposed both the centralized and the distributed traffic-sensitive DS
techniques for energy savings in OFDMA-based cellular access networks. In addition, a
DSBS mechanism for centralized implementation has also been presented. Various BS
switching and UE association policies are also explored. Generalized optimization prob-
lems are formulated for the schemes and because of their challenging nature, low com-
plexity greedy style heuristic algorithms are proposed. Simulation results have demon-
strated the potential of the techniques in substantially reducing the total energy consump-
tion. User data rates, user distributions, UE association policies and original network
configurations have shown large impact on the achievable energy savings. Impact of the
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Figure 6.12: System performance under the proposed EWMA-based LF predictor.
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schemes on the SE and RBs requirement per UE are also investigated thoroughly. It is
also demonstrated that the use of the proposed EWMA-based LF predictor in conjunction
with the schemes can significantly reduce the number of network reconfiguring events
without sacrificing any energy saving performance.
To this end, the prospect of dynamic BS switching and dynamic sectorization techniques
for saving energy have been investigated by applying them separately. Therefore, the next
chapter concentrates on exploring the potential of energy savings through joint applica-
tions of these two schemes.
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Chapter 7
Joint Dynamic Sectorization and Base
Station Switching
This chapter proposes a traffic-aware energy saving framework for cellular access net-
works by employing network reconfiguring operation in two different dimensions. Pro-
posed framework is termed joint dynamic sectorization and switching of base station
(JDSBS) under which both DS and DSBS mechanisms are jointly applied for maximizing
potential energy savings. For the sake of ease implementation, the two dimensions, i.e.,
DS and DSBS operations are decoupled into time domain and applied one after another.
Based on the sequence of applications of DS and DSBS techniques, two different variants
of the JDSBS scheme are investigated. System performance is evaluated using extensive
simulations, which demonstrates the potential of a large scale energy savings. Superiority
of the JDSBS is also demonstrated by comparing with the individual applications of DS
and DSBS. The contribution of this chapter has been presented in [165].
7.1 System Model
The proposed JDSBS framework utilizes a two-dimensional dynamic network provision-
ing technique, which implements network wide DSBS as well as DS in each BS jointly.
More precisely, under this scheme, under-loaded BSs are dynamically switched into sleep
mode, while each of the remaining active BSs are configured with fewer sectors as well.
7.1 System Model
A          B
         C
Sleep
mode
Sleep
mode
Sleep
mode
1
Figure 7.1: A sample view of the network under the proposed JDSBS framework at a low-
traffic instance. Some BSs (e.g., A, B and C) and some sectors in the remaining active
BSs are in sleep mode. Each pattern in the figure corresponds to the coverage area of a
sector.
Thus, the achievable energy savings is maximized, while QoS is guaranteed. A snapshot
of the network under this scheme at a random low-traffic instance is illustrated in Fig. 7.1.
In the original network, all BSs as well as all the sectors (for this example, six sectors per
BS) are always left in active mode. However, as shown in the figure, several BSs (e.g.,
A, B and C) as well as many sectors in the active mode BSs are switched into sleep mode
during a low-traffic period for saving energy.
7.1.1 Problem Formulation
Once again, the downlink of an OFDMA-based cellular network served by a set of multi-
sector BSs B = {B1,B2, ...,B|B|} is considered. The goal of JDSBS is to maximize the
energy savings by minimizing both the number of active BSs and the number of sectors
in these BSs. Therefore, the objective is to evaluate the following two optimal sets: the
set of active BSs BON = {B∗1, B∗2, ..., B∗|BON |} ⊆ B and the set of active sectors SON =
{S1,S2, ....,S|BON |}. Here, Si = {s1, s2, ...., s|Si|} ⊆ Si,all = {1, 2, ...,Si} and Si are the
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set of active sectors and the total number of sectors in Bi respectively. Thus the following
optimization problem can be formulated
arg min
{B∗1 ,B∗2 ,...,B∗|BON |}
{S1,S2,....,S|BON |}
∑
i∈BON
∑
s∈Si
[
(1− δi)Li,sf (t)Pi,Op + δiPi,Op
]
(7.1)
s.t., Pi,b(t) ≤ P Thb , ∀i ∈ BON ,∀t (7.2)
Pi,out(t) ≤ P Thout ,∀i ∈ BON , ∀t (7.3)
R(a)u (t) ≥ Ru, u = 1, 2, ...,
|B|∑
i=1
Si∑
s=1
Us(li, t),∀t (7.4)⋃
i∈BON
⋃
s∈Si
Ai,s(t) = A,∀t (7.5)
∑
s∈Si
Us(li,t)∑
u=1
βi,su (t) ≤
∑
s∈Si
βi,sTot, ∀i ∈ BON ,∀t (7.6)
∑
s∈Si
Us(li,t)∑
u=1
P i,su (t) ≤
∑
s∈Si
Pi,Tx,∀i ∈ BON ,∀t (7.7)
The notations utilized in (7.1) - (7.7) have the same meanings as discussed in Chapter 6,
which are repeated here for the convenience of the readers. Here, li ∈ R2 is the location of
Bi and the LF of its sth sector is denoted by Li,sf (t), the session blocking and the session
outage probabilities are given by Pi,b(t) and Pi,out(t) respectively, P thb and P
th
out are the
target blocking and outage probabilities respectively, R(a)u (t) and Ru are the uth UE’s
achievable data rate and the required data rate respectively, A is the coverage area of the
network, Ai and Ai,s are the coverage area provided by Bi and its sth sector respectively,
P i,su (t) is the downlink transmit power for u
th UE, Pi,Op and Pi,Tx are the power profile
parameters corresponding to a single sector, and Us(li, t) and β
i,s
Tot are the total number of
UEs and RBs in sector s of Bi respectively.
7.1.2 Solution Approach
Network reconfiguring procedure under the proposed JDSBS mechanism is carried out
periodically in every Td time units. Now, since both BON and SON are variable, opti-
mization problem in (7.1) is nonconvex and highly challenging as well with O(2∑Bii=1 Si)
possible cases. For reducing the complexity, the JDSBS problem is first divided into two
sub-problems by decoupling DS and DSBS in time domain. This implies that at every
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Table 7.1: Algorithmic framework for JDSBS
1: Set BON = B and SON =
{S1,all,S2,all, ...,S|B|,all}
2: For JDSBS-I scheme:
3: Perform DSBS ∀Bi ∈ B and update BON
4: Perform DS ∀Bi ∈ BON and update SON
5: For JDSBS-II scheme:
6: Perform DS ∀Bi ∈ B and update SON
7: Perform DSBS ∀Bi ∈ B and update BON
instance of network reconfiguration, either of these DS and DSBS is carried out first for
the entire network followed by the other. Secondly, heuristically guided greedy style
algorithms are employed for DS and DSBS. Centralized algorithms for DS and DSBS
schemes presented in Chapter 6 are adopted here in the proposed JDSBS scheme. Based
on the sequence in which DS and DSBS are applied, following two variants of the JDSBS
are investigated.
a. JDSBS-I: At every instance when the network is reconfigured, first DSBS is applied to
reconfigure the network using reduced number of BSs. Following this, DS is employed
for switching several sectors in each under-utilized BSs into sleep mode.
b. JDSBS-II: The order of applying DSBS and DS is opposite to that in the JDSBS-I.
That means, first DS is employed followed by DSBS.
The algorithmic framework for the JDSBS scheme is presented in Table 7.1. Compu-
tational complexity and the signaling overhead of the proposed algorithm are same as
those of the centralized DS presented in Chapter 6, i.e., O(NBN2SNU) and (NU + 2NB)
respectively.
Remarks: Instead of this sequential approach of implementation, an integrated approach
can also be used. In this alternative approach, both DS and DSBS have to be executed
first for a BS. Then, the same procedure has to be repeated for the next BS until the last
one. Investigation of the integrated approach has been left for future works.
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Figure 7.2: Sleep mode equipment under user association policies.
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Figure 7.3: Energy saving performance under user association policies.
7.2 Performance Evaluation
Simulation settings are exactly same as that used for the centralized DSBS scheme pre-
sented in Chapter 6. BSs are considered equally energy proportional, i.e., δi = δ, ∀i.
Additionally, unless otherwise specified, the sector switching pattern R6−1 and the SBS
UE association policy are used for the simulations.
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7.2.1 Impact of UE Association Policies
First, the impact of the UE association policies on the system performance is evaluated.
Fig. 7.2 presents the percentage of sleep mode BSs and sectors under the JDSBS-I
scheme. It is identified that in the low traffic region (e.g., λ < 0.025), lower number
of BSs can switch to sleep mode in the SBS policy than that in the SS policy, while vice
versa for the case of sleep mode sectors. This can be explained as below: the SBS policy
has the higher probability in associating UEs with all the surrounding BSs resulting in
reduced chance for many of the neighbors to switch into sleep mode. On the other hand,
the SS policy associates UEs based on the neighbor ID. Therefore, it has the higher proba-
bility to associate UEs to a smaller subset of neighbors leading to a higher probability for
the other neighbors in switching into sleep mode. However, for the higher traffic region,
this subset of neighboring BS to which UEs are associated under the SS policy becomes
same as that of the SBS policy. Correspondingly, the difference between the two policies
diminishes with the increase of λ. In contrast, for higher λ regions, the SBS policy is ben-
efited from the fact that for a higher received SINR, a lower number of RBs (and hence a
lower transmit power) is required for supporting UEs leading to the requirement of fewer
active BSs, i.e., a higher number of BSs in sleep mode.
In the JDSBS-I, DSBS is carried out first leading to the increase of traffic in the remaining
active BSs. Therefore, the opportunity to switch sectors into sleep mode from the subse-
quent application of DS is reduced. Thus, the higher the number of sleep mode BSs, the
lower the number of sleep mode sectors, which is also evident from the figure. Notably, a
slight increase in the sleep mode sectors is observed in the higher traffic region followed
by a slow drop to zero. This is due to the fact that during high-traffic times, fewer BSs
can switch into sleep mode leaving slightly higher unused capacity, which is used by DS
for switching more sectors into sleep mode.
Despite the large disparity between the two UE association policies in terms of sleep
mode BSs and sectors over the entire range of λ, overall energy savings from both these
policies are very close as shown in Fig. 7.3. From Fig. 7.2, it is clearly seen that for both
the policies, a lower number of sleep mode sectors is compensated by a higher number
of sleep mode BSs and vice versa. Consequently, the two policies generate almost equal
energy savings.
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Figure 7.4: Energy saving performance with user distributions.
7.2.2 Impact of UE Distribution and Data Rates
Energy saving performance of the system with both the uniform and the Gaussian dis-
tributed UEs is illustrated in Fig. 7.4. For the convenience of explanation, energy savings
by the DS and the DSBS alone are also included in the figure. First of all, it is found
that except the DSBS scheme, other three schemes can extract higher savings having the
Gaussian distributed UEs than that with uniformly distributed. Since many UEs are closer
to BSs in a Gaussian distribution scenario, they can achieve higher SINR resulting from
lower path loss. This leads to the requirement of fewer RBs and less transmit power,
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Figure 7.5: Energy saving performance with data rates.
which allows more sectors in sleep mode and generates higher energy savings under the
DS scheme. However, for the DSBS scheme, UEs of the switched off BSs are associated
with BSs located further than the original serving BSs. Thus, a higher number of RBs as
well as a higher amount of transmit power is required, which is more evident in a Gaus-
sian scenario as more UEs are concentrated near BSs. The consequence is the reduced
number of sleep mode BSs and less energy savings. Despite these two opposing facts,
because of the dominance of DS over DSBS, the proposed JDSBS mechanism generates
higher savings under a Gaussian distributed case.
Secondly, diminishing energy savings with the rise of λ is observed in all the cases except
the JDSBS-I scheme. The slight increase of energy savings in the higher traffic region for
the JDSBS-I is due to the increase in the number of sleep mode sectors as explained in Fig.
7.2. It can be identified that DS can achieve nearly equal savings of the JDSBS-II except in
the very low-traffic region. This is because, in JDSBS-II, DS is carried out first and thus,
the remaining active sectors become nearly fully loaded for λ ≥ 0.015, beyond which
almost no BS can switch into sleep mode. It is also evident that the proposed JDSBS-II
mechanism can outperform the separate applications of DS and DSBS schemes.
Fig. 7.5 demonstrates the impact of UE data rates on the achievable energy savings, which
clearly identifies a higher savings for a network with lower data rate UEs. As explained
in Chapter 6, this is due to the combined effect of the requirement of a higher number of
RBs and a higher amount of transmit power as well for serving a UE with a higher data
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Figure 7.6: Energy saving performance with the number of sectors.
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Figure 7.7: Energy saving performance with BS power profile parameter δ.
rate requirement. Consequently, fewer number of BSs as well as fewer sectors can switch
to sleep mode and less savings is achieved.
7.2.3 Impact of the Number of Sectors and Power Profile of BSs
Energy saving performance for a network having 3-sector BSs is presented in Fig. 7.6. For
the convenience of visualizing the impact of the number of sectors per BS, energy savings
from 6-sector BSs is also repeated in this figure. Higher number of sectors provides higher
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Figure 7.8: Ratio of achievable spectral efficiency under the proposed scheme to that of
the original network.
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Figure 7.9: Ratio of required RBs per UE under the proposed scheme to that of the original
network.
number of options for associating UEs to the other sectors and BSs, which increases the
probability of switching sectors as well as BSs into sleep mode. Thus, with the increase
of number of sectors per BSs, energy savings increases. For instance, at λ = 0.02, energy
saving from JDSBS-II is equal to 32% and 44% for 3-sector and 6-sector BSs respectively.
On the other hand, impact of BS ELPC δ on the net energy savings for two different
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settings of λ is depicted in Fig. 7.7. Parameter δ = 1 corresponds to the CEC BSs in
which the highest wastage occurs and hence, the proposed JDSBS achieves the highest
energy savings as illustrated in the figure. With the decrease of δ, increasingly reduced
wastage of energy occurs causing decreased energy savings. For example, with λ = 0.02,
savings from JDSBS-II decreases from 50% at δ = 1 to 0% for δ ≤ 0.1. In addition, with
the increase of λ (i.e., network loading), drop in energy savings as well as rise in the value
of δ below which no savings is feasible are identified from the figure.
7.2.4 Impact on Spectral Efficiency and RB Utilization
Fig. 7.8 presents the ratio of the achievable SE in the proposed JDSBS scheme to that in
the original network. Due to combined effect of decreasing SE by both the DS and the
DSBS schemes, achievable SE under the JDSBS scheme is less than that in the original
network, which is evident from the ratio being smaller than one. Highest reduction is
found under the JDSBS-II scheme. With the increase of network load, reduced number
of BSs and sectors are switched to sleep mode, and consequently, the ratio approaches to
one for higher λ.
On the other hand, due to the reduced SE, a higher number of RBs per UE is required for
guaranteeing the required data rate as evident in Fig. 7.9. Consequently, the number of
utilized RBs for the same number of UEs is higher under the proposal. It is to be noted
that if these RBs were not utilized by the JDSBS scheme, they would have been left in
idle.
7.3 Performance under the EWMA-based LF Predictor
Fig. 7.10 illustrates the incentives of integrating the EWMA-based LF predictor and
the threshold Lth into the JDSBS-II scheme. Similar to the DS and the DSBS schemes
presented in Chapter 6, it is again evident that with the increase of Lth, energy savings
increases steadily becoming almost constant above a certain value. Optimal value of Lth
is also evaluated around 0.6 ∼ 0.7 and 0.5 ∼ 0.6 for f1(t) and f2(t) respectively. At these
settings, extracted energy savings per day amounts around 35% and 50% for f1(t) and
f2(t) respectively, while the network reconfiguring events are reduced by 43% and 29%
respectively.
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Figure 7.10: Daily energy savings and the percentage of instances at which network re-
configuration occurs.
7.4 Chapter Summary
A novel traffic-sensitive two-dimensional network reconfiguring mechanism called JDSBS
for energy efficiency in cellular access networks has been proposed in this chapter. The
proposed JDSBS mechanism performs dynamic network provisioning by adjusting the
number of active BSs as well as the number of sectors in each active BS. For avoiding the
high computational complexity of generalized optimization problem, the JDSBS problem
is decomposed into DS and DSBS sub-problems in time-domain. Centralized low com-
plexity greedy style heuristic algorithms are developed for both the sub-problems, which
are sequentially applied. Simulation results have demonstrated a substantial energy sav-
ings amounting over 90% at very low traffic times. The impact of the sequence of DS
and DSBS implementations, user association policies, BS power profiles, data rates, user
distributions and original network configurations have been thoroughly analyzed. Reduc-
tion in SE leading to the requirement of higher number of RBs per user for maintaining
the data rates than that in the original network is also identified. Moreover, the EWMA-
based LF predictor has also been effectively used in substantially reducing the network
reconfiguring events, while achieving significant energy savings.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Works
8.1 Conclusions
This thesis has proposed and investigated various novel distributed as well as centralized
traffic-driven dynamic operation mechanisms for energy efficiency in cellular networks.
More specifically, the goal was to minimize energy utilization in cellular RANs by lever-
aging the natural temporal-spatial traffic diversity in adaptively switching RAN equip-
ment between a high power active mode and a low power sleep mode, while maintaining
service quality. Devised network operations were of a self-organizing nature requiring no
human intervention, and thus, compatible with the future SONs.
SONs are envisaged to minimize human involvement in network operation and manage-
ment leading to reduced cost and complexity. On the other hand, the ecosystem on Earth
can be regarded as one of the best examples of a self-sustainable system with extreme
intelligence and no visible controller. The self-organization feature of the ecosystem is
playing a major role behind this self-sustainability. In light of this, by establishing an
analogy between the HWNs and the ecosystem through a one-to-one mapping, Chapter 3
introduced a new notion of eco-inspired design by integrating ecological principles into
cellular networks. With the aim of demonstrating the applicability of ecological principles
in cellular networks, an ecological MSMRC-based RRM scheme was proposed. First, the
intense competition among multi-class services for multiple radio resources was analyti-
cally modeled, which demonstrated that the service-classes requiring a higher amount of
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radio resources were eventually completely excluded. The proposed RRM scheme was
then imposed for regulating this competition by eliminating any chance of competitive
exclusion of any service class. Thorough investigation verified the capability of the RRM
scheme in shaping the unfair competition to a sustainable one, which guaranteed the co-
existence of diverse service classes under extreme competitive scenarios.
Non-load-proportional energy consumption in BSs and the conventional approach of keep-
ing all BSs active irrespective of traffic demand lead to a significant amount of energy
wastage in the existing networks. Therefore, Chapter 4 proposed a distributed inter-BS
cooperation assisted DSBS scheme for energy efficiency in cellular RANs. Under the pro-
posal, neighboring BSs were made to mutually cooperate for dynamically swapping traffic
and adjusting the number of active BSs, while meeting the instantaneous traffic demand.
The proposed distributed cooperation, called intra-network cooperation, was developed
following the principle of ecological self-organization and the degree of cooperation was
governed by the designed LF thresholds. Various selection schemes for regulating the
search space to choose the best BSs for offloading traffic were also explored. Measures
were integrated into the algorithm for reducing the number of communications among
BSs. An EWMA-based technique was also proposed for forecasting the LF in advance
from the historical data, which was then used for initiating the cooperation procedure.
Furthermore, an analytical model was also formulated for modeling the BS switching
dynamics.
Thorough investigation of the proposed DSBS mechanism was conducted over a wide
range of switching thresholds, BS selection schemes, BS power models, UE data rates
and traffic scenarios. LF thresholds were found to have significant impact on the energy
savings. Higher energy savings as well as higher switching in BSs were identified for the
selection schemes with a larger search space. A network with lower data rate users showed
the potential of higher energy savings. Furthermore, a steady rise in energy savings was
observed with the increase of non-proportionality in power consumption of BSs being
the highest for the CEC BSs, while the lowest for the FEP BSs. Moreover, BSs with a
higher sleep mode power produced significantly less savings. Finally, analytical results
were found in close agreement with the simulation results.
Many cities around the world are under the coverage of multiple cellular networks. There-
fore, Chapter 5 focused on exploring this multi-RAN scenario for developing energy
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saving DSBS mechanisms by implementing cooperation among these colocated RANs.
Two alternative traffic-sensitive distributed multi-RAN cooperation mechanisms, namely,
inter-network cooperation and joint cooperation, were developed in this chapter. Under
the inter-network cooperation, according to an agreed upon policy among the network
operators, colocated BSs that belong to different networks redistributed traffic among
themselves allowing some of the BSs to switch into sleep mode for saving energy. In
this case, no intra-network cooperation (as in Chapter 4) was implemented. Finally, both
the intra-network cooperation and the inter-network cooperation were applied in combi-
nation under the joint cooperation. Analytical models for a 2-RAN scenario were also
formulated for both the cooperation mechanisms.
Investigations identified longer sleep durations for BSs under the joint cooperation result-
ing in the highest energy savings, while the lowest savings was generated by the intra-
network cooperation. An increasing trend in energy savings with a higher number of
cooperating networks was also identified. On the other, achievable energy savings in a
network having both temporal and spatial traffic diversities was found much less than in
a network with temporal traffic diversity only. In addition, optimal energy savings and
corresponding LF thresholds under various optimization constraints were also evaluated.
The highest optimal savings was found for the case with no restriction on the number of
switching in BSs, while the savings became the lowest when minimizing the switching
in BSs was considered as well. Once again, analytical results were fairly close to the
simulation results.
Considering various high-level complexities in practical implementations of BS switching
based schemes, energy-aware DS mechanism having less complexity and effective as well
was proposed in Chapter 6. Under the DS scheme, each BS was adaptively reconfigured
with fewer sectors for matching with the traffic demand and saving energy. For avoid-
ing the high computational complexity of the optimal exhaustive search technique, low
complexity heuristically guided greedy style algorithms for both the centralized and dis-
tributed implementations were proposed. Various regular and irregular sector switching
patterns were explored. Due to the absence of inter-cell interference, higher savings was
achieved in a single-cell case compared to that in a multi-cell scenario. Savings was also
identified higher in a Gaussian distributed user scenario than in a uniformly distributed
case. Rise in energy savings was found with the increase of the number of sectors in BSs
as well as with the decrease of user data rate requirement. Moreover, energy savings of the
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proposed dynamic algorithm was found higher than that of the counterpart semi-dynamic
schemes, while the performance gap was within 5% of the optimal exhaustive search. On
the other hand, reduction in achievable SEs under the proposed network from those in the
original network was observed resulting in the requirement of a higher number of RBs
per user. A significant reduction in network reconfiguring events was also achieved from
the utilization of the EWMA-based LF predictor.
Chapter 6 also proposed a centralized version of the DSBS scheme for a single-RAN
scenario. Once again a greedy style heuristic algorithm was proposed for evaluating the
optimal set of active BSs. Various UE association policies, namely, BS’s energy effi-
ciency based LH and HL, SINR-based SBS and the sequence-based SS schemes, were
investigated. Simulation results demonstrated that although a nearly equal number of BSs
slept under the LH and the HL schemes, much higher energy savings was achieved with
the LH scheme. On the other hand, due to the preference of BSs with higher SINR for
associating UEs, the centralized DSBS scheme with the SBS scheme outperformed all
others in the higher traffic region. SEs, RBs requirement and the reduction in network
dimensioning events followed similar trends as those observed under the DS scheme.
Chapter 7 proposed a novel traffic-aware two-dimensional centralized dynamic network
provisioning mechanism named JDSBS for saving energy in cellular RANs. Under the
JDSBS scheme, both the DS and the DSBS presented in Chapter 6 were jointly applied
for maximizing the potential energy savings by adaptively switching several BSs as well
as some of the sectors in the remaining under-utilized active BS into sleep mode. Based
on the sequence of applications of DS and DSBS, two variants of the JDSBS scheme, des-
ignated JDSBS-I and JDSBS-II, were outlined. Impact of the UE association policies, BS
power profiles, user data rates, user distributions and original network configurations was
thoroughly investigated. JDSBS-I and JDSBS-II were identified to outperform each other
in the higher and lower traffic regions respectively. Furthermore, the JDSBS-II showed
the potential of achieving higher savings than that under the individual applications of DS
and DSBS. The proposed LF predictor was once again effectively used in reducing the
network provisioning events.
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8.2 Future Research Directions
At the current stage of the proposed research, developed dynamic network operation
mechanisms have much room for being improved and extended in several interesting di-
rections. Some of these potential research openings are summarized below.
• The proposed mechanisms were developed aiming to reduce energy consumption in BSs
and thus, only the downlink direction was considered. However, these dynamic switching
of network equipment may increase the energy consumption in UEs leading to reduced
battery life. Impact on UE power consumption can be more apparent under the DSBS
schemes as a UE located in a sleep mode BS is served by a distant BS. Therefore, it
is vital to take into account both uplink and downlink directions jointly for developing
effective energy efficient dynamic network operation mechanisms. On the other hand,
for compensating this probable increased energy utilization in UEs, relay stations can be
introduced into the network. Then, the relays located around the sleep mode BSs can be
dynamically activated for connecting their (BSs) users to distant neighboring BSs, which
can be considered as a future focus for thorough study.
• The system models were developed and investigated for CBR services. However, the
relaxed bit rate requirements of non-CBR services can be exploited for achieving higher
energy savings. Therefore, it would be really interesting to extend the proposed schemes
to various cases of multi-class services with diverse QoS requirements, such as CBR
and non-CBR (e.g., GBR and best effort) traffic, symmetric and asymmetric data rates,
real-time and non-real time applications and different delay constraints. Furthermore, for
computational tractability, like majority of the existing works, this thesis adopted con-
servative strategies for modeling the highly dynamic interference, especially under the
DSBS schemes. If the interference could be accurately modeled, evaluated energy sav-
ings could be higher. Therefore, accurate modeling of the inter-cell interference under the
proposed dynamic schemes can be considered for future works, which can have a broader
significance in developing dynamic interference management techniques.
• Under the proposed schemes, BSs mutually cooperate with each other in an unselfish
manner, i.e., they cooperate for maximizing the total energy savings without being con-
cerned about their individual benefit. However, it would be interesting to evaluate the en-
ergy saving performance with BSs aware of their own payback. This is particularly more
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important for the case of the proposed multi-RAN DSBS schemes in which a pre-ranked
sequence of RANs was assumed for redistributing traffic among them. In practice, net-
work operators are competitor of each other and eager to optimize their respective profits.
Therefore, it is essential to develop cooperative business models for traffic redistribution
as well as profit sharing among the operators. For instance, a game-theoretic approach or
an ecological coopetition (i.e., both cooperation and competition together) based model
can be used for this kind of strategy formulation.
• For overcoming several performance limitations of the conventional macrocell net-
works, the notion of multi-tier networks employing a blend of macro, micro, femto and
pico cells for cellular networks has gained universal recognition. This thesis proposed
and investigated the energy saving mechanisms for homogeneous cellular networks hav-
ing macrocells only. Therefore, there is a large research prospect in extending the pro-
posed mechanisms and the algorithms to the complex scenarios of multi-tier networks.
Developing advanced traffic-aware joint dynamic macro-micro-femto-pico BSs switch-
ing mechanisms by offloading traffic from one another for achieving energy savings can
be of fundamental importance. In addition to the utilization of ideal circular shape cell
coverage, stochastic geometry based network models can also be integrated into the anal-
ysis for achieving a more realistic system design.
• CoMP transmission/reception integrated in the 3GPP LTE-A is a promising candidate
for efficient interference management through inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC),
achieving higher throughput, better radio resource utilization and so on. Under the down-
link JT-CoMP technique, multiple BSs in a cooperative and coordinated way can simul-
taneously transmit to a single UE resulting in reduced interference and higher SINR [86].
Therefore, incorporation of the downlink JT-CoMP technique in the proposed schemes
may result in reduced downlink transmit power and RB requirement in each BS. Con-
sequently, a higher number of BSs and sectors might be switched into sleep mode lead-
ing to higher energy savings. In addition, the proposed schemes with other CoMP tech-
niques [86], such as the downlink CS/CB, and the uplink multipoint reception (MR) with
IRC and CS may achieve higher energy savings, which can be an attractive subject matter
of investigation.
• Utilization of green energy, such as sustainable biofuels, solar, wind and marine energy
for powering up BSs can considerably decrease the on-grid energy consumption resulting
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in reduced CO2 footprint. BS manufacturers Ericsson and Nokia Siemens Networks have
already developed such types of green BSs. On the other hand, climate conditions and
consequently, green energy generation can vary from location to location. Furthermore,
due to the variation in traffic intensity, effective sunlight duration, wind velocity, etc.,
available green energy among BSs may differ significantly. Under such cases, it might
be possible to run a BS from green energy for a fraction of the day, while the rest of the
day by the on-grid energy. Moreover, by keeping the green powered BSs active for a
longer duration and switching the on-grid powered BSs into sleep mode, energy savings
can be further enhanced. Additional energy savings would be possible by serving more
traffic by BSs having higher green energy. Therefore, for such a scenario of combined
on-grid energy and green energy supply, development of joint energy sources scheduling
and equipment switching strategies for minimizing the on-grid energy usage can be of
immense importance.
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Derivation of Probabilities in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5
Let us consider a scenario of N RANs each having NT BSs serving Q classes of services.
Without losing the generality, it is assumed that all the sessions generated from the qth
class in the ith network are of equal duration denoted by hi,q,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., N),∀q ∈
(1, 2, ..., Q), and require equal number of RBs denoted by ηi,q,∀i ∈ (1, 2, ..., N),∀q ∈
(1, 2, ..., Q), as well. Instantaneous LF at time t in BS Bi,j can then be given by
Li,j(t) =
α(li,j)fi,j(t)
βi,j
Q∑
q=1
ρ
(q)
i,j hi,qηi,q,∀i,∀j (A.1)
where fi,j(t), βi,j and li,j are the rate function, total number of RBs and the location of
Bi,j respectively. ρ(q)i,j is a Poisson RV with parameter λ(q)i,j . Assuming α(li,j) ≥ 0,∀i, ∀j
are independent identically distributed uniform RVs over a range [a, b], we can replace
α(li,j) by α, ∀i,∀j and write as below
Pr
{
N∑
i=1
Ki,jLi,j(t) < Θ|α
}
= Pr
{
N∑
i=1
Q∑
q=1
Ki,jρ
(q)
i,j fi,j(t)hi,qηi,q
βi,j
<
Θ
α
|α
}
= Pr
ZN,j < Θα − µzN,j√σ2zN,j |α
 = 1−Q
 Θα − µzN,j√
σ2zN,j
 , ∀j (A.2)
where ZN,j is a Normal RV with zero mean and unit variance, and Θ and Ki,j, ∀i, ∀j
are constants. The assumption that a Poisson RV with large rate parameter λ can be
approximated by a Normal RV with both mean and variance equal to λ has been used in
deriving (A.2). Here, µzN,j and σ
2
zN,j
are given by
µzN,j =
N∑
i=1
Q∑
q=1
Ki,jλ
(q)
i,j fi,j(t)hi,qηi,q
βi,j
,∀j (A.3)
σ2zN,j =
N∑
i=1
Q∑
q=1
K2i,jλ
(q)
i,j f
2
i,j(t)h
2
i,qη
2
i,q
β2i,j
,∀j (A.4)
By removing the summation over N , and setting Ki,j = 1 and appropriate value for Θ in
(A.2), we can evaluate the following probabilities for a particular BS Bi,j
Pr {Li,j(t) < Lf |α} = Pr
{
Q∑
q=1
ρ
(q)
i,j hi,qηi,q <
βi,jLf
αfi,j(t)
|α
}
= 1−Q
 βi,jLfαfi,j(t) − µxi,j√
σ2xi,j

(A.5)
where µxi,j =
∑Q
q=1 λ
(q)
i,j hi,qηi,q and σ
2
xi,j
=
∑Q
q=1 λ
(q)
i,j h
2
i,qη
2
i,q. Similarly, we can write
Pr {Li,j(t) ≥ Hf |α} = 1− Pr {Li,j(t) < Hf |α} = Q
 βi,jHfαfi,j(t) − µxi,j√
σ2xi,j
 (A.6)
Pr {Lf ≤ Li,j(t) < Hf |α} = Q
 βi,jLfαfi,j(t) − µxi,j√
σ2xi,j
−Q
 βi,jHfαfi,j(t) − µxi,j√
σ2xi,j
 (A.7)
Again, P r
{
(Af − Ln,ki,j (t) > ψn,ki,j Li,j(t)|α
}
= Pr
{
ψn,ki,j Li,j(t) + L
n,k
i,j (t) < Af |α
}
= Pr
{
αψn,ki,j fi,j(t)
βi,j
Q∑
q=1
ρ
(q)
i,j hi,qηi,q +
αfn,ki,j (t)
βn,ki,j
Q∑
q=1
ρ
n,k(q)
i,j hi,qηi,q < Af |α
}
= Pr
Yi,j < Af − µyi,j√σ2yi,j
 = 1−Q
Af − µyi,j√
σ2yi,j
 (A.8)
where fn,ki,j , L
n,k
i,j , β
n,k
i,j and λ
n,k(q)
i,j are respectively the rate function, LF, total RBs and
the qth class Poisson rate parameter in the candidate BS Cn,ki,j of Bi,j . Whereas, Yi,j is a
Normal RV with zero mean and unit variance, and µyi,j and σ
2
yi,j
are given by
µyi,j =
αψn,ki,j fi,j(t)
βi,j
Q∑
q=1
λ
(q)
i,j hi,qηi,q +
αfn,ki,j (t)
βn,ki,j
Q∑
q=1
λ
n,k(q)
i,j hi,qηi,q (A.9)
σ2yi,j =
α2(ψn,ki,j )
2f 2i,j(t)
β2i,j
Q∑
q=1
λ
(q)
i,j h
2
i,qη
2
i,q +
α2(fn,ki,j (t))
2
(βn,ki,j )
2
Q∑
q=1
λ
n,k(q)
i,j h
2
i,qη
2
i,q (A.10)
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Appendix B
Multi-Dimensional Erlang-B Formula
Let ith cellular network has NT BSs and serves Q classes of services. A state of its jth
BS Bi,j can be given as, γi,j =
(
γ
(1)
i,j , γ
(2)
i,j , ..., γ
(Q)
i,j
)
, where γ(q)i,j is the number of active
sessions from class q. We can also write, ηi,j =
(
η
(1)
i,j , η
(2)
i,j , ..., η
(Q)
i,j
)
, where η(q)i,j denotes
the number of channels (e.g., RBs in LTE) required for a session from qth class.
Thus, the state space of Bi,j becomes, Ωi,j =
{
γi,j : γi,j(ηi,j)
T ≤ Υi,j, γ(q)i,j ≥ 0,∀q
}
,
where Υi,j is the total number of channels in Bi,j .
Let Ω(q)i,j =
{
γi,j : Υi,j − γi,j(ηi,j)T < η(q)i,j , γ(q)i,j ≥ 0,∀q
}
⊆ Ωi,j and a(q)i,j = λ(q)i,j h(q)i,j .
Here, λ(q)i,j and h
(q)
i,j are the average session arrival rate and the session duration of class q
respectively. Then, the session blocking probability of class q in Bi,j can be given by
P q,bi,j =
G
(
Ω
(q)
i,j
)
G (Ωi,j)
(B.1)
where
G (Ωi,j) =
∑
γi,j∈Ωi,j
Q∏
q=1
(
a
(q)
i,j
)γ(q)i,j
γ
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i,j
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Ω
(q)
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=
∑
γi,j∈Ω(q)i,j
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(
a
(q)
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γ
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(B.2)
Thus, the average session blocking probability in ith network can be written as
Pi,b =
∑NT
j=1
∑Q
q=1 λ
(q)
i,j P
q,b
i,j∑NT
j=1
∑Q
q=1 λ
(q)
i,j
(B.3)
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